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It’s hard to deny that public drinking in Iceland 
becomes more visible over the summer when 
the 24-hour daylight motivates youngsters 
and adults alike to party like crazy at various 
gatherings in the capital and the countryside. 
Usually these parties go on smoothly, but as we 
have witnessed since forever, drunken locals 
gathering en masse can have some serious 
consequences. It’s hard to deny that fact either. 
Recent news reports on ear-biting girls and 
groups of intoxicated young adults on drugs 
beating each other up in downtown Reykjavík 
on weekends have raised questions among 
many of the country’s residents who have 
become fed up with the intolerable violent be-

haviour and shabbiness in the late-night capital. 
They demand action. Whether the situation is 
any worse today than decades ago has been 
the subject of heated debate, but in this issue 
of the Grapevine, Dr. Þórarinn Tyrfingsson tries 
to shed some light on the drinking problem 
and drug-abuse in the country.  
 For the past few years, one weekend in 
particular has been heavily associated with 
immense alcohol use and under-aged drink-
ing. This is the annual three-day travel-holiday 
Verlunarmannahelgin, featuring celebrations in 
almost every small town around the country. 
During this particular weekend, three coura-
geous Grapevine representatives set out for 

the journey into the unknown and drove the 
ring road – and plus some – trying to find 
the greatest outdoor festivals and national 
celebrations on the island. They came back 
exhausted, and a little bit shocked but with 
loads of photos to share with you readers.  
 There are more celebrations ahead. The 
preparations for the joyful gay parade is in 
full swing as the annual Gay Pride festival is 
just around the corner. This Saturday, gays, 
lesbians and transgendered as well as ap-
proximately 50,000 pedestrians will fill the 
streets of downtown Reykjavík to support 
gay-rights and have a good time while doing 
so. Be sure not to miss out on that, or on 

Haukur S. Magnússon’s article on the float 
preparation. If looking for some more midday 
fun, you should also check out our Reykjavík 
Culture Night extra in this issue, offering a full 
schedule on all of the diverse culture-oriented 
happenings taking place on August 18. The 
fact that approximately 100,000 people make 
their way downtown during that one day to 
watch a firework display should at least be 
something of interest. Just be sure to make a 
run for it before the groups of drunken’ locals 
take over the streets. 

Steinunn Jakobsdóttir, Assistant Editor
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Now we all know that “the opinion of the columnists 
don’t” reflect the opinion of the Reykjavik grapevine” 
is a little legal disclaimer trick to get you out of moral 
defamation lawsuits. But it seems that any time col-
umnists’ articles are criticized you use this as your only 
comeback, it’s not boring to do that, it’s just lame. Of 
course the columnists opinions are not yours, but who 
picked the columnists? Shouldn’t you take some kind of 
responsibility for the views you choose to espouse in your 
newspaper, if not in a strictly legal sense, at least let’s 
be honest with the readers. And if your only comeback 
is still going to be that little old line, why don’t you let 
the columnists reply?

Best,
Sara Gauthier Campbell

Dear Sara Gauthier Campbell,
You seem to be referring to last issue’s “Sour Grapes”, 
where a couple of gripes against our columnists were 
answered by quoting that boring old clause. Now, as 
a rule, responding to criticism is lame (see below) – es-
pecially when it concerns something so subjective as 
opinions on music or advertising. So, we won’t. That 
said, our columnists are more than capable of defend-
ing themselves and are alloted an 800 word free reign 
per issue to arrange however they fancy. Be it analyzing 
music scenes, criticizing advertising or – God forbid 
– responding to critics. 
HM

Hello
My name is Isla Williams and I am journalist based in 
Manchester, England. I write features for women’s maga-
zines and I am currently writing an article on expats from 
Britain who have settled on a new life abroad. For my 
latest feature I am looking for a woman under 45 with 
or without children or a couple who have set up home 
away from Britain. The subject of my article would get 
paid and the feature would include a couple of pictures 
of their new life away from Britain and one of their old 
life back here in Blighty!
 If anyone out there is interested, could they please 
email me on IslaWilliams@aol.com
Regards

Dear Women-or-couples-under-45-with-or-without-chil-
dren-who-have-set-up-home-away-from-Britain,
Here’s your chance to make some quid, quick. Be sure 
to mail 10% to the usual address. 
HM

Dear Grapevine,
Due to your issue last month with the cover about 
exporting Icelandic music, I really have to criticize your 
critics…
 A critic is someone who analysis something and re-
turned a valued judgment on the item. There are various 
forms of criticism, both positive and negative, but most 
importantly it should impartial an unbiased otherwise it 
doesn’t have any relevance.
 Recently, I only seem to read negative criticism in 
the press, from people who obviously have their specific 
tastes and judges everything else according to those. On 
top of that, those critics are competing so hard with one 
another to stuff as many witty and negative comments 
to tarnish the item in question in the most original ways, 
that it’s hard to find anything positive in the review.

 I noticed this when I read that previous issue of 
Grapevine last month. There was page with each album 
review worse then the next. When you finally brushed 
a trash from the critics words, there was little left about 
the album itself and you know nothing about it except 
it was bad and not worth listening to. The irony is that 
these were all Icelandic albums and you had on the 
cover of this issue a headline about exporting Icelandic 
music.
 There on that page was blatantly obvious the critics 
were in a self masturbation contest with each other to 
see who could ridicule or put down an album the most. 
It felt like reading an online chatroom log between spotty 
14 year old teens, where the only way for themselves 
to look cool, is to say something bad about someone 
else: “This album is like yo’ momma. Loud whine that 
no-one want to listen to”.
 The most ““positive”” (needed en extra pair of 
“quotation marks” there) bit of criticism on the page 
was on the line of on critic being surprised that a bands 
debut album did actually manage not to stink so bad. 
He quickly adds though that this means the only way 
for the band from here is down. So he’s already labeled 
the next album as a flop and is probably right now in 
the thesaurus looking for synonyms for the word “di-
saster”.
 Since these reviews in Grapevine, I’ve noticed more 
and more of this type of criticism.
 Thanks to the web culture, anyone who can pound 
aimlessly on a keyboard is a certified critic. Then of 
course only the juice criticisms are chosen since they 
make more amusing reading material. Who wants to 
read how much I enjoyed listening to an album when 
stories of seizures due to bad musical performances get 
much more attention.
 Excuse me if I’m starting to sound like your critics. I 
see a similar style with me, but I don’t expect everybody 
to listen to me by publishing this so everyone can see 
that I am right.
 What happened to all the good critics that had 
some sense between their ears due to knowledge, age 
or occupation in the field of the item being criticized?
 These days, it feels like finicky eaters which only 
eat hotdogs, are forcing themselves into all the fine 
restaurants, just to spit out reindeer carpaccio because 
it’s too raw. It’s obvious the venom on their tongues has 
already destroyed all their sense of taste.
 The word “criticism” does not imply the need to be 
negative. People just feel that way, because either you 
criticize something or you praise it. And since the page 
said album criticism, the writers were better not trying 
to stray into the praise area.
 But criticism in naturally both. I hope the Grapevine 
staff re-reads their reviews from that aforementioned 
issue and see what I mean.
 Hopefully I can see some reviews that have some 
reference I can follow in the coming issues

Best regards,
Ragnar Eythorsson

Dear Ragnar,
Have you considered that the albums in question might’ve 
just sucked a lot?Not saying they did, but who knows? 
A lot of crap is released these days. 
 In any case, how come you never write us positive 
letters, praising us? We have as many feelings in our 
tender hearts as any rock band out there. And we cer-
tainly don’t try and sell ‘em to you for 1.899 ISK. 
HM

Sour Grapes
Say your piece, voice your opinion, send your letters to letters@grapevine.is.

www.arcticrafting.is  |  +345-562-7000

You could be here!

Arctic Rafting offers rafting trips on the Hvítá River, only 10 
minutes from the Geysir area. The trips start at 6.590 ISK 
and a variety of combination tours are availble every day. 
We can also pick you up from your hotel in Reykjavík.

The Golden Circle & river rafting on Hvítá: 13.990 ISK
Horse riding & river rafting on Hvítá: 13.790 ISK
ATV bike ride & river rafting on Hvítá: 16.890 ISK

Call us on +354-562-7000, meet us at Laugavegur 11 
in the Cintamani Center or ask for us  at your hotel or 
nearest tourist information center.

NATURE IS THE ADVENTURE
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Alcohol and drug use in Iceland tends to be the 
topic of heated conversations before and after 
the annual holiday weekend Verslunarmanna-
helgin, which usually is associated with heavy-
drinking at many outdoor festivals around the 
country. Some people claim that a lack of a 
proper wine-culture is tormenting the country, 
and that Icelanders can’t handle the drink 
without turning into a bunch of barbarians. 
News on violence in the centre of Reykjavík 
on weekends and reports on attacks lately has 
done little too ease their nerves. 
 Not everyone agrees on the subject or 
whether there actually is a serious problem to 
worry about. Many locals would like to see less 
restriction when it comes to alcohol sales and 
find the fact that alcohol can only be bought 
at the state-owned ÁTVR liquor stores simply 
outrageous, not to mention the price they 
have to pay for the bottle. 
 Grapevine visited the treatment clinic Vogur 
and sat down with Dr. Þórarinn Tyrfingsson, 
Chief Medical Director of SÁÁ to discuss these 
issues. 

It seems only appropriate to ask you; do 
you see alcohol abuse as a major problem 
in Icelandic society?
Alcohol consumption has been a big prob-
lem, yes. Today, though, we’re facing a much 
better situation than in most other countries 
with alcoholism and drug-abuse, and this is 
despite the fact that [Icelanders] drink a lot and 
many people face problems with alcohol. We 
have in a way learnt how to solve our drink-
ing problems. By emphasising – with a more 
open society – on helping alcoholics, providing 
proper treatments and social services, we have 
managed to change the scope and develop-
ment of the problem. 
 But as in other societies, we have a mi-
nority group, a relatively small one, that is in 
bad shape. What has also happened here is 
that an increasing number of people, young 
people especially, fall off the wagon in a differ-
ent way. These are people that have dropped 
out of school and find it hard to get jobs and 
therefore need help from the municipalities 
and the society. 
Are Icelanders drinking more heavily in 
recent years?
I think that people tend to focus too much on 
the problems. That applies to teenage drink-
ing, for example. On June 17 [Icelandic Inde-
pendence Day], somebody shot footage of 
teenagers drinking downtown, which was later 

broadcast on US TV. There, people perceived 
it as presenting a typical midday in Iceland, 
with masses of teenagers drinking heavily. In 
reality, showing this once-a-year event when 
things get out of hand for a few individuals 
at the end of a national celebration, that’s 
just taking things out of context. We are just 
like other Europeans. We handle alcohol just 
like they do, the problem isn’t any worse in 
Iceland today. 
 On the other hand, looking to the future, 
the next five years will in all likelihood see us 
moving the average alcohol consumption up 
to ten litres per individual per year up. We 
have gone very fast from drinking five litres per 
year to seven. The move from seven to eight 
litres, and eight to ten, is a much more serious 
concern, so we need to prepare ourselves for 
health problems among the middle-aged and 
senior contingent in the future. 
 I think that the issue boils down to this: 
teenagers have the opportunities to drink, 
like they have always had. They have access 
to alcohol, they drink badly and they drink a 
lot. That hasn’t changed through the years. 
The current change in drinking habits will for 
the most part be evident among a group of 
people belonging to the generation which 
was born around the Second World War and 
little later. Members of that group have started 
drinking heavily, and on a daily basis; this is 
a development we will notice. That’s why the 
political decisions made in the future are very 
important. I think that many countries envy 
our strategy in the past, and our restrictive 
policy. 
Some Icelanders see such government 
control, the fact that alcohol is only sold 
at state owned liquor stores, for example, 
as being too restrictive…
The restrictions aren’t that great, and we have 
moved away from our original policy, i.e. to 
not have alcohol on special offer at the liquor 
store or to mix the sales outlets with regular 
business life. Today, liquor stores can be found 
inside chain stores and shopping malls and 
liquor licences have grown in number. All this 
has had effects. But then, things are taken out 
of context and people start discussing single 
matters instead of looking at the full picture. 
We need to discuss the general drinking age, 
the outlets, bars and restaurants and surveil-
lance, and we need to talk about prices, but 
people tend to focus more on single factors. 
We can just as well expect that the policy will 
change and that we will adopt the same system 

as the Western-European nations, who drink 
most in the world, i.e. Germans, Danes, the 
Dutch and the British. And then Icelanders will 
drink the most of all nations in the world. Then 
we will reach that stage.
There have been heated discussions re-
garding the high price of alcohol in Ice-
land and whether the price should be 
lowered… 
The price of alcohol isn’t high in Iceland. These 
talks are nothing but propaganda tools used 
by those who want to earn a larger share of 
alcohol sales profits. That’s what the issue is 
about. What I want is a reasonable policy and 
well-advised legislation, because if we don’t 
have that, the public will pay in the end. If we 
are seriously discussing lowering alcohol prices, 
we have to look at where increased alcohol 
use will be most evident, and how much of a 
price cut we’re talking about. All these things 
matter a great deal. 
Are available treatment resources for al-
coholics and drug addicts adequate in 
Iceland? For example, is enough being 
spent on institutions such as Vogur?
Our treatment system is much more advanced 
than elsewhere, as we people here can attend 
rehabilitation programs free of charge. People 
debate whether these individuals [who go to 
rehab] get enough treatment all the time, but 
our situation is better than in other countries. 
I think that it is ultimately profitable for society 
to have good treatment programmes. We could 
be doing better in helping these individuals 
back on their feet and into the society again 
after their treatment. This may prove expensive, 
but needs to be dealt with. 
How many people are annually admitted 
at Vogur?
Every year, approximately 1,800 individuals are 
admitted. Overall, we’ve treated more than 
18,000 Icelanders. Half of them have only 
come once. Around 80% come three times or 
less, and less than 3% have been admitted in 
the hospital ten times or more. This indicates 
that the program is working, and in the second 
place that those who are in the worst condition 
are always welcomed back. It also tells us that if 
we want to minimize their returns, we need to 
improve and add to resources available to them 
post-rehabilitation. Full co-operation between 
the social system and the health care system is 
sometimes lacking. It is an expensive process, 
because the solutions can be very complicated. 
What is the largest group that comes in 
for treatment?

People of all ages seek our help, ranging from 
ages 14 to 86. In the past, our largest group 
of patients were in the 25-to-45 age bracket. 
What has happened through the years, how-
ever, is that this group remains the same size 
in numbers but is getting comparatively smaller 
compared to other age groups. 
Recently, assault cases in the city centre 
have caused a stir among some locals. 
Many say that they fear to venture down-
town after midnight, and some even refer 
to Reykjavík as “The City of Fear,” citing in-
creased drug and alcohol abuse in the 101 
area. Do you feel the situation has grown 
worse, or are the claims unfounded?
The problem increased between 1995 and 
2000, but for the past years a certain balance 
has been in order. The situation isn’t improv-
ing, but it isn’t getting worse either. I don’t 
know where the future will lead us. Many 
things indicate that the condition is getting 
better in regards to young people. There are 
comparatively fewer teenagers coming to us 
that have been injecting themselves with opi-
ates such as heroin. There are many positive 
factors we must not forget about. At the same 
time, we face another problem, which is the 
abuse of stimulants, especially among people 
aged 20 to 40. Such drug use has been rising 
and these individuals tend to mix the drugs 
with alcohol. 
People have pointed out that this cocktail 
of stimulating drugs (such as amphet-
amines) and alcohol conduces aggres-
sion and violent behaviour in the city 
centre…
Yes. Young people who drink and get intoxi-
cated tend to get aggressive. It has always 
been like that. An abuse of stimulants will add 
to that behaviour, which makes matters even 
worse. A lot of violent behaviour and disorder 
can be traced to the use of steroids, drugs and 
alcohol; who all have had terrible effects on 
society. A lot of confrontations can be traced 
back to this, a significant problem. 
So what could be done? 
City planning is important. People should be 
able to go out and have fun close to their 
homes. It has bad effects on a society to have 
large party centres in a city. It is much more 
efficient to bring the entertainment closer to 
the public, into the neighbourhoods. Today, 
there are way too many bars and clubs located 
in a small area where few people live. These 
people have little political say and aren’t able 
to have any real influence on their surrounding. 
As I see it, this is a civil-engineering issue. We 
need to have smaller centres where people can 
gather and find entertainment and we could 
do better in changing our city and creating a 
more culture-orientated entertainment, instead 
of just focusing on drinking.
 In the end, I would also like to point out 
that we need to make a clear distinction be-
tween alcohol and drug abuse that goes out 
of hand, which is a social issue, and alcohol 
abuse and drug addiction as a disease. The 
same principles don’t apply to the two. Teen-
age drinking is a social issue, which needs to 
be dealt with by increasing surveillance and 
other things. What we can do to help those 
with alcohol disease and drug addiction is to 
provide the best treatment we can. 

On Icelanders and their Alcohol
Text by Steinunn Jakobsdóttir     Photo by Gulli

“We can just as well ex-
pect that the policy will 
change and that we will 
adopt the same system as 
the Western-European na-
tions, who drink most in 
the world, i.e. Germans, 
Danes, the Dutch and the 
British. And then Iceland-
ers will drink the most of 
all nations in the world. 
Then we will reach that 
stage.” 
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After the recent publication of an article in the 
Grapevine about the new hospitality industry 
licensing laws concerning stripping and prostitu-
tion in Iceland, two former dancers of Club Óðal, 
a strip club in downtown Reykjavík, contacted 
the paper alleging that the club was infringing 
the laws on tax, labour rights, and prostitution 
– allegations which the owner of the club ve-
hemently denies. This article attempts to shed 
some light on those allegations. 
 To put this information into context, a sum-
mary of the new laws is useful. The laws prohibit 
strip dancing, the fraternisation of clients by 
dancers, and private strip dancing. However, 
according to Sigurður Freyr Sigurðsson, a lawyer 
at Reykjavík Police, clubs can continue to offer 
strip dancing but not private dancing, if they 
are granted permission by the police and health 
and safety authorities. Prostitution is now legal 
on the condition that a third person does not 
profit from the act, and therefore continues to 
be illegal in strip clubs.

The Allegations
Among the allegations was the claim that the 
club was not paying the dancers the amount 
they had been guaranteed when they were 
hired. Despite being told that they would get 
paid 40% of the cost of a five-minute private 
dance, the price of which is 5,000 ISK, the 
women who approached the Grapevine claimed 
that at Club Óðal they were only receiving a 
total of 280 ISK (after taxes and pension fund 
contributions were deducted) from that amount, 
while at other clubs they pocket 50% of the 
cost of a private dance and are not taxed at 
such a high rate. 
 “If you make 300,000 [ISK] a month, 
you probably come out with 100,000 [ISK]. It 
shouldn’t be like that. And [the club] is supposed 
to be the best club [in Iceland] but that is the 
only club that does it,” the women say.
 According to them, “about half” of the 
dancers at the club have quit in recent weeks 
citing complaints of pay, the conditions in the 
club and also slow business. 

The Response
To put these claims into perspective, the Grape-
vine contacted another club in the Reykjavík 
area and asked what they pay their employ-
ees for private dancing. Ásgeir Þór Davíðsson, 
owner of Goldfinger, a strip club in the town 
of Kópavogur, and Bóhem (Iceland’s first erotic 
club) in Reykjavík, confirmed that the dancers 
that work at his clubs are paid “more or less” 

50% of the cost of a private dance. 
 Grétar Ingi Berndsen, the owner of Club 
Óðal, denies the womens’ claims of wrong-
doing. “All the girls work in the club by the 
conditions in the contract – if it says 60–40, 
then that’s what they get. They do get 60–40. 
These are just allegations. We’ve had hundreds 
of girls here – some come back every year,” he 
says.
 When Berndsen was pressed to speculate 
on any circumstances where a dancer might 
only receive 280 ISK from a 5,000 ISK dance, 
he replied that while he may not be at the club 
100% of the time, he does keep a close eye on 
how it’s managed.
“The contracts [and salaries] are by law and 
done by a computer like at all other companies 
– it’s not done by hand or by individuals,” he 
says. “It’s not in our interest [to not pay the 
girls correctly].”  
 Berndsen was asked if he saw any reason 
why two ex-employees would make such strong 
allegations. “The girls are quite good at calcu-
lating their own salaries – they know more or 
less what they make each month,” he replied. 
“[But] it’s a misunderstanding. Everything is a 
see-through system here.”
 When the Grapevine asked for the specific 
break-up of the pay, Berndsen explained that 
from a 5,000 ISK dance, a 1,000 ISK service fee 
is first deducted. From the remaining 4,000 ISK, 
the women earn around 1,500 ISK, or 30%. 
Not quite 40%, but close.
 According to the club’s accountant, who 
requested to remain anonymous, the women 
earn from 30% to 100% of the remaining 4,000 
ISK. The accountant explained that the amount 
that individual dancers make heavily depends 
on how many drinks they sell. Yet, the dancers 
who contacted the Grapevine maintain that 
they receive a maximum of 280 ISK (after taxes 
and other deductions) per five-minute dance 
regardless of how many drinks they sell.

Paying Taxes
Despite being self-employed and, as such, 
responsible for paying their taxes, the women 
also claimed that the club was deducting their 
taxes and pension fund contributions from 
their salary on their behalf.
 “They [the club] say that they’ll pay the 
taxes for me, but they never ask me or the 
other girls, if that is OK, since we are self-em-
ployed,” one of the girls said and continued: 
“At the tax office, I’m not even registered. They 
put in my kennitala [social security number] 

and it doesn’t show up. And at the union they 
say “well, you’ve been working here but you 
don’t pay tax.” Well, they pay [our] tax all the 
time, but it’s not there [in the system].”
 Óðal’s accountant says that the tax laws in 
Iceland dictate that companies are required to 
pay the taxes of short term foreign workers, 
including those that are self-employed, in order 
to ensure that their taxes are collected before 
they leave the country. However, Guðrún Ásta 
Sigurðardóttir, Director of Internal Revenue in 
the International Division at the tax office in 
Reykjavík confirmed that self-employees are 
responsible for their own taxes. “Self-employed 
persons are never employees, so a company 
cannot represent them or act on their behalf,” 
she says. Sigurðardóttir also confirmed that 
companies are not legally allowed to seek the 
permission of self-employees to act on their 
behalf.
 The dancers claim that the club is taxing 
them more than they are required to pay. “They 
say that ‘we’re doing you a favour by paying 
your taxes for you’ [but] they’re stealing from 
the girls,” they say. “You have to understand 
that we decided to do this [contact the Grape-
vine] because we don’t like when people steal 
our money. It’s one of the clubs that is making 
a lot of money – there is no doubt about that. 
They always have their money, but the girls 
don’t. You make a lot, but after they take out 
so many things [taxes, pension fund contribu-
tions], you end up with nothing […] and it just 
never adds up.”
 According to the two women, the other 
dancers at Club Óðal have similar grievances 
about the conditions in the club, but hesitate 
to complain in fear of losing their jobs and 
work visas.
 When the Grapevine contacted Berndsen 
and asked him to respond to the allegations, 
he invited us to check out the premises and 
presented documents that showed that the 
taxes were indeed taken out of the womens’ 
salaries by the club. When asked for an ex-
planation as to why the club was paying the 
womens’ (who are apparently self-employed, 
and therefore responsible for their own taxes) 
taxes on their behalf, Berndsen said: “Some of 
the girls are self-employed while others are not. 
It depends on which country they are coming 
from – there are different rules in different 
countries.” However, to make matters even 
more contradictory, Óðal’s accountant stated 
that all the women working at the club were 
in fact self-employed.

 While both the owner and the accountant 
of the club were happy to discuss these mat-
ters with the Grapevine, the women claim that 
they do not receive the same treatment by staff 
at the club when they request information 
about their salary. “If you have any questions, 
everywhere else there is no problem. They sit 
down with you and they explain [everything] 
to you. At Óðal, they can’t even tell you the 
name of the pension fund the money is going 
to.” 
 Berndsen denies these claims, adding that 
the girls are provided with detailed information 
about their pay. “It’s being done by the book 
– there is extreme surveillance from the tax 
office,” he stressed. “Why don’t these girls 
go to the police or their union if they have a 
problem?”

Prostitution in the Club?
Club Óðal’s website states that the dancers 
“dance top-less on stage, provide fully nude 
dances and accompany the customers dur-
ing their stay at the club”. But, according to 
the women who approached the Grapevine, 
some of the dancers are taking this one step 
further. 
 “There are some girls in there that are sell-
ing themselves, doing more than they should 
be doing. I’ve heard some of them offer them-
selves. You see what is going on,” they say. 
“Girls do get away with it […] and, when you 
complain they say ‘oh, yeah, we’ll speak with 
her’ but, if this was in [another country] you’d 
be out of the club – no exception.”
 The women explain that by turning a blind 
eye when dancers provide extra “services”, 
customers start to expect more from all the 
women working at the club.
 “Basically, every night you’re working you 
have to explain to them [the clients] ‘listen if 
you look in the dictionary there is a big differ-
ence between prostitution and dancing’ […] 
and then they walk out of a private dance 
because they realise ‘oh, she’s not going give 
it to me,’” they say. 
 Berndsen gave the Grapevine a tour of 
the club’s premises. Considering the openness 
of both the dancing and seating areas in the 
club and the door to the VIP room supposedly 
being left open – it seems unlikely that any 
such activity taking place at the club itself 
would go unnoticed and he strongly denies 
claims that prostitution is taking place in his 
club. “Of course this is just nonsense. They are 
obviously frustrated that they’re not making 
enough money. There are very strict rules, 
and the police are here every night,” he says. 
Berndsen adds that his club is licensed and 
that he is on good terms with the police. 
 In the week leading up to the publication 
of this article, the decision was made by police 
not to grant Iceland’s most successful strip club, 
Goldfinger, permission to continue offering 
strip dancing until “certain issues in the club 
are resolved.” The closure of Strawberries, a 
“champagne club” in downtown Reykjavík, 
by police for operating outside of its license, 
as well as the review of Club Óðal’s license 
by Reykjavík City Council, was also widely 
reported in the local media. 

While the Grapevine went to great lengths to 
confirm some of the claims mentioned in this 
story, because of the nature of the material 
and the commitment made to keep the iden-
tity of the original sources anonymous, it was 
not possible to confirm many of the “facts” 
and figures quoted by both the club and the 
dancers. In addition, the Ministry of Justice 
declined to answer some of the specific ques-
tions posed by the Grapevine, citing the reason 
of not wanting to “prejudge the outcome of 
any possible court cases bearing resemblance 
to the situations described”. 

Strippers’ Claims Disclosed 
Text by Zoë Robert    Photo by Gulli

“They say that ‘we’re do-
ing you a favour by pay-
ing your taxes for you’ 
[but] they’re stealing from 
the girls.”

Special offer

Booking phone: Tel: (+354) 562 1011    www.re.is    e-mail: main@re.is 

Our brochure is available 
at all major hotels and 
guesthouses.

Discounts on day tours
5% discount for 1 daytour

10% discount for 2 daytours

15% discount for 3 daytours

Tours must be purchased at Reykjavik Excursions 

sales offices: BSI Bus Terminal, Radisson SAS Hotel Saga, 

Icelandair Hotel Nordica, Icelandair Hotel Loftleidir.
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Let us be on guard against the dangerous old conceptual 
fiction that posited a “pure, will-less, painless, timeless 
knowing subject”; let us guard against the snares of 
such contradictory concepts as “pure reason,” “absolute 
spirituality,” knowledge in itself”: these always demand 
that we should think of an eye that is completely unthink-
able, an eye turned in no particular direction, in which 
the active and interpreting forces, through which alone 
seeing becomes seeing ‘something’, are supposed to be 
lacking; these always demand of the eye an absurdity 
and a nonsense. There is only a perspective seeing, only 
a perspective “knowing”; and the more affects we allow 
to speak about one thing, the more eyes, different eyes, 
we can use to observe one thing, the more complete will 
our “concept” of this thing, our “objectivity” be.

Nietzsche – The Geneaology of Morals

Personally, I have always been rather fond of the image 
of goldfish.  Perhaps I ought to be one… Form is an 
aberrant error, posed by those without the strength to 
actually exist.  Without rearranging yourself you seek to 
rearrange the world; as if it listens! There is nothing as 
dull as the finite; positing yourself and your treatment 
of others as fixed particularities:  Who here really cares? 
Is that which cannot be doubted anything more than 
a feigning interest… Immanent truth, fuck you to the 
whole debacle. 
 For too long I have tried to remove the word “but” 
from from my vocabulary… but it’s hard; For too long I 
have searched for this haven of the absolute; this exis-
tential refuge of the “real” man; the man who cannot 
admit that he might be wrong. He ‘knows’ he is right; 
he is the total psychological opposite of the agnostic; 
he claims absolute certitude about all things and has, 
obviously, entered the realm of ideal forms manifested 
in Plato’s parable of the cave. Oh, how I envy the “real” 
man, in the “real” world, who is licensed to define others 
as insane  – his happiness must know no boundaries. 
 Is, is, is!... the absurdity of the word haunts me. It 
“is” positioned beyond the realm of the ridiculous. If it 
were eradicated, human thought might, one day, enter 
the age of reason; “I don’t know what anything ‘is’; all 
I know is how it seems to me at any given moment”: 
In linguistics, “E-prime” denotes a modified English 
vocabulary lacking all forms of the verb “to be”. Com-
position in E-prime thus cannot contain the passive voice. 
In eliminating most uses of the passive mode, it obliges 
the writer to acknowledge explicitly, rather than to hide, 
the agent, doer or judger; the grammatical construct 
changes “George Bush is good” to “George Bush ap-
pears good to me”. Telling someone “George Bush is 
good” imputes the state of goodness to Bush, rather than 
communicating the subjective nature of one’s experience 
of Bush. Otherwise stated, using E-prime renders it more 

difficult for a writer or reader to confuse one’s opinion 
with a deity-like certainty, which may otherwise lead to 
an omniscient-sounding pronunciamento. It ‘is’ the key 
to agreeing to disagree.
 What is the time?  Is it in our heads or in our mouths?  
Are we chewing on a piece of space?  Does this raft 
stand fast? Are structures fleeting? But why but why?  
Because we worry.  Yes. At bottom we worry. Perhaps 
it is all about fashion – it is not the most unlikely of 
candidates: Robert A. Wilson pointed out that when 
Ouspensky was studying with Gurdjieff, he found it 
hard, at first, to understand the exclusive human ability 
to forget where one is, what one is doing, and what is 
going on around one. Above all, he questioned Gurdjieff’s 
insistence that this “forgetting” was a type of hypnosis. 
Then, one day, after World War I had begun, Ouspensky 
saw a truck loaded with artificial legs, headed toward 
the front. Trained as a mathematician, he realized that 
just as it is possible to calculate how many persons will 
die of heart attacks in a given quarter, by probability 
theory, it is possible to calculate how many legs will be 
blown off in a battle. But the very calculation is based 
on the historical fact that most people most of the time 
will do what they are told by superiors (or, as a cynic 
once said, most people would rather die, even by slow 
torture, than to think for themselves). Ouspensky then 
began to understand how ordinary men become kill-
ers, and victims of killers. He realized that “normal”, or 
“real”, consciousness is much like hypnosis: “People in 
a trance will do what they are told – even if they are 
told to march into battle against total strangers who 
have never harmed them, and attempt to murder those 
strangers while the strangers are attempting to murder 
them.” Orders from above are tuned-in; the possibility 
of choice is – not-tuned-in.
 War and crime – the chronic problems of our species 
– seem, to the existentialist, the direct results on drifting 
off into self-hypnosis, losing track of experience and 
“living” in a “real” universe. In the “real” universe, the 
“real” man is always right, and the blood and horror 
secondary to proving that is only an appearance, easily 
forgotten. The “real” man knows that he is only a re-
acting mechanism and ultimately the “real” universe 
itself is to blame for “making” him explode into such 
furies.
 The “real” universe where this madness appears as 
sanity is our collective creation. In existential experience, 
we are mere gamblers… but we have become hypnotized 
by our models and belief systems and we walk toward 
hell thinking the “real” universe makes it impossible to 
stop and try something else. 
 To put it simply: If we said “maybe” more often, the 
world “might” be a better place. 
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Is, is, is!... the absurdity of the 
word haunts me. It “is” positi-
oned beyond the realm of the 
ridiculous. If it were eradica-
ted, human thought might, one 
day, enter the age of reason; “I 
don’t know what anything ‘is’; 
all I know is how it seems to me 
at any given moment.”

The Heroes of Our Fictions
Text by Magnús Björn Ólafsson   
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12 TÓNAR at Skólavörðustígur 14

H A L LG R Í M S K I R K J A

and online at

All events take place in Hallgrímskirkja unless otherwise stated

Season ticket to all events of the festival: ISK 8.000 

KIRKJULISTAHÁTÍÐ HALLGRÍMSKIRKJU
Skólavörðuholti, 101 Reykjavík, Tel 510 1000, Fax 510 1010

Saturday 11 August
17.00 Mass in b-minor by J.S. Bach, period performance. 

ISK 4.900/3.600
19.30 Jacob´s ladder, art exhibition

Sunday 12 August
11.00 Festive Mass in Hallgrímskirkja
19.00 Mass in b-minor by J.S. Bach, period performance.

ISK 4.900/3.600

Monday 13 August
12.00 Music and Meditation, music performed by members

 of The Hague International Baroque Orchestra.
14.00–17.00 Masterclass I – Christopher Herrick organ.
19.00 SKÁLHOLT – Mass in b-minor by J.S. Bach, 

period performance.  ISK 4.900/3.600

Tuesday 14 August
9.00–11.00 Masterclass II – Christopher Herrick organ.
12.00 Music and Meditation, participants in organ

 masterclass play chorals by Buxtehude.
14.00–17.00 Masterlass III – Christopher Herrick organ.
20.00 Religion on screen – symposium. 

Dedicated to the Swedish director Ingmar Bergman.

21.00–23.30 Young Art:
Music, improvisation, performance, dance etc. 
artists: Nico Muhly, Ben Frost, Borgar 
Magnason, Elfa Rún Kristinsdóttir, 
Guðmundur Vignir Karlsson, Pétur Ben,   
Valgeir Sigurðsson, Babar Jazz trio and more.
coordinator: Helgi Hrafn Jónsson

Wednesday 15 August
12.00 Music and Meditation, participants in organ 

masterclass play chorals by Buxtehude.
20.00 TJARNARBÍÓ – Vier Minuten, celebrated German 

film. ISK 1.000/600
20.00 Organ Fireworks! Christopher Herrick at the 

Klais-organ in Hallgrímskirkja.  ISK 2.000/1.500

Thursday 16 August
12.00 Music and Meditation, music performed 

by Björn Steinar Sólbergsson
23.00 La Passion de Jeanne d´Arc. Midnight performance, 

the famous silent film by C.T. Dreyer with music 
composed and played by Wilfried Kaets organ. 
ISK 1.500/1.000

Friday 17 August
12.00 Music and Meditation, music by Buxtehude performed 

by organist Eyþór Ingi Jónsson
19.00 SKÁLHOLT – Israel in Egypt by Handel, period 

performance, first performance in Iceland. 
ISK 4.900/3.600

Saturday 18 August
15.00–21.00 Feast of hymns! The hymn at present times, 

approached in different musical performances, 
workshops, symposium and more.

Sunday 19 August
11.00 Festive Mass in Hallgrímskirkja
19.00 Israel in Egypt by Handel, period performance   
             ISK 4.900/3.600
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Here in Iceland there is a phenomenon called ‘gúrkutíð’, 
which if translated directly from Icelandic means ‘cucum-
ber season’. Every summer this label is applied when 
discussing the apparent atrophy of newsworthy material. 
Amazingly enough, when you translate Icelandic news 
it is not enough to translate the words and convey the 
meaning in the best possible way. Icelandic news needs 
to be translated twice for people of other nationalities to 
comprehend what the hell is going on. Before illustrat-
ing a case in point I think it is necessary to explain the 
obvious translations and cultural differences. 
 So, if I was asked to sum up the Icelandic news in a 
few words, to explain its quintessence, then the quote 
“the extreme innocence [is] the corruption” pretty much 
hits the mark.  Because of this obvious lack of news, 
Icelandic people resort to raising each and every event 
relating to Iceland, even on the most miniscule level, 
to an epic scale, in lieu of news about the Middle East, 
flood victims and various other items that headline in-
ternational news. Maybe this has something to do with 
the attitude of Icelandic translators. For example, I recall 
watching the British show Smack The Pony many years 
ago. A simple translation for ‘redrum’ became lost in 
translation. The allusion to The Shining was obviously 
too international for the translator, or perhaps too high 
brow. In any case, his translation was rautt romm or 
red rum, not ðrom (murder). Another time I looked at 
the subtitles at the cinema and the term ‘blowjob’ was 
translated somehow as vacuuming. However, the newest 
paradigm, The Simpsons translation, made me cringe 
ever so slightly. To avoid confusion, I am not focusing on 
voiceovers just text based translations. There were various 
confusing translations in the movie, e.g. Green Lantern 
and Sinestro were translated into X-Men in Icelandic, 
despite the fact that they are DC owned characters, 
well known to any person well versed in the lore of pop 
culture. To sum up the problem: Translators, like the news 
here in Iceland, fail to convey a significant meaning. Not 
only do references become lost but everything becomes 
Icelandic-centric, just as if the rest of the Earth was put 
there as filler material for Icelanders.
 Of course the reason for mentioning these transla-
tions is to try and dissect the psyche of Iceland, at least 
its news coverage. Despite there being a ‘gúrkutíð’ there 
have actually been news which could actually constitute 
as news in other countries. So, despite the fact I con-
sider almost of all those events not newsworthy, I shall 
still “translate” them, i.e. convey the meaning without 
foregoing any “cultural meaning”. 
 Anyways, the first headline of Icelandic news is when 
a dog in Akureyri was supposedly thrown in a bag, kicked 
to death whilst inside and thrown to the rocky country-
side, in the outskirts of the town, just as if he had been 
a deformed Spartan infant reject.  A young man was 
implicated in the murder and received numerous death 
threats and/or threats of bodily harm. Translation from 
Icelandic psyche: “He killed the dog, wtf is wrong with 

him?” “Evil person” “Did you hear about the dog, you 
know Lukas?” “Poor little thing”. Well, to set the record 
straight: The dog turned up alive and well. Meanwhile, 
the guy didn’t venture outside for fear of retribution. 
Now he is going to sue the various other individuals, 
or would be assailants, who threatened him online. 
Everything about this Lukas thing reeked of comedy 
– despite the fact that everybody took themselves too 
seriously during the whole farce; especially those guilty 
of the tired cliché of “O tempores, O mores”. There is 
also a subtext in this translation. Even when everybody 
was jumping on the bandwagon of animal cruelty there 
was not, and still isn’t, much discussion about all the 
cats being left behind or chucked elsewhere to be put 
to sleep because people are too lazy and irresponsible to 
think ahead during the summer vacations: “Sorry, kids, 
we have put the cat down because we are going on 
holiday!” However, when some blabbermouths make 
up a story about the death of a dog the whole event 
becomes tantamount to a national tragedy.
 Now we actually get to some news. The other day a 
man is murdered in broad daylight, drive by style, while 
changing his tires. His killer, more blind of jealousy and 
despair than Othello, shoots him with a rifle and then 
turns it on himself near Þingvellir. The murdered man 
simply began a relationship with the man’s ex-wife, 
therefore reaping the killer’s wrath. And because of 
the sombre manner and seriousness of this event, I 
would like to point out that in no way am I mocking 
these people and the suffering that their families have 
been going through. However, a translation is needed: 
Most Icelanders, especially online, were quick to point 
out a culprit in their witch hunt. Some fingers pointed 
their blame in the direction of foreigners, others named 
drugs (somehow forgetting that alcohol is one too) as 
the cause of the event. An overwhelming amount of 
public writing related to the matter reeked of hysteria 
and insensitivity. Some Icelanders never know when to 
shut up, even when they have no clue on what the hell is 
going. Notice the trend? Then there was a small discus-
sion on gun control – and then the whole shock of the 
matter just faded away, quite sadly on to another news 
piece which has actually dominated every magazine, 
newspaper and blog.
 Yes, I am referring to Eiður Smári Guðjónsen, “world 
famous footballer”, being attacked. This “attack” 
spawned various covers and even an editorial in the 
Morgunblaðið about violence surrounding Reykjavík’s 
nightlife. Everything is worse now than it was twenty 
years ago. I am positive that Icelanders did not drink, 
fuck and fight twenty years ago or 800 years ago. Sure 
we didn’t. Well here is the translation for the news about 
Guðjónsen: “Það er ekki sama hvort það sé séra Jón 
eða Jón” or in English – it really depends on who the 
hell you are. Because, quite frankly most people forgot 
that a girl, during the same weekend, got attacked by 
three other girls. She was kicked, dragged by her hair, 
had a bottle thrown at her – and apparently one of her 
attackers did a Mike Tyson on her ear. Well, somehow 
Guðjónsen being attacked downtown doesn’t sound so 
catastrophic. Because, seriously, how many times has the 
man been tackled in a game? A punch, push or tackle. 
Semantics, I say. It just depends on your translation.

“Translating” the “News”
Text by Marvin Lee Dupree   

If I was asked to sum up the Ice-
landic news in a few words, to 
explain its quintessence, then 
the quote “the extreme inno-
cence [is] the corruption” pretty 
much hits the mark.

Opening hours see www.handknit.is
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Since the bus schedule as we know it in Reykjavík 
debuted in the fall of 2005, public transportation has 
been swamped with problems. Many have criticised 
the new plan and claim that it doesn’t serve custom-
ers properly. 
 One of the reasons given for the criticism was the 
increase of distance from residential areas to the bus 
stops. Anyone who’s been in Iceland during the winter 
can understand why these concerns were raised – it’s 
easy to get terribly wet and ice cold. Senior citizens 
travel by bus frequently but after the changes some 
had to refrain from using public transportation since 
the walking distance had simply increased too much 
for them.

It’s All About Money
Prices have also been an issue; many find 280 ISK per 
ride to be a little bit too much. When you are not a 
frequent customer it doesn’t really serve a purpose to 
buy the tickets or cards that give you a discount. Re-
gardless, one might like to visit a relative on the other 
side of town or go with a couple of friends to the mall. 
Going with a two friends to the mall and back will cost 
1680 ISK for three persons. If you’re not a frequent 
passenger this is your price. Therefore, a frequent pas-
senger buys a yellow, green or a red card that allows 
unlimited rides for a certain amount of time. 5000 ISK 
a month in transport money is doable for most people 
and very cheap compared to owning a car.
 This year saw a new problem for the company that 
runs the Reykjavík bus-system, Strætó bs. The company 
has financial problems and in the spring they decreased 
their travel frequency to one trip per half-hour. The 
reason is the fact that less people use the bus during 
the summer. Schools are closed and many prefer to ride 
their bikes or walk. In spite of the powerful reasoning 
for the cutbacks in service, bus riders are not satisfied. 
Many are leaving the bus system behind and refuse to 
take the bus anymore because it doesn’t enable them 
to get to work on time. 

How Much Time Does One Have?
It can take a long time to travel from A to B. A good 
example could be someone who lives on the Westside 
of Reykjavík and works at the mall, Smáralind. The pas-
senger leaving with bus number 13 from Öldugrandi 
at 07:38 in the morning will come to the major bus 
stop Hlemmur at 07:51 to catch the number 2 to 
Smáralind. When at Hlemmur, the traveller finds that 
bus number 2 doesn’t leave until 08:16 and has to 
wait for 25 minutes. The bus ride from Hlemmur to 
Smáralind takes 26 minutes which puts our passenger 
outside the mall at 08:46. If this person has children, 
he or she could face serious problems showing up on 
time after dropping them of in daycare before leaving 
for work. Because of this time glitch in the schedule, 
many people give up and buy cars – it simply saves 
much needed time. 
 The fate of bus number 5 has been widely discussed 
among those who care for public transportation in 
Reykjavík. One of the biggest arguments for the changes 
made in 2005 was that the suburban areas needed a 
faster connection to other parts of the city. Therefore 
the buses numbered from 1 to 6 were supposed to be 

express routes serving the purpose of connecting dif-
ferent areas of Reykjavík, quickly. Their travel frequency 
was 10 minutes before the half-hour rule came in effect 
on June 1. The bus number 5 connects Árbær with 
downtown Reykjavík. Árbær is a large suburban area 
which incidentally is rather easy and quick to access 
even if it’s further away than Breiðholt or Laugarnes. In 
kilometres, it’s still far away and needs a proper trans-
portation plan. The number 5 that used to go straight 
from Árbær to downtown Reykjavík through Miklabraut 
now has altered its ways and drives Sæbraut instead. 
This means that instead of passing Skeifan, Kringlan, 
The University of Iceland and Landspítalinn – University 
Hospital (biggest hospital in Iceland), the number five 
passes the neighbourhood where IKEA used to be, the 
ferry to Viðey and Laugarásbíó (a movie theatre). This 
new arrangement has outraged many passengers in 
Árbær because they simply don’t need to reach that 
neighbourhood. Well, of course there exists people 
who do, but one must realise that the hospital alone 
employs roughly 4500 people. The University employs 
about half of that number and one can estimate that 
Skeifan and Kringlan mall share a fairly high amount 
of workers. The people of Árbær cannot take the bus 
to work as much as before – at least not within their 
usual timeframe. The number 19 covers a little but 
doesn’t drive on the main roads and thus does not 
serve the connection purpose of the main lines.

The City’s Proposal
Reykjavík’s city council has proposed a new plan to at-
tract customers. Students get to ride for free and bring 
their coffee to go with them. Not only will passengers 
be allowed to bring coffee on the bus, but some buses 
will be equipped with wireless internet connection. Then 
passengers can chill with their laptops and their coffee 
while they go to school or work during rush hour in 
the morning – being that they have to be on the bus 
for so long. Gísli Marteinn Baldursson, a member of 
the city council, says in a recent interview on mbl.is 
that this is to ensure comfort for passengers. Others, 
mainly loud bloggers and bus passengers, say that 
increasing the travel frequency, building better sheds 
at bus stops around the city and lower prices would 
help more. Getting to work on time, staying dry and 
saving money seems to be their priority. 

Coffee, Buses and Laptops: A Good Mix?
Text by Helga Þórey Jónsdóttir   
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This year saw a new problem 
for the company that runs the 
Reykjavík bus-system, Strætó 
bs. The company has financial 
problems and in the spring they 
decreased their travel frequen-
cy to one trip per half-hour.
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A colleague and dear friend of mine, who has worked 
for many years as a tour guide in Iceland, mentioned to 
me that every so often a curious tourist would ask her 
about ‘poor people’ in Iceland. She would usually just 
reply with the stock answer – that poverty is not much 
of an issue in modern Iceland. But she admitted that 
she didn’t know what to tell these tourists now. This 
stock answer – the belief that poverty is non-existent 
in Iceland – is partially the result of a carefully managed 
image of Iceland that is presented to outsiders. 
 In a way it is part of the usual kind of simulacra that 
one finds in the tourist literature in general and not just 
in Iceland. Yet this is no mere construct of the tourist 
industry, but a widely held belief in contemporary Iceland 
and forms a key part of the national identity. The reason 
for my friend’s crisis of faith was that we had the above 
mentioned discussion while sorting through bags of 
clothes that were donated to the charity Mæðrastyrk-
snefnd (Mothers’ Support Committee), located here in 
Reykjavík.
 Mæðrastyrksnefnd has been helping those struggling 
to make ends meet since 1928 and continues to do so 
today. I volunteered at this organisation for two years 
as part of my field research for my doctorate in anthro-
pology, and spent another two years as an occasional 
volunteer while further researching, thinking and writing 
about the issues connected to charity in Iceland and in 
wealthy countries in general. My friend also volunteered 
at Mæðrastyrksnefnd and described to me feelings of 
shock, disbelief and bouts of sleeplessness when she first 
started working there, similar to what some other staff 
members reported to me as well. If many native-born 
Icelanders have little appreciation of the daily struggles 
faced by low-income workers, pensioners and social 
assistance recipients, it is really not surprising that these 
idealistic views of Icelandic society continue to circulate 
and are exported abroad as well. 
 There is of course much to celebrate about Icelandic 
society and, yes, even the social welfare system – es-
pecially so when you consider the standards of living 
elsewhere. But the notion that a society based upon the 
free market system can exist without certain patterned 
inequalities is questionable to say the least. 
 During the course of my research I grew tired, so 
very tired, of constantly being told ‘there are really no 
poor people in Iceland’ when the subject of my research 
came up in conversation. One pattern I noticed was that 
these comments tended to be made by people with little 
or no connection to these issues either personally or 
professionally. Charity workers, nurses, critical scholars, 
the staff and officials of the municipal social services, 
the police and so forth may not agree as to the causes 
of and solutions to these issues, but the people I spoke 
to with experience in these areas certainly never denied 
there were problems. I was also warned by some of my 
Icelandic colleagues that I may be denigrated as a ‘for-
eigner who doesn’t know any better’ if I ever discussed 
my research outside of the cloistered halls of academia. 
So be it. Some of my Icelandic colleagues are accused of 
being ‘politically motivated’ by the critics of their work. 
Anyone who challenges the status quo will be trashed 
in one way or another.    
 I am certainly not the first to note the pervasive 
discourses that present Iceland in the best possible light 
in a number of regards. I have often referred to this, 
somewhat cynically perhaps, as the ‘Iceland is wonder-
ful’ discourse – in reference to, among other things, 
the prosperity of modern Iceland as found in its high 
standards of living, low levels of unemployment, and 
the general lack of easily visible socio-economic dispari-
ties. In many ways this is true. But it has also been well 
documented in the social science literature that Iceland 
spends proportionately less of its GDP on social welfare 
programs than the other Nordic states and even some 
states in Western Europe. The Icelandic social welfare 
system developed somewhat later than other comparable 
systems and which, once in place, offers comparatively 
meagre benefits in a more restrictive manner, to the point 
where the term ‘Icelandic exceptionalism’ has even been 
coined. In all fairness, Canada, my former home, is cer-
tainly no beacon of enlightenment either – the appalling 
conditions that many First Nations and Inuit people have 

been forced to live under is but one shameful example 
among many. But the routine way in which structural 
inequality in Iceland is denied or trivialised at first mildly 
amused me, then annoyed me, and then, especially after 
some of the clients of Mæðrastyrksnefnd shared aspects 
of their lives with me, it began to frustrate me. 
 I have long pondered why these discourses have such 
an appeal and are often accepted without much rigorous 
questioning. Multiple sources, including the UN, The 
Nordic Social-Statistical Committee, Statistics Iceland, 
and the work of certain Icelandic scholars, have pegged 
the poverty rate in Iceland at about 10% – that is, 10% 
of the population subsists at income levels considered 
to be below the poverty line for the nation as a whole. 
There are 300,000 people in this country, so do the 
math. Yet such numbers seem to fail to impress. Upon 
learning the nature of my research, people from all walks 
of life have routinely asked me ‘how many people go 
to Mæðrastyrksnefnd?’ My reply that on average it was 
approximately 120 people a week (147 a week so far 
in 2007) – a figure which fails to take into account the 
number of children and other family members behind 
each individual client – resulted in expressions of disbelief 
but which often turned into tirades that questioned the 
need and motives of the clients. I won’t even include 
some of the less kind things I have heard. “Oh they are 
not really poor, they are only going to Mæðrastyrksnefnd 
to get something for free,” was the most common reac-
tion. Similar sentiments were also expressed by a former 
Prime Minister a few years back. When I asked for the 
supporting evidence of their knowledge, the reply was 
usually something along the lines of “Oh, my cousin’s 
best friend’s neighbour knows such-and-such who goes 
to Mæðrastyrksnefnd.” The smallness of Iceland does 
not mean the gossip network is necessarily any more 
accurate. 
 But consider what it implies when the clients of chari-
ties are dismissed as only ‘wanting something for free.’ 
The argument, as I see it, is thus: ‘Rain or shine, snow 
or sleet, 130 or 140 or so people each week throughout 
most of the year turn to Mæðrastyrksnefnd to wait in 
line, provide identification to an interviewer and face 
questions about their income and personal lives, in order 
to receive two bags of groceries and access to donated 
clothing for themselves and their children, all because 
they have nothing better to do or only want something 
for free.’ It sounded more and more preposterous with 
each passing week that I spent observing the daily prac-
tices of this organisation and getting to know some of 
the people who went there. As one staff member from 
Mæðrastyrksnefnd put it to me, “No one comes here 
for fun.” Indeed. It is most certainly not fun to have to 
ask for help from a private organisation run by private 
citizens. It is not fun to have to turn to the state for 
assistance either, even though this is a publicly funded 
entitlement of citizenship or residency. But people have to 
do what they have to do for the sake of themselves and 
their families in certain situations. Denying or trivialising 
the situation will certainly not contribute to a productive 
dialogue about the issues.   

Charity in the Land of Plenty
Text by Jim Rice   

For booking and
further information:
Tel.: +354 565-1213
www.vikingvillage.is
vikings@vikingvillage.is

Viking feasts every night
- live entertainment

“You haven't  been in Iceland
   if you haven't been to us“

Strandgata 55 Hafnarfjordur

Don’t miss it!

• Hotel
• Restaurants
• Souveniers

If many native-born Icelanders 
have little appreciation of the 
daily struggles faced by low-in-
come workers, pensioners and 
social assistance recipients, it is 
really not surprising that these 
idealistic views of Icelandic so-
ciety continue to circulate and 
are exported abroad as well. 
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On May 23, the European Parliament passed 
the Eurotariff law, which caps the cost of 
mobile telephone calls made and received in 
another European Union country. The law was 
a last resort, after years of mobile operators 
failing to react to charges of excessive and 
anticompetitive pricing for roaming calls. 
 Receiving a call in another EU country can-
not now cost more than €0.24 (about 20 ISK), 
plus VAT. Making a call from one EU country to 
another cannot cost more than €0.49 (about 
41 ISK), plus VAT.  These caps will decrease in 
2008 and again in 2009, when they will reach 
€0.19 and €0.43. 
 While Eurotariff does not extend to Iceland, 
Norway, or Switzerland, it probably will soon. 
The EEA Joint Committee is currently working 
on extending Eurotariff to the EFTA countries. 
Iceland would then have to formally adopt it 
into Icelandic law. This process will take at least 
until the beginning of 2008.
 Though EU operators have until September 
to fully implement the new tariffs, a few al-
ready have, such as Germany’s largest operator, 
T-Mobile. When roaming in Europe, German 
T-Mobile customers now pay the equivalent of 
24 ISK per minute to receive a call, and 49 ISK 
per minute to place a call (including VAT).

High Prices Persist in Iceland
In contrast, Síminn customers roaming in Ger-
many currently pay 39 ISK to receive a call and 
most commonly 99 ISK (actually 79–169 ISK) 
to place calls to European countries. Vodafone 
customers pay 40 ISK to receive a call and 
59–128 ISK to place a call. (Vodafone offers a 
“Passport” plan which can reduce these rates, 
but only under very particular circumstances.) 
Sko customers pay 40 ISK to receive a call and 
90–160 ISK to place a call.
 It is of historic significance that the roam-
ing situation got so bad that the European 
Parliament had to pass special legislation to 
stop it.  
 And even if the Eurotariff doesn’t formally 

apply to Iceland yet, one might think it would 
be a signal to Icelandic mobile operators that 
their game is up. After all, it is hard to defend 
charging Icelandic customers almost double 
the roaming rates that other Nordic customers 
pay.
 Instead, Icelandic telephone companies 
seem to be trying to pretend for as long as 
possible that the Eurotariff doesn’t exist. Both 
Síminn’s spokesperson, Linda Waage, and 
Vodafone’s spokesperson, Hrannar Péturs-
son, explained to me that they would not be 
lowering their roaming prices. 
 This is no surprise to anyone familiar with 
the behaviour of other European telephone 
operators. They fought bitterly against the 
Eurotariff and most, out of raw financial self-
interest, are waiting until the last possible 
moment to implement it.

Dubious Justifications from 
Síminn and Vodafone
Both Waage and Pétursson gave the same 
justification of why Síminn and Vodafone are 
unable to lower rates. As well as regulating 
the per-minute retail rate to the customer, an-
other provision of Eurotariff caps the wholesale 
“settlement rate” that mobile operators pay 
to foreign operators to terminate a call in an-
other country – for example, the price Síminn 
would pay to a German phone company for 
processing a telephone call to an Icelander on 
a visit to Berlin. This cap has been set at €0.30, 
or 26 ISK (due to drop to €0.26 by 2009). Ac-
cording to both spokespersons, the problem 
is that until the Eurotariff is formally extended 
to cover Iceland, Síminn and Vodafone’s roam-
ing partners in Europe are not yet required to 
offer Síminn lower rates for terminating calls 
to Icelandic customers in Europe.
 The flaw in this story is that it assumes that 
high settlement rates form a price bottleneck 
for Síminn and Vodafone. In fact, European 
Commission research suggests that high re-
tail mark-ups have been the most substantial 

factor in keeping roaming rates high. Carriers 
whose customers receive a call while roaming 
in the EU pay an average settlement rate of 
approximately 8 ISK per minute, and charge 
the customer an average retail price of about 
46 ISK. 
 These figures suggest Síminn, Vodafone, 
and Sko make a gross profit of 31–32 ISK per 
minute when their customers receive a call 
in Germany. The Icelandic companies’ lavish 
advertising, as well as their use of vanity prices 
(just below a round number and always end-
ing in 9), is further evidence that their retail 
rates include a fat margin. The Commission’s 
report concludes that “the price for receiving 
a call is clearly an area where operators could 
act immediately without the need for any 
movement on wholesale rates.”
 I asked both companies for sample costs 
breakdowns on roaming calls, and while Síminn 
originally promised to provide one, neither 
company ultimately responded. This was no 
surprise. Settlement rate agreements typically 
include a confidentiality clause. And publicising 
information about high retail mark-ups would 
be embarrassing. 

The Beginning of the End
But the salad days are almost over for Síminn 
and Vodafone. Consumer displeasure is mount-
ing, and Eurotariff shows what fair pricing 
would look like. It’s just a matter of how fast 
the end game will be. The companies will likely 
stall up to the very last minute. 
 Meanwhile, I had to laugh at Vodafone’s 
recent gesture towards mobile customers: 
a reminder to turn off their voice mail box 
when they are roaming. (My voice mail has 
been permanently turned off for several years, 
since pressing the “no” button on my phone 
to reject an incoming call in Slovenia cost me 
600 ISK). More helpful and honest would be 
a default (or optional) setting in which voice 
mail would automatically turn on in Iceland 
and off when abroad.

 A quirk of Icelandic culture is that it’s widely 
accepted for customers not to find out the price 
of a good until they pay for it. So, for Icelandic 
consumers, an especially positive feature of 
Eurotariff is that it requires mobile operators 
to actively inform customers about the cost of 
making phone calls in each country they roam 
to. After all, it is normal to know how much 
something costs before you buy it. 
 Eurotariff doesn’t yet cover SMS or data 
transfer costs, but these areas are under study. 
(Síminn currently charges me 49 ISK for SMSs 
while roaming in Europe, a substantial increase 
from several years ago when the average price 
was in the low- to mid-thirties.) 

A Law Was the Only Way
 Cynical and manipulative marketing, pric-
ing, and calling plan design are typical of tele-
phone companies all over the world. Calling 
plans have such intricate rules that it is often 
impossible to compare them. Offers like “Make 
six calls after six o’clock and get 60% off” are 
virtually impossible to manage in the practice 
of everyday life. Websites frequently spread 
information over many different pages, so that 
customers have trouble getting a full overview 
of what they have signed up for. Finding price 
information typically involves multiple clicks, 
which suggests that companies don’t want you 
to know the price before you decide. Getting 
an itemised telephone bill is often costly or 
complicated, which makes it hard for custom-
ers to evaluate their usage. Columbia University 
law professor Timothy Wu, in a recent paper 
called “Wireless Net Neutrality,” argues that 
American mobile companies have even delib-
erately crippled the technical development of 
the mobile phone system in order to protect 
their own revenue stream.  
 Similarly, once it became customary in the 
European mobile phone industry to give roam-
ing users no notice of calling rates, telephone 
companies had no incentive to change the 
custom. After all, it’s in a company’s short-term 
interest to not bother informing customers 
about high costs, especially if it can argue that 
such notice would be an annoyance.
 These smoke-in-the-customer’s-face strate-
gies look like innocent oversights on the com-
pany’s part, but I highly doubt they are that, 
and they are probably carefully calculated to 
fall just short of what would give cause for 
legal action by regulators or consumer groups. 
And they are highly profitable. A recent article 
in Harvard Business Review by Gail McGovern 
and Youngmee Moon, called “Companies and 
the Customers Who Hate Them,” claims that 
50% of American mobile operators’ revenue 
derives from penalty fees from customers who 
“break” the rules of their service contracts. But 
it suggests that such practices have gone too 
far, and recommends that companies move 
away from “corporate practices that prompt 
customers to make mistakes that financially 
benefit the company.”
 In the European mobile phone industry, it 
is pretty clear that competition has brought 
many benefits, but that self-regulation is not 
enough. Discerning consumers saw through 
the roaming costs racket, but could do little on 
their own to change it. Some degree of outside 
supervision, through legislation if necessary, is 
the only way to bring about a truly competitive 
telephone market and to transform the morally 
obvious into the legally binding.

In the next issue, Ian will review prices for 
international calls and home Internet service.

Lower Phone Bills – by Law
Text by Ian Watson    Photo by Gulli

But the salad days are 
almost over for Síminn 
and Vodafone. Consum-
er displeasure is mount-
ing, and Eurotariff shows 
what fair pricing would 
look like. It’s just a matter 
of how fast the end game 
will be.

We don´t serve
foreigners...
Only 45 min. drive from Reykjavík is Eyrarbakki, a beautiful village by 
the south coast, where foreigners have been feeling at home since 
the 9th century AD.  So welcome to Rauða húsið, a restaurant that
makes you feel at home.

because to us - nobody is foreign.

Tel: (+354) 483-3330, 
Eyrarbakki - South coast
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finance the various costs we face by throwing benefits throughout the year. 
To some people’s surprise, we are very clear on the fact that advertising at 
the parade is strictly forbidden.”  
 Jónsdóttir tells us that she expects around 25 floats at the 2007 parade, 
which is an increase from last year. She says that participants usually put a 
lot of work into their floats, and that the week leading up to the parade 
is resultantly an extremely busy one for them, usually with great success. 
“Marchers are envisioning and planning their floats for the whole year 
leading up to the parade, and it’s amazing what many of them come up 
with. They put such work into their costumes, practicing dances, it’s a great 
thing to witness.” She says that while many floats promote some message 
or the other, however cunningly, the parade is mostly about showing the 
gay community’s strength through joy: “We can be angry for the other 364 
days of the year, Gay Pride is about celebration more than anything.” 
 
“I’m Coming Out”
The positive effects of the Gay Pride celebrations are obvious to anyone who’s 
paying attention. With increased visibility comes increased confidence; the 
sight of gays, lesbians and transgender folk marching openly and proudly 
through a city centre will hopefully convince those currently in hiding to 
embrace their gay selves, to come out to the world and to themselves. 
Twenty-year-old Arna Arinbjarnardóttir was busily organising the Junior Gay 
and Lesbian Coalition’s float when the Grapevine caught hold of her. This 
year’s theme will be “coming out”, and they hope to inspire. She recalls, 
following the junior coalition’s very first float down Laugavegur in 2004, 
“They had a huge wedding cake, promoting gay marriage. That was my 
first march, and I still cherish the memory. I wasn’t out at the time, but the 
experience encouraged me to set my own coming out in motion. I kept 
wishing I were up there with them. Well, now I am.” 
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Further information on www.or.is www.or.is

The area surrounding the geothermal power 

plant at Nesjavellir is a region of spectacular 

nature within easy reach of Reykjavik, acces-

sible to hikers and other nature lovers. A visit to the power plant 

itself is also a revealing experience. 

Reykjavík Energy has put much effort into making the area 

accessible to visitors by providing marked paths, information signs, cabins, and 

maps. The visitor centre is open this summar on Mondays through Saturdays from 

9:00 to 17:00 and on Sundays from 13:00 to 18:00.
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Nesjavellir:
Experience Nature
at Reykjavik’s 
Doorstep

Take part in an adventure at sea with an unforgettable 3-hour
trip into the world of whales and sea birds.

Located in Reykjavik's old harbour, only a 5 minute walk from
the city centre.

A spacious double-deck and a special viewing area on the
third deck ensures a spectacular view into the deep blue sea.

WhalesWhales&&Puffin IslandPuffin Island

www.elding.is
or visitCall us on

555 3565

Elding Whale Watching, Reykjavík harbour
Tel: (+354) 555 3565, Fax: (+354) 554 7420
info@elding.is, www.elding.is
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The publication of this issue goes hand in hand 
with Iceland’s annual Gay Pride festivities, a 
merry tradition championing gay, lesbian and 
transgender rights since 1999. The celebration 
will peak on Saturday, when a huge, merry and 
colourful Gay Parade will make its way through 
downtown Reykjavík onto Lækjartorg square, 
culminating in a massive outdoor concert that 
usually sees around 50,000 attendees showing 
their support for gay rights. 
 This is a far cry from Iceland’s first celebra-
tion, when a few hundred marched through 
Reykjavík, and it is even further removed from 
places where marching in a Gay Parade will 
pose a direct threat to your life (as it reportedly 
will in many Eastern European countries). That 
the festivities are increasingly considered to 
rival Iceland’s 17th of June Independence Day 
celebrations in terms of popularity and sheer 
JOY indicates that a lot of ground has been 
won, but there’s still a lot to be done and thus 

room for plenty of criticism and discourse on 
the subject. 
 Curiously, a lot of that criticism may be 
found in the parade itself, taking the cheerful 
form of floats that, at first glance, seem akin to 
those found in your average small town ticker-
tape parades. However, further inspection will 
reveal that a lot of those floats carry messages 
that, like most good ones, are snuck into the 
general consciousness under the guise of good 
spirits and party fun. This is of course a brilliant 
strategy, one that should (and hopefully will) 
be carried out relentlessly. 

Gay Fishermen Unite! 
Some of the floats carry enormous weight 
on the sole strength of their appearance and 
visibility. The MSC fetish club’s float, for in-
stance, features hordes of eroticized, muscular, 
leather-clad men in various states of undress 
prancing to a soundtrack of Rammstein and 

shitty Eurotechno. With the courageous act 
of subjecting their usually tabooed fetish to 
a suburban, middle-class public, they are ac-
tively and cleverly promoting diversity and 
acceptance: “We’re here, we’re queer, don’t 
be scared!” seems to be the message, and it is 
one worth celebrating. This of course applies to 
the whole Pride parade in general, and should 
be lauded as such. 
 Others carry a subtler message, even if 
they fit in with the general theme of things. 
When asked, many of those interviewed for 
this article cited the “queer fisherman float” 
of a few years back as their all-time favourite 
one. “I just thought the whole message was 
brilliant,” Hilmar Magnússon, a young architect 
(who admittedly partook in said float) told the 
Grapevine. By dragging a full-fledged fishing 
boat down Laugavegur, smoking pipes, sing-
ing sea-shanties and carrying signs that read 
“Fishermen are fags, too!”, it underlined the 

fact that not all young gays are choreographers 
or hairdressers – being gay isn’t a choice at 
all, especially not a career one. Gays, lesbians 
and transgender folk are a considerable part 
of every society, whether that society chooses 
to acknowledge it or not, and may as such be 
found in every rung of the economy. 
 Architect Magnússon has marched in the 
parade since its first incarnation, sometimes 
carrying a flag and sometimes waving from a 
float. He will partake in another float at this 
year’s parade, now presenting a collaborative 
effort between Samtökin 78 (The National 
Organisation of Lesbians and Gay Men) and 
Amnesty International entitled “Verndarvæt-
tirnar” and meant to advocate action and raise 
awareness on the international struggle for 
gay, lesbian and transgender human rights. 
 “We are building a float that we’ll ride 
down Laugavegur. Our slogan will be ‘Illegal in 
100 countries’ and is meant to emphasize the 
fact that there are presently 100 nations that 
enforce laws against homosexuality in some 
way, by doling out fines, jail-time or even public 
executions. We’ll also be collecting signatures 
and handing out pamphlets, enlisting new 
members. We are a new organisation and 
Gay Pride 2007 is our first major operation,” 
he told the Grapevine. When asked about the 
so-called “message floats”, he says that he 
knows about at least two others that will be 
promoting a specific cause in this year’s march. 
“I think people may be opening up to the 
idea that the parade is an excellent venue to 
promote messages and sentiments, in front of 
50,000 people who are all in good spirits.”

Gay Pride Is Brought To You By…
As Reykjavík’s Gay Pride celebrations grow in 
popularity, it would seem natural that adver-
tisers and corporate sponsors were desperate 
trying to latch on to some of the good pub-
licity. Lest we forget, Iceland’s Independence 
Day celebrations are becoming increasingly 
reminiscent of an extended, perverted version 
of a cell-phone carrier ad. 
 As we learned, they are. And they’re not 
having any success. As Katrín Jónsdóttir, vet-
eran marcher and manager of this year’s parade 
told the Grapevine: “We are part of InterPride, 
which is an international organisation that 
oversees Gay Pride celebrations around the 
globe, and their rules state that the parade 
isn’t meant to advertise anything but ourselves. 
All the work is done by volunteers, and we 

Gay Pride Celebrations Float On
Text by Haukur S. Magnússon    Photos by Gulli and Skari

“The MSC fetish club’s 
float, for instance, fea-
tures hordes of eroticized, 
muscular, leather-clad 
men in various states of 
undress prancing to a 
soundtrack of Rammstein 
and shitty Eurotechno.”

Cappuccino + bagle + yoghurt = 650 kr.
Situated in the Central Bank´s main building in Kalkofnsvegur 1, Reykjavík.
Open Mon.-Fri. 13:30-15:30. Free admittance. 

Numismatic Museum
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(reyfi)
Ólöf Arnalds and many more 

at Reyfi Art Festival.

B5

It was on a windy and rainy Friday 
morning that our not-so-well-organ-
ised journey around the country, set 
to find the best outdoor festival in 
Iceland during the annual Verslunar-
mannahelgi, commenced. It did so 
with the startling discovery that you 
can’t rent a car without a credit card, 
something which none of the travel 
party was responsible enough to 
own. After being pulled through by a 
kind-hearted uncle, we set out on the 
road in a silver grey Yaris, our sights 
set for Ísafjörður, where we were to 
witness the annual European Mud-
ball championship. 

A full day of driving and 457 ki-
lometres later, we arrived at our des-
tination to find the town near empty. 
It wasn’t until after midnight that 
the town began to stir and the locals 
started showing up at the pubs, apol-

ogetically explaining to us that they 
had all been home, sewing their cos-
tumes for the tournament to come. 
In the spirit of our mission, we then 
took it upon ourselves to follow the 
friendly folk from bar to bar, beer to 
beer to, not trying to think of the 568 
kilometres of Icelandic gravel that lay 
ahead of us. 

The following morning, it took 
Mudball participants all of 30 sec-
onds to erase any difference between 
their colourful, carefully constructed 
uniforms and to become identically 
dirt-brown. The weather was a classic 
mix of cold wind and rain, leaving the 
ground of the tournament like some-
thing of an after-war zone – complete 
with dirty, shivering bodies wrapped 
in blankets, teeth clattering, staring 
empty eyed on the ongoing struggle 
in the mud pits. 

Arriving in Akureyri, we once again 
found ourselves at a surprisingly de-
serted festival site. Turns out, festival 
management had decided to ban 
everyone under the age of 23 from 
camping locally, a decision which 
reportedly resulted in unorganised 
teenage gatherings somewhere 
outside of town. This, in turn, left 
the streets of Akureyri somewhat 
emptier than in previous years. Bel-
ligerent fun was still to be had, and 

we managed to find some of it at a 
local house party our keen reporting 
sense led us to. There, a bunch of 
party-game crazed Hafnarfjörður-
youth took us under their bottle. 

Later that night we experienced 
the now-“highly secure” Akureyri 
downtown, where they use the in-
novative method of hosing people 
out of bars after closing time. This 
was still the most uninteresting ven-
ture of our trip. 

The next day turned out to be the 
most hectic driving experience any 
of us had undergone, featuring 750 
kilometres of road and 60+ cups of 
coffee. 

Siglufjörður was as sunny and 
friendly as a place can be. In fact, 
they may have taken it TOO far by 
featuring a glittering rhinestone 
cowboy singing about brotherly 

love backed up by three seemingly 
terrified children. That wasn’t really 
called for. Following a brief encoun-
ter with the Icelandic National Team 
of Drunks (they have T-shirts) and a 
whole bunch of happy, sun-loving 
teenagers, we headed for the road 
again, somewhat sorry to leave the 
utopian atmosphere of Siglufjörður 
behind us.

The people of Neskaupstaður must 
have gotten news of our impending 
arrival, as those guys immediately 
closed all shops, bars and cafés the 
moment we got in town, leaving us 
in a momentary state of panic. Walk-
ing through town on our way to the 
local hoedown, we encountered 
nothing but young kids, spaced out 
on energy drinks, performing kami-
kaze stunts, generally going apeshit. 
A lark, that was.

To our utmost satisfaction, the 
venue had a bar. This came in handy, 
as the ball was all but interesting, 

featuring the freshly re-animated 
corpse of Icelandic 90s band Tod-
mobile. While they kept the crowd 
moving, we mostly chose to spend 
our time outside in the “smoke 
cage”, chatting up the locals. All in 
all, it was a fun, disaster-free night, 
which was something of a fortune 
considering the amount of angry 
looking, grudge-bearing men pres-
ent. Furthermore, we had a ball 
watching a group of energy drink-
trippin’ youngsters giving the police 
something to worry about by setting 
things on fire. Yeah! Fire!  

Text by Páll H. Björnsson and Hera Sigurðardóttir    Photos by Gulli
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of 9 years of Jagúar, 00:00
Thu 23.08 Forgotten Lores, 21:00
 Prikið
Bankastræti 12
Fri 10.08 Troubadour Jude / DJ Árni 
Sveins
Sat 11.08 Gay Pride Event: DJ Rósa & 
DJ Óli
Wed 15.08 Biggi Maus
Thu 16.08 DJ Andri
Fri 17.08 Troubadours Franz & Kristó / 
DJ Gulli í Ósóma
Sat 18.08 Menningarnótt Concert fea-
turing various artists / DJ Benni B-ruff
Wed 22.08 DJ Kvikindi
Thu 23.08 DJ Maggi Legó
Fri 24.08 Troubadour Jude / DJ Óli 
Hjörtur
Sat 25.08 DJ Danni Deluxe
 Q-bar
Ingólfsstræti 3
Fri 10.08 Gay Pride Event: Girl’s dance 
with DJ Eva María and Birna Björk 
Sat 11.08 Gay Pride Event: Sometime / 
Aaron Carl (US) and others
Wed 15.08 DJ Ási
Thu 16.08 DJ Nicholas Brittain
Sat 18.08 Menningarnótt: Groovebox 
Night
Fri 24.08 DJ Team Beauty and Beats
 Sirkus
Klapparstígur 30
Fri 10.08 DJ Lazer 
Sat 11.08 DJ Ozzy
Sat 18.08 Motion Boys concert, 17:00

Museums & Galleries
 101 Gallery
Hverfisgata 18

Thu.–Sat. 14–17 and by appointment 
www.101hotel.is/101hotel/101gallery/
Jul 28–Sep 1
Bermuda Love Triangle – The Story of 
Dr. Son and Mr. Bates
Helgi Þórsson and Morgan Betz 
exhibition
 12 Tónar
Skólavörðustígur 15
Mon.–Fri. 10–18, Sat. 11–16
Jul 6–Sep 1
Collage by artist and musician Sigríður 
Níelsdóttir 
 Artótek
Tryggvagata 15
Mon. 10–21, Tue.–Thu. 10–19, Fri. 
11–19, Sat. and Sun. 13–17
www.sim.is/Index/Islenska/Artotek
 ASÍ Art Museum
Freyjugata 41
Tue.–Sun. 13–17
Free Entrance
Jun 30–Aug 26
Summer exhibition from the museum 
collection
 Auga fyrir Auga
Hverfisgata 35
Open Thu.–Fri. 15–19, Sat.–Sun. 14–17
Until Aug 10
Pocketful of Magic 
Svala Ólafsdóttir exhibition
 The Einar Jónsson Museum 
Eiríksgata
Tue.–Sun. 14–17
www.skulptur.is
Permanent exhibition:
The work of sculptor Einar Jónsson
 The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15

Open daily 11–17
www.thjodmenning.is
Permanent exhibitions:
Medieval Manuscripts; The National 
Museum – as it was; The Library Room; 
The Road to Zion; Berlin Excursion
Current exhibition:
Surtsey – Genesis
The exhibition traces the emergence 
and evolution of the island Surtsey 
until the present day and predicts 
its geographical and ecological 
development over the next 120 years.
 Dwarf Gallery
Grundarstígur 21
Opening Hours: Fri. and Sat. 18–20
www.this.is/birta
 Gallery Ágúst
Baldursgata 12
Wed.–Sat. 12–17
www.galleriagust.is
Aug 11–Sep 22
Fenómena
Opening exhibition: Ásdís Sif 
Gunnarsdóttir and Rakel Bernie. 
Drawings, photographs, video-art and 
3D. 
 Gallery Crush
Laugavegur 28
Current exhibition:
Seagulls
Sculptures by Arnar Ásgeirsson and 
Styrmir Örn Guðmundsson
 Gallery Fold
Rauðarárstígur 14–16
Mon.–Fri. 10–18
Sat. 11–16
Sun. 14–16
www.myndlist.is

Sells a large selection of Icelandic and 
international art and hosts exhibitions 
on a regular basis. 
 Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3–5
www.hitthusid.is
Current exhibition:
Paintings, sculptures and photographs 
by Torfi Fannar 
 Gallery Turpentine
Ingólfsstræti 5
Tue.–Fri. 12–18
Sat. 11–16 
www.turpentine.is
Jul 27–Aug 15
Paintings by Peter Anderson
 Gel Gallerí
Hverfisgata 37
Mon.–Fri. 10–19
Sat. 10–17
Until Aug 16
Paintings by Sigríður
 Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
Gerðuberg 3–5
Mon.–Thu. 11–17
Wed. 11–21
Thu.–Fri. 11–17
Sat.–Sun. 13–16
www.gerduberg.is
May 5–Sep 9
Paintings by Ágúst Jónsson 
May 12–Sep 9
Kvenfólk / Women
Erró exhibition
 Hallgrímskirkja Church
At Skólavörðuholt
www.kirkjulistahatid.is
Aug 11–Aug 19
Jacob’s Ladder

The Festival of Sacred Arts: Svava 
Björnsdóttir’s exhibition 
 i8 Gallery
Klapparstígur 33
Tue.–Fri. 11–17
Sat. 13–17 and by appointment
www.i8.is
Jul 12–Aug 28
Magnús Pálsson exhibition
 Kringlan Mall
Kringlan 4–12, 103 Reykjavík
www.kringlan.is
Jul 21–Aug 21
Miðabugur og Kringla – Leisure, 
Administration & Control
A collaboration of 11 Nordic visual 
artists
 Kling & Bang Gallery
Laugavegur 23
Thu.–Sun. 14–18
Free Entrance
www.this.is/klingandbang
Aug 11–Sep 2
Prayer on the Threshold
Páll Banine exhibition
 Living Art Museum
Laugavegur 26
Wed., Fri.–Sun. 13–17
Thu. 13–22
www.nylo.is/
Jul 28–Aug 19
Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir exhibition. See 
page B6 for an interview.
 The National Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur
Tue.–Sun. 11–17
Free Entrance
www.listasafn.is
Jul 21–Oct 10
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After exercising your feet in the Gay 
Parade, why not spend the evening 
nourishing your soul in church? 
A branch of the ongoing, church 
sponsored Festival of Sacred Arts, 
“Young People’s Arts Night” is set 
to take place in Hallgrímskirkja on 
the evening of August 11. Featuring 
a well put-together programme of 
music, improvisation, dance and 
various other performances, the 
arts night starts at 21:00 and will 
go on ‘til one in the morning. The 
impressive line up includes local 
and international cream of the crop 
performers including Nico Muhly, 
Ben Frost, Borgar Magnason, Kjartan 
Sveinsson, Pétur Ben and Valgeir 
Sigurðsson. 

 Especially notable is Sigurðsson’s 
performance, since he will release 
his long-awaited début album, 
Ekvilíbríum – already receiving 
excellent reviews worldwide – just 
two days prior. Speaking to the 
Grapevine, Sigurðsson says that he 
and others performing will take full 
advantage of the majestic church’s 
acoustics. “I’ll perform one piece 
off Ekvilíbríum that I’ve specially 
arranged for the occasion, using the 
church organ, among other things. 
Naturally, you can’t play just anything 
in Hallgrímskirkja, and we’ve been 
researching the acoustics there for 
a while now. You don’t often get a 
chance to perform in such a unique 
setting.” 

 Even still, Sigurðsson’s upcoming 
American tour with Muhly will find 
them performing in a prestigious 
Manhattan church, so Saturday 
might provide a good opportunity 
for practice. He says he has yet to 
schedule a local release concert, so 
– if all the other great artists playing 
Young People’s Art Night weren’t 
incentive enough – this might be the 
only chance to catch him performing 
in Iceland in a while. “I look forward 
to the evening. It’s an informal event 
in an unlikely location, and all the 
performers are an exciting bunch.”

Hallgrímskirkja Church at 
Skólavörðustígur

Young Art in Hallgrímskirkja
Hallgrímskirkja  Church – August 11

If you would like to be included 
in the Grapevine listings, free of 
charge, contact the Grapevine by 
email at listings@grapevine.is.

Music
 12 Tónar record shop
Skólavörðustígur 15
Fri 10.08 Reykjavík! in concert, 17:00
Fri 17.08 Líkn in concert, 17:00
Fri 24.08 Ólöf Arnalds in concert, 17:00
 Bar 11
Laugavegur 11
Fri 10.08 Curver’s Final Rockabillý Party 
/ DJ Lazer
Sat 11.08 DJ Óli Dóri from Weapons 
Thu 16.08 Skátar, Helgi from Morðing-
jarnir  & Daitro, 21:30 /  DJ Gyða
Fri 17.08 DJ Óli Dóri from Weapons
Sat 18.08 DJ Gulli from Ósóma
Fri 24.08 DJ Gulli from Ósóma
Sat 25.08  DJ Aron
 Barinn
Laugavegur 22
Fri 10.08 Gay Pride event: DJ Rósa (1 
floor) / Boy’s dance with DJ Manny (2 
floor)
Sat 11.08 DJ Barcode (1 floor) / Ter-
rordisco and DJ Halli (2 floor)
Thu 16.08 DJ Darri Lorensen
Fri 17.08 DJ Brunheim & DJ Ghost (1 
floor) / DJ Tweak (2 floor)
Sat 18.08 DJ Peter Parker, DJ Skeletor & 
DJ Raffi (1 floor) / DJ Ernir (2 floor)
Fri 24.08 DJ Yamaho (1 floor) / DJ Míó 
(2 floor)
Sat 25.08 Dansa Meira (1 floor) / DJ Óli 
Hjörtur & DJ Nick (2 floor)
 Broadway

Ármúli
Sat 11.08 15-year birthday celebration 
for the Milljónamæringarnir, featur-
ing Laddi, Raggi Bjarni, Bjarni Arason, 
Bogomil Font, Stefán Hilmarsson
 Café Amsterdam
Hafnarstræti 5
Fri 10.08 DJ Master
Sat 11.08 Dimma, 23:30 / DJ Master
Fri 17.08 DJ Cesar
Sat 18.08 Various Icelandic artists, 
01:30
 Café Hljómalind 
Laugavegur 21
Wed 15.08 Fighting Shit / LaFours / 
Daitro 19:30
 Café París
Austurstræti 14
Fri 10.08 DJ Lucky plays soul, funk, reg-
gae and hip-hop
Sat 11.08 DJ Börkur plays soul, funk, 
reggae and hip-hop
Thu 16.08 DJ Börkur/ DJ Lucky
Fri 17.08 DJ Börkur / DJ Lucky
Sat 18.08 DJ Börkur / DJ Lucky
Thu 23.08 DJ Börkur / DJ Lucky
Fri 24.08 DJ Börkur / DJ Lucky
Sat 25.08 DJ Börkur / DJ Lucky
 Café Solon
Bankastræti 7a
Fri 10.08 DJ Rikki G
Sat 11.08 Atli Entertainment-police / 
Rikki (ground floor)
Thu 16.08 DJ Andrés (ground floor) / 
Ingó Idol (2 floor)
Fri 17.08 DJ Maggi
Sat 18.08 DJ Maggi / Láki tender 
(ground floor)
 Grand Rokk

Smiðjustígur 6
Fri 10.08 Lada Sport / Dikta / Jan 
Mayen, 23:00
 Hallgrímskirkja Church
Skólavörðuholt
Sat 11.08 Opening concert starts at 
17:00 - Mass in B-minor by J.S. Bach. 
Young People’s Arts Night from 21:00-
01:00 - Nico Muhly, Ben Frost, Borgar 
Magnason, Elfa Rún Kristinsdóttir, 
Guðmundur Vignir Karlsson, Kjartan 
Sveinsson, Pétur Ben, Valgeir Sigurðs-
son and more.
Sun 12.08 Music by Dietrich Buxtehude, 
11:00 / Mass in B-minor by J.S. Bach, 
19:00.
Mon 13.08 Music and Meditation, 
12:00 / Masterclass I, 14:00-17:00.
Tue 14.08 Music and Meditation, 12:00
Wed 15.08 Music and Meditation, 
12:00 / Organ Fireworks, 20:00.
Thu 16.08 Music and Meditation, 
12:00 / La Passion de Jeanne d’Arc 
- The famous silent film by C.T. Dreyer 
with music composed and played by 
Wilfried Kaets organ, 23:00
Fri 17.08 Music and Meditation, 12:00
Sat 18.08 Waterfall of Hymns, 15:00-
21:00.
Sun 19.08 Final Concert, 19:00.
 Hressó
Austurstræti 20
Fri 10.08 Menn Ársins / DJ Maggi
Sat 11.08 Public, 23:00 / DJ Maggi, 
01:00
Thu 16.08 Böddi & Danni 
Fri 17.08 Gotti & Eisi, 23:00 / DJ Bjarni, 
01:00
Sat 18.08 Menningarnótt Garden 

Concert: Krummafótur, Dalton, Öndin, 
17:00 / DJ Bjarni
Thu 23.08 Krummafótur, 23:00 – 01:00
Fri 24.08 Dalton, 23:00 / DJ Bjarni
Sat 25.08 Gotti & Eisi, 23:00 / DJ Bjarni
 The Icelandic Opera
Ingólfsstræti
Thu 23.08 Tom Waits tribute: The Bad 
Livers and the Broken Hearts Band 
along with Björn Hlynur Haraldsson, 
Daníel Ágúst, Krummi, Sigtryggur Bal-
dursson, Ólafur Darri Ólafsson, Magnús 
Jónsson, Pétur Ben, Höskuldur Ólafsson 
and Sigríður Eyrún.
 Jómfrúin
Lækjargata 4
Sat 18.08 Summerjazz – BonSom
Sat 25.08 Summerjazz – Reykjavík Big 
Band
 Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti
Fri 10.08 DJ Lazer
Sat 11.08 DJ Ozzy
Wed 15.08 DJ Robert
Thu 16.08 Retron in concert / DJ Frosti
Fri 17.08 DJ Natalie aka “Nat da Cat”
Sat 18.08 DJ Nuno
Wed 22.08 DJ Chuck aka “Chuckie”
Thu 23.08 Svenni & Halli
Fri 24.08 DJ Toti trans
Sat 25.08 DJ Hjalti Casanova
 Laugardalsvöllur
Laugardalur
Fri 17.08 Bubbi Morthens, Stuðmenn, 
SSSÓl, Björgvin Halldórsson, Garðar 
Thor Cortes, Todmobile, Nylon, and 
Luxor.
 Loftkastalinn
Seljavegur 2

Fri 10.08 Miss Vicky, Pay TV and others. 
Pride Party after the show
 Nasa
Thorvaldsenstræti 2
Fri 10.08 Pride dance
Sat 11.08 Páll Óskar’s Annual Gay Pride 
Ball
Sat 18.08 Gusgus in concert
 Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
Sat 18.08 Democracy of Jazz / Kári 
Árnason Band / The Dorthe Höjland 
Group / Tepokinn / Maria Winther / 
Eiríkur Orri Ólafsson 
Sun 19.08 Draupner / Havnakórið / 
Felicia 
Mon 20.08 Ane Brun / Seabear / ET 
Tumason
Tue 21.08 Laura Pyrrö and Ágúst Ólafs-
son / CAPUT 
Wed 22.08 Trio Fugu & Tempura / Nina 
Kinert  
Thu 23.08 Hjaltalín / Hrafnaspark / 
Magnet / Jens Lekman
Fri 24.08 Budam / Ólöf Arnalds 
Sat 25.08 Megas / Kati Matti / Elín 
Eyþórsdóttir / Minä Rakastan Sinua Elvis
 Organ
Hafnarstræti 1-3
Fri 10.08 Lights on the Highway / My 
Summer as a Salvation Soldier / Vetiver, 
22:00
Wed 15.08 Grapevine Concert Series: 
The Besties / Jan Mayen / Dýrðin, 21:00
Thu 16.08 Hjaltalín / James Wallace, 
21:00
Sat 18.08 Culture Night: Skátar / Lights 
on the Highway / Últra Mega Techno-
bandið Stefán, 22:00 + A Celebration 
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Iceland’s skateboarders (as well as any 
visiting ones) will soon have the long-
needed chance to face one another 
in an honest to God, to-the-death, 
public skate-off! Organised by Reyk-
javík skate culture store Underground 
among others, the skating contest 
will take place at Ingólfstorg and in 
the Loftkastali skate park on August 
25, with prizes and titles granted for 
a variety of talents, including best 
trick and best run. Participating in the 
contest is free, and contestants will be 
divided into three groups depending 
on age (9-14, 15-17 and 18+).
 Contest organizer (and manager 
of Underground), Mike Carroll, says 

that a promising number of skaters 
have signed up, although there’s still 
plenty of room. “We’ve been promot-
ing the event for a while, and we’re 
pleased with the results. People are 
coming in all the way from Akureyri 
to compete. We’re currently seeking 
sponsors for the event, and just try-
ing to put together a fun day for all 
involved.” 
 A long-time native of San Fran-
sisco, the half-Icelandic Carroll has 
been living in Reykjavík for nearly a 
year now and says he enjoys it. When 
asked to rate Icelandic skating culture, 
he says that it’s good compared to the 
size of the city, and that he’s noticed 

an increase in vitality during the past 
6-7 months. “There’s a lot of good 
talent around, for sure. Can anything 
be done to improve the scene? From 
what I’ve learned talking to the kids, 
the current park in Loftkastalinn is 
nice, but it’s not really promoted 
enough. A lot of kids don’t know 
about it. Some more skate parks, 
competitions, things like that, would 
all serve to improve the scene, and 
that’s what me and my friends are 
trying to do.” 

To register: call Underground: (+354) 
551-5556 or visit myspace.com/ice-
landskate

Skate or Die! in Reykjavík 
Ingólfstorg and Loftkastalinn – August 25

A long time ago on a coast far, far 
away, the French came to Iceland to 
drink up all of z red wine and steal 
all of z pretty girls. On August 15 
(that’s next Wednesday) the French 
Invasion will come again, but this 
time it will be in the form of an 
“–ism” conscious DIY hardcore 
band (so no Mademoiselle-stealing) 
and instead of the shores of Seyðis-
fjörður, the inquisition will go down 
on the stage at Café Hjólamind (so 
no red wine, either.)

 Daitro is a 5-piece screamo band 
from Lyon, France. They have 3 full-
length albums, 4 splits, and have 
been on countless hardcore com-
pilations. They have also toured 
Japan, much of the U.S., and most 
of Europe. They have been called 
the “uncrowned kings of European 
screamo.” The show starts at 19:30 
and costs 800 ISK. The opening acts 
are Fighting Shit and LaFours.

Café Hljómalind, Laugavegur 21

The French Invasion part II

Café Hljómalind – August 15

On August 9, an exhibition featuring 
the works of American artist Joan 
Perlman opened at Hafnarborg, the 
Hafnarfjörður Institute of Culture 
and Fine Art. Perlman has held nu-
merous solo exhibitions as well as 
participating in group exhibitions 
across the US. Her first visit to Iceland 
occurred in 1955, when the Living 
Art Museum, Nylo, invited her to lec-
ture on art. She has been interested 
in Iceland and its history ever since 
that first moment and spellbound by 

the country’s nature.  Inspired by its 
rocky landscape, her paintings don’t 
try to interpret the surroundings in 
a realistic way, but instead she tries 
to grab its mystic powers.  
 The exhibition is open every day 
except Tuesdays from 11:00 to 17:00 
and Thursdays from 11:00 to 21:00. 
The exhibition concludes on Septem-
ber 9. 

Hafnarborg, Strandgata 34, 
www.hafnarborg.is

Joan Perlman Exhibition

Hafnarborg – Aug 9 - Sept 9

Esteemed artists Rakel Bernie (Miami 
via Argentina) and Ásdís Sif Gun-
narsdóttir (Iceland) will share the 
honour of opening the latest addi-
tion to Reykjavík’s gallery fauna – the 
professional and ambitious Gallery 
Ágúst. While the artists have dif-
ferent backgrounds, they share a 
common ground in their art, one 
that’s thoroughly celebrated at FENÓ-
MENA and its selection of drawings, 
photographs, sculptures and video 
installations. 
 Gallery Ágúst is conveniently 
located right in the middle of 101 
Reykjavík, more precisely on Bal-
dursgata. There’s a lot in the works 

for the gallery, according to curator 
Sigrún Sandra Ólafsdóttir, who says 
that Reykjavík was sorely missing an 
ambitious sales gallery of Ágústs’s 
size. “I got acquainted to this type 
of gallery while studying in Italy, and 
when I got back I found that some-
thing like this was sorely missing. I 
think Icelanders are fast discovering 
contemporary arts, and that’s a good 
thing since we have a lot of world-
class artists to offer.” 
 The gallery is open Wednesdays 
to Saturdays from 12–17 and by ap-
pointment.

Gallery Ágúst, Baldursgata 12 

A Brand Spanking New Gallery 

Gallery Ágúst – Until September 22

Curver’s Rockabillicious Rockabilly

Bar 11 – August 10

Conceptual artist-slash-musician Cur-
ver is a jack of all trades. Not content 
with mangling sound and touring the 
world with Ghostigital in between 
putting on art shows and happen-
ings of his own, Curver also hosts 
celebrated Rockabilly Parties at Bar 
11 from time to time. A rare chance 
to enjoy one is this Friday, so fans of 
twisting, shouting, drinking, spitting 
and general greaser-debauchery will 
thus have to look no further than Bar 
11 tonight.
 Featuring a hearty blend of Rock-

abilly, Surf, Twang, Garage and good 
ol’ Rock ‘n’ Roll, the party starts at 
midnight and will last well into the 
wee hours of the morning (5:30 to 
be exact). This will be Reykjavík’s only 
Rockabilly Party of the year, as Curver 
has been busy touring with Ghostig-
ital and will soon head to New York 
to pursue further education in the 
arts. Now, shine those boots, wax 
your hair and put a comb in your 
ass-pocket – it’s party time.

Bar 11, Laugavegur 11



Music          Art          Films          Events          

Alas-Nature!
The National Gallery of Iceland’s 
summer exhibition featuring works by 
more than 50 artists, including High 
Plane by Katrín Sigurðardóttir. Her 
work is a widely acclaimed installation 
for its revolutionary viewpoint in which 
the landscape is laid out horizontally 
on a table.
 The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
Open daily 10–17
natmus.is/
Permanent exhibition:
The Making of a Nation
May 5–Aug 24
As seen by the visitor
Hans Viingard Friis photo exhibition
May 5–Aug 24
Sent to the countryside
Photo exhibition 
May 19–Sep 30
The Road Between
Andrá exhibition: Installations by 
Guðbjörg Lind Jónsdóttir, Guðrún 
Kristjánsdóttir and Kristín Jónsdóttir.
 The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
Tue.–Sun. 12–17
www.nordice.is/
Aug 18–Aug 26
Art from kindergartens
Reyfi festival: Artworks from 
kindergartens in 101 Reykjavík.
Aug 18–Aug 26
Nordic Modern Architecture
Reyfi festival: An exhibition presenting 
modern architecture by gathering 
four well known Scandinavian 
photographers who specialize in taking 
photographs of architecture.
Aug 18–Aug 26
Form.ax 
Reyfi festival: Ålandic design featuring 
the works of over 30 designers
Aug 23
Reyfi festival: Icelandic video-art
 The Numismatic Museum
Kalkofnsvegur 1
Open Mon.–Fri. 13:30–15:30.
Free admittance. 
Permanent exhibition:
The Central Bank of Iceland and the 
National Museum of Iceland jointly 
operate a numismatic collection 
consisting of Icelandic notes and coins. 
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2 
Aðalstræti 16
Open daily 10–17
Permanent exhibition:
The Settlement Exhibition
 Reykjavík Art Museum 
– Ásmundur Sveinsson Sculpture 
Museum
Sigtún
Open daily 10–16
Admission ticket is valid for three days 
in all three museums. 
Free entrance every Thursday.
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is
Mar 31–Dec 31
Folk Tales

An exhibition of works by Icelandic 
draughtsmen who took on the task 
of illustrating folk tales from the oral 
tradition.
Apr 2–Dec 31
The Shape of Life
A new retrospective of the works by 
Ásmundur Sveinsson. The exhibition 
focuses on abstract works from 1945 
onwards.
 Reykjavík Art Museum 
– Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17
Open daily 10–17
May 11–Aug 19
My Oz 
Roni Horn retrospective
Jun 21–Aug 12
Installation by Daníel Björnsson at the 
D Gallery. 
May 10–Aug 17
The Erró Collection
Works from the museum’s Erró 
collection: A further examination of the 
diverse subjects and stages of Erró’s 
artistic oeuvre.
 Reykjavík Art Museum 
– Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata
Open Daily 10–17
Feb 10–Sep 2
K-Þátturinn / The K-Factor
Jóhannes S. Kjarval retrospective. 
May 19–Aug 26
Kvika / Magma
Icelandic contemporary design
May 19–Aug 26
The Spark – Design for Everyone
Design exhibition, with special 
educational programming
 Reykjavík Maritime Museum
Grandagarður 8
Open Tue.–Sun. 11–17
www.sjominjasafn.is
Current exhibition:
Trawlers in Iceland
 Reykjavík Museum
Kistuhylur 4
Open daily from 10–17
www.arbaejarsafn.is
Permanent exhibition:
Objects from Reykjavík cultural history.
 The Reykjavík Museum 
of Photography
Grófarhús, Tryggvagata 15, 6th floor
Weekdays 12–19
Sat.–Sun. 13–17
Free Entrance
www.ljosmyndasafnreykjavikur.is
Jun 1–Sep 9
Automatos
Photographs by Olaf Otto Becker, Páll 
Stefánsson and RAX 
Jul 19–Aug 29
Destination
Photographs by Erla Stefánsdóttir
 Safn
Laugavegur 37
Wed.–Fri. 14–18
Sat.–Sun. 14–17
Free Entrance
www.safn.is

May 19–Oct 20
Museum of the Surface / Desire Archive 
/ Decay Complex
Unnar Örn J. Auðarson exhibition
Jul 14–Aug 26
Tumi Magnússon exhibition
Jul 14–Aug 26
Down the Chimney
Jennifer Tee exhibition
 Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
Open Tue.–Sun. 14–17
Permanent exhibition:
Works of sculptor Sigurjón Ólafsson
 Start Art / Art Shop
Laugavegur 12b
www.startart.is
Aug 2–Aug 30
Ása Ólafsdóttir exhibition
Aug 2–Aug 30
Dagný Guðmundsdóttir exhibition
 Thorvaldsen Bar
Austurstæti 8-10
www.thorvaldsen.is
Jul 16–Aug 27
Oil paintings by Helga Sigurðardóttir

Outside Reykjavík
 Skaftfell
Austurvegur 42, Seyðisfjörður
www.skaftfell.is
Aug 11–Nov 11
A group exhibition featuring works by 
Erla Þórarinsdóttir, Hulda Hákon, Jón 
Óskar and Steingrímur Eyfjörð
 Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Mon.–Sun. 11–17
www.hafnarborg.is
Aug 9–Sep 9
Paintings by American artist Joan 
Perlman
 LÁ Art Museum
Austurmörk 21, 810 Hveragerði
Open daily from 12–18
Current exhibition:
Moving Mountains
Summer exhibition
 Gljúfrasteinn 
– Halldór Laxness museum
270 Mosfellsbær
Open daily except Mondays from 
10–17.
 Kópavogur Art Museum 
– Gerðarsafn
Hamraborg, Kópavogur
Open daily 11–17 except Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is
 The Icelandic Museum of Design 
and Applied Art
Lyngás 7–9, 121 Garðabær
Opening hours: Tues.–Fri. 14–18; Sat. 
and Sun. 16–18.
www.mudesa.org
Exhibitions devoted to Icelandic design.
 The Icelandic Settlement Centre
Brákarbraut 1–15, Borgarnes
Opening hours: May to Sep 10–20; Sep 
to May 11–17.
 www.landnam.is
Permanent exhibitions: 
The Settlement of Iceland: The Saga of 

Egill Skalla-Grímsson
 Suðsuðvestur
Hafnargata 22, Keflavík
Thu.–Fri. 16–18
Sat.–Sun. 14–17
www.sudsudvestur.is
 Gallery Klaustur
At Skriðuklaustur
800 Egilsstaðir
www.skriduklaustur.is
Jul 28–Aug 31
While She Sleeps
Svala Ólafsdóttir exhibition
 Vatnasafn / Library of Water
Bókhlöðustígur 17, 340 Stykkishólmur
www.libraryofwater.is
Open daily from 11–17. 
Permanent exhibition: 
Roni Horn installation. She has replaced 
stacks of books with glass columns 
containing water gathered from 
Iceland’s glaciers and glacial rivers. 
 Sandgerði Museum
Gerðavegur 1, Sandgerði. 
Until Feb 7, 2008
Polar Adventures 
Exhibition on the life and work of the 
French polar explorer, scientist and 
doctor Jean-Baptiste Charcot. 
 Jónas Viðar Gallery
Kaupvangsstræti 12, Akureyri
Fri.–Sat. 13–18
www.jvs.is/jvgallery.htm
Jul 21–Aug 12
Graphics by Janne Laine 
 Akureyri Art Museum
Kaupvangsstræti 12, Akureyri
Tue.–Sun. 12–17
www.listasafn.akureyri.is
Jun 30–Aug 19
Fjallið / The Mountain
Georg Guðni retrospective
 DaLí Gallery
Brekkugata 9, Akureyri
Mon.–Sat. 14–18
www.daligallery.blogspot.com
Jul 28–Aug 12
Hildur Ásgeirsdóttir Jónsson exhibition
 GalleriBOX
Kaupvangstræti 10, Akureyri
www.galleribox.blogspot.com
Current exhibition:
Birta Guðjónsdóttir exhibition
 Núpur eitt
West-Eyjafjöll, 861 Hvolsvöllur
Open daily from 12–18
Aug 4–Aug 12
40/40 
Margrét Einarsdóttir Long exhibition

Films
 Becoming Jane
Regnboginn
 Blind Dating
Sambíóin Álfabakka
 Evan Almighty

Sambíóin Álfabakka, Smárabíó
 Harry Potter 5
Sambíóin Akureyri, Sambíóin Álfabak-
ka, Sambíóin Kringlunni 
 Ocean’s 13
Sambíóin Álfabakka
 Grindhouse: Death Proof 
Regnboginn 
 Grindhouse: Planet Terror
Laugarásbíó, Regnboginn, Borgarbíó 
Akureyri
 The Simpsons Movie 
Smárabíó, Laugarásbíó, Háskólabíó, 
Regnboginn, Borgarbíó Akureyri, Sam-
bíóin Keflavík
 Transformers
Sambíóin Kringlunni, Smárabíó, 
Laugarásbíó, Háskólabíó, Sambíóin Ál-
fabakka, Sambíóin Akureyri, Sambíóin 
Keflavík
 Be sure to check out the “Green 
Light” mini filmfest, showing 18 in-
die and alternative movies August 
15-29. www.graenaljosid.is

Movie Theatres
 Regnboginn, Hverfisgata 54
101 Reykjavík, Tel. 551-9000
 Háskólabíó, Hagatorg
107 Reykjavík, Tel. 525-5400
 Laugarásbíó, Laugarás
104 Reykjavík, Tel. 565-0118
 Smárabíó, Smáralind
201 Kópavogur, Tel. 564-0000
 Sambíóin, Álfabakki 8
109 Reykjavík, Tel. 575-8900
 Sambíóin, Kringlan 4-12
103 Reykjavík, Tel. 575-8900
 Sambíóin Akureyri, Ráðhústorg
600 Akureyri, Tel. 461-4666
 Nýja-Bíó, Hafnargata 33
230 Reykjanesbær, Tel. 421-1170 
 Selfossbíó, Eyrarvegur 2
800 Selfoss, Tel. 482-3007

Events
 Open House at the 
Intercultural Centre
10.08 Every Friday night, the Inter-
cultural centre plays host to an 
intercultural meeting. The concept 
is to bring foreigners and Icelanders 
together, give them the opportunity to 
get to know other people and to share 
experiences. The meetings feature 
plenty of activities so attendees can get 
to know each other’s cultures. Entrance 
is free. 
The Intercultural Centre, Hverfisgata 18
 Primal Dance
22.08–23.08 The dance group Primal 
Scene will be teaching all the newest 
steps in hip-hop, house, hype and 
locking at Egilshöll sports hall. 
Price per dance lesson is 1,300 ISK. 
For more info see: myspace.com/
primalscenedance
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There is a natural process that occurs 
every few years by which a sheep 
fully sheds all of its year-long wool 
to begin fresh. The renewing and re-
juvenating process is called “Reyfi” 
in Icelandic, and it is a symbol of 
rebirth in this cold northerly nation. 
The metaphoric name is a fitting 
one for the upcoming Reyfi Festival, 
which the Nordic House planned as 
a celebration of its new facilities, 
which have been torn up, dug out, 
and renovated for the past two and 
a half months. The first date of the 
festival, August 18 (also the night 
of the widely-celebrated “culture 
night” Menningarnótt), marks the 
full shedding of the old wool at the 
Nordic House, and the opening of 
an all-new and improved centre.
 The Nordic House’s purpose is to 
unite the peoples, cultures and lan-
guages of Scandinavia (that includes 
Finland and the Faroe Islands, in case 
you were wondering) right here in 
Iceland. Reyfi, the Nordic House’s 
first event of this magnitude, is a 
nine-day (from August 18 August 
26) festival in which artists, dancers, 
photographers, authors, sculptors, 
filmmakers, musicians, chefs, and 
theatre groups will represent their 
own pieces of the northern world 
for what the festival planners expect 
to be thousands of attendees. 
 Over the course of the week-

and-a-half long festival there will 
be upwards of 30 musical acts, all 
playing under the roof of a 700 sq. 
meter glass dome that has been 
specially transported from its fes-
tival use in Holland. The festival’s 
eclecticism is apparent, ranging 
from rock and pop bands to opera 
and classical, to traditional Swedish 
folk music. The night of August 18 
will have a jazz theme, with South 
African/Swedish jazz group Democ-
racy of Jazz, and renowned Swed-
ish jazz singer Maria Winther. From 
Iceland is Kári Árnason’s Band, a very 
talented local band who play funky 
jazz standards.
 A particularly big name in the 
indie world, the Swedish darling 
Jens Lekman, will be playing a few 
of his songs for Reykjavík fans on 
August 24. Other indie rock acts in-
clude Iceland’s Hjaltalín (August 23), 
Seabear (August 20), Norway’s Ane 
Brun (August 20), Sweden’s country 
pop musician Nancy Kinert (August 
22), Iceland’s acid-folk angel Ólof 
Arnalds (August 24), and Budam 
(August 20) a Faroese story-telling 
rock band. 
 Iceland’s beloved answer to Bob 
Dylan, Megas, will be performing on 
August 25. 
 Interesting music acts include 
Havnarkórið, a 30-person choir 
from the Faroe Islands who dress 

in traditional Faroese costumes and 
perform traditional Faroese dances 
(August 19); The Finnish soprano 
Laura Pyrrö and Icelandic baritone 
Ágúst Ólafson will perform duets 
by Grieg and Mozart.
 On August 19 literary genius 
Einar Már Guðmundsson (author 
of Angels of the Universe) will be 
reading chapters from his book; the 
Finnish film Jade Warrior will show 
on August 20; and for the entire 
duration of the festival there will be 
an exhibition up with art from Reyk-
javík kindergarteners. From August 
22 to August 26, the contemporary 
Finnish circus Med Andra Ord will 
provide a different approach to the 
traditional high-flying circus.
 There will also be a restaurant 
serving “New Nordic Cuisine” dish-
es like Finnish perogi and Swedish 
apple cider. On weekdays it will be 
open from 14 to midnight. Expect 
earlier opening times on the week-
ends, for obvious reasons.
 There is no unifying standard for 
which language certain events will 
use. Some will be in Swedish, some 
in Faroese, some in Icelandic, and 
maybe even a few in English. Rest 
assured that nothing will be lost in 
translation. CF

For more information, please visit 
reyfi.is or nordice.is.

glaumbar - tryggvagötu 20 - tel: 552-6868 - www.glaumbar.is

1700

VAt free EXPECT
HANG
OVERS...

THE BIGGEST CLUB IN 
DOWNTOWN REYKJAVIK.
LIVE MUSIC EVERY WEEKEND.
WWW.NASA.IS

www.gljufrasteinn.is

TICKETS AT

Reyfi Festival
The Nordic House – August 18 - 26

ICELANDIC DESIGN

Skólavörðustígur 18

S K Ó G A R  •  T H E  S E T T L E M E N T  C E N T R E

T H E  B L U E  L A G O O N  •  E D E N  •  G E Y S I R  •  G U L L F O S S

L E I F U R  E I R Í K S S O N  A I R  T E R M I N A L  •  T H E  V I K I N G  •  Ú T I L Í F

FOR THOSE WHO DARE!

www.hsh . e fh . i s

                   
Woolens factory store,
located in Vik

Víkurprjón ehf
Phone: 487-1250
www.vikwool.is

               Genuine woolen goods,
                         made in Iceland_______

Also wide selection
           of souvenirs
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NÝLÓ – The Living Art Museum – is one of 
downtown Reykjavík’s more progressive gal-
leries and has through the years offered some 
groundbreaking exhibits by leading contem-
porary artists. The Grapevine checked out its 
current show.  

Picture an enormous white room. In one cor-
ner, a pink golf ball is suspended mid-air via 
some contraption or other, a lo-fi opera blaring 
from it. A curtain of pearls marks the entry to 
another room, from whence you can hear a 
commotion of sorts. Artist Hekla Dögg Jóns-
dóttir sits on a windowsill facing her pink golf 
ball and her curtain of pearls that’s perhaps 
meant to indicate a looking-glass one passes 
through to fully enter the surreal world of her 
exhibit, Liminality, although that’s as open 
to interpretation as any of the other objects 
on display. Jónsdóttir, blonde, conservatively 
dressed, is talking about air-travel:
 “It usually takes me two or three days to 
move past the transitional period that travel 
presupposes,” she tells me. “In that time, I 
may become more open to suggestions. You 
get dizzy. A lot of things happen differently 
when you’re in a state of dizziness.” 
 Jónsdóttir holds advanced degrees from 
the Icelandic College of Arts and Crafts and 
California Institute of The Arts. A co-founder 
of prestigious grassroots gallery Kling & Bang 

and member of the team behind the ambitious 
Klink & Bank project, she currently divides 
her time between New York and Reykjavík in 
between putting on exhibitions around the 
world. It can thus be deducted that she is 

a) a veteran of the Icelandic art world, 
b) a modern day jet-setter, and 
c) no stranger to the held-back feeling associ-
ated with frequently changing time zones and 
environments. 

This might in turn provide inspiration for some 
of Jónsdóttir’s art. Themes of transition and 
those frequently encountered places ‘in-be-
tween’ appear strongly in her ongoing display 
at downtown’s Living Art Museum (Nýlistasa-
fnið, or NÝLÓ for short). Amidst neon-sculp-
tures, a wall of fire, a babbling fountain of light 
and the aforementioned pink golf ball, there 
seems to lie some sort of unifying theme or 
terminology, at least to the extent that they are 
brought together under the moniker ‘Liminal-
ity.’ She explains where it came from: 

Coining Adjectives
“The title actually came after I put the exhibit 
together. I stumbled upon the term while I 
was in the finishing stages of setting it up and 
was looking for a translation of “threshold” 
– learning about it was a lot like reading about 

the things I had been dealing with in my art for 
a long time. It was like someone had coined 
an adjective to describe my experiments and 
interests,” she says and seems authentically 
excited about the find. After a short pause, 
she continues:  
 “If you look up “liminality” you will find 
that people have gone to great lengths to ex-
plain it and there are different and sometimes 
conflicting interpretations. On one hand, you 
have the kind of ‘airy’ talk that accompanies 
the exhibition’s catalogue [a lengthy conver-
sation between Jónsdóttir and two friends], 
and on the other you have this big, weighty 
word, LIMINALITY. I think it’s a good analogy 
for what’s going on in the exhibition, those 
two worlds meeting.” 

Science Vs. Superstition
We talk about those two worlds, what they 
mean and what’s between them. “In that third 
place, that threshold where the two meet, 
that’s a space where things are possible that 
aren’t necessarily possible on this side, and 
not on the other one either. In that place, 
science and superstition go hand in and, and 
aren’t mutually exclusive. Science is often an 
attempt to exclude superstition, but they go 
together in this interzone and I am interested 
in working with that, simultaneously exploring 
the dimensions of mind and matter.”

 

She says she is happy with how Liminality 
turned out. “I didn’t know how things would 
go together. I had no working model, except 
for in my mind, and I didn’t know how the 
exhibition space would look when taken over 
by these different visual units. It wasn’t until 
the day before the opening, after everything 
had gone up, that things came together and 
I could really see how they worked in a bigger 
context. It retains a connection to the threshold 
and it engages the room.” 

On The Conditions for Making Art 
in Reykjavík
“The conditions for making and presenting 
art in Reykjavík today are very positive in many 
respects. We have to work on maintaining 
those positive aspects and find ways to add to 
them. Even if everything’s working well right 
now, that ball can easily be dropped and we 
need to take care not to. When I returned to 
Iceland and took up my current ‘life between 
two worlds’ in 2000, I did find there was a lot 
lacking in terms of conditions for grassroots 
artist. Our formation of Kling & Bang in 2003 
was perhaps a response to that in a way. The 
Klink & Bank project – which wound up being 
enormous – was also a sort of turning point. 
 “I feel things are currently being man-
aged nicely, and take the Living Art Museum’s 
direction as an example. There’s a lot of ambi-
tion around and it seems to me that the art 
world here is moving on to a higher plane. 
Maintaining Kling & Bang, with its artist-run 
atmosphere, as well as establishing new and 
refined venues is important.” 

But Is It Any Good? 
While Jónsdóttir is happy to comment on the 
state and conditions to make art in Iceland, 
she is – understandably, given the inbred na-
ture of Iceland’s art world – less willing to 
point out specific artists and projects worthy 
of our readers’ attention. “Oh I want to name 
dozens of names, but if I start counting them 
I’ll probably forget someone really important 
and upset them. I’d rather just advise people 
to follow the scene closely, as there are many 
talented people operating here.”  
 And as for the art itself? “Well, I think 
Icelandic art is very good. It naturally has some 
distinguishing characteristics, for instance it’s 
usually made and presented in quick spurts 
where the artist often completes it in the ex-
hibition space, as I did here. The traditionally 
Icelandic method of work, where things are 
finished all at once, in marathon sessions, is 
honoured in the art world. And that is of course 
reflected in the output.”
 

Exploring Borders at NÝLÓ
Text by Haukur S. Magnússon    Photo by Gulli

“Even if everything’s 
working well right now, 
that ball can easily be 
dropped and we need to 
take care not to.”
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After several hectic attempts at past film festivals to 
provide Icelandic audiences with numerous viewing 
options, the folks at Greenlight Films have chosen 
to do something a little different this time. For this 
year’s Greenlight Film Festival (Græna ljósið), also titled 
“Greenlight Film’s ‘Movie Days,’” the promoters have 
chosen 18 films of incomparable quality, taken from 
trips to film festivals across the globe. 
 ‘Movie Days’, which starts on August 15 and last until 
August 29, has called for the 2-week long reservation 
of the only theatre in downtown Reykjavik, Regnboginn 
(meaning “Rainbow”). Most of the 18 brilliant films 
will be shown almost daily, but Michael Moore’s new 
muckraking insta-classic, Sicko, which exposes the malice 
and greed behind privatised health care systems, will be 
shown daily if not twice a day. 
 Greenlight Films is an organisation that provides films 
for “people who love films a little more than the average 
person,” as president Ísleifur Þórhallsson claims. As such, 
the theatres operate under slightly different conditions 
for these movie buffs. For one, there is no intermission 
for cigarette and candy breaks; the film is to be watched 
in its entirety. Also, there are few trailers at Greenlight 
screenings, with at most two trailers and only a couple 
of minutes of advertising. Finally, guests cannot buy a 
ticket if the show has already started, thus limiting the 
noisy interruptions by popcorn dropping late-comers. 
They put the shhh back in moving showing. 
 The films have been divided into three categories: 
World, Documentary, and Midnight (the last is basically just 

an excuse to show something particularly controversial.) 
Showing times will be from 18:00 until 22:00 PM on 
weekdays and from 15:00  until 22:00 on weekends. 
Tickets can be purchased (obviously buy beforehand!) 
from Midi.is.

Among the festival’s highlights are:
Zoo – Short for “zoophile”, this documentary re-
examines the life of a conservative Seattle family man 
who died after having a sexual encounter with a horse. 
Rather than being a graphic shock-piece, the film retells 
Kenneth Pinyan’s story in a humanely haunting way. 
The film was one of 16 winners at the Sundance film 
festival.

Death of a President – This British fictional documentary 
(or mockumentary) chronicles a situation in which 
American president G. W. Bush is assassinated on 
October 19, 2006 after an economics speech in Chicago. 
In the film, Dick Cheney takes over presidency, enacts 
the Patriot Act III, and contemplates war on Syria, the 
birthplace of Bush’s assassin. 

Fuck – An American documentary on perhaps one of 
the most useful words in the English language, Fuck: A 
Four Letter Film was produced by the same people who 
did The Aristocrats. Fuck deals with the word’s place in 
the postmodern world and censorship. It also features 
interviews with Ice Cube, Pat Boone, and Hunter S. 
Thompson.

Greenlight Film Festival
Text by Chandler Frederick   

Lárus & Lárus
Holes?

We call people from Poland 
Poles, but what do we call

people from Holland?

ALWAYS
NICE

You can also call us at 569-6900 
or toll-free at 800-6969.

The Housing Financing Fund offers walk-in 
service at its main office at Borgartún 21, 
Monday – Friday  8 am – 4 pm.

Our advisors are ready to assist you with 
credit evaluations, loan applications or 
answer any questions you might have 
regarding home loans.

Same terms anywhere in Iceland

Loans for up to 80% of bid price or 
construction cost

Maximum loan amount of ISK 18 million

4.80% interest on loans with
prepayment fees

5.05% interest on loans without 
prepayment fees

Live the multicultural 
night in the National 
Museum of Iceland

Program 19–23
Guided tours in eight languages

(Swedish: 19:00, Russian: 19:30, Icelandic: 20:00, Polish: 20:30, 
French: 21:00, Italian: 21:30, English: 22:00, German: 22:30)

Troubadours from around the world
Photographs of West Icelanders by Guðni Þórðarson

A moving feast – multicultural exhibition
Coffee tasting – global samples for you

Novelties in the Museum shop

No entrance fee – welcome
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Suðurgata 41 · 101 Reykjavík · Tel. +354 530 2200 · www.nationalmuseum.is

WANTED:
We need 50 volunteers for REYFI 

Culturefestival in 
The Nordic House Reykjavik

18th – 26th of August

We are looking for people who are 
minimum 16 years old and who are
interested in all kinds of culture.

Send information about yourself to:
or

Futher information on:
 and 

Norcic house, Sturlugötu 5, 101 RVK, sími 551 7030

elisabethk@nordice.is
talvikki@nordice.is

www.nordice.is www.reyfi.is
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SHOPPING

Located in a basement by Ingólfstorg, 
former pro skater, Mike Carroll’s skate-
board shop Underground is aptly named. 
The shop offers all the relevant skating 
gear, be it clothing or boards, from in-
dustry leading brand names such as 
DC, Circa and others. A wide array of 
T-shirts, shoes, and other skating neces-
sities available. 

31 Underground
Veltusund 1

Kirsuberjatréð is the perfect little gift 
shop. A co-op gallery/gift shop owned 
and operated by ten women artists and 
designers. Kirsuberjatréð is the commer-
cial outlet where they sell their products. 
The selections ranges from clothes, bas-
kets, ceramics, copper sculptures, fish 
skin items, paper crafts, contemporary 
jewelry, felt items, and various other 
designs.

32 Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4

34

A fresh addition to the Laugavegur fash-
ion scene, four separate stores under 
one roof, second-hand clothing and ac-
cessories stores Elvis and Rokk og rósir, 
and CD experts Smekkleysa, all staples of 
the Laugavegur shopping experience. In 
addition, the new store, Pop, supplying 
neat stuff for the home. The collective 
will offer unique clothing and ornaments 
and supply the score to your life.

Laugavegur 28
Laugavegur 28

This spacious and classy store sells jew-
ellery made from lava and other stone. 
Gullkunst Helgu, which is housed in the 
1924 built shop on Laugevegur 13, has 
been selling unique jewellery such as 
necklaces, bracelets and watches for 15 
years.

35 Gullkúnst Helgu
Laugavegur 13

The children’s toy store Börn Náttúrun-
nar, located in a Skólavörðustígur base-
ment, sells clothes and toys made only of 
organic products as well as books about 
childcare and parenthood. Here you can 
buy creative wooden playthings and 
woollen products for the young ones 
carefully selected by the parents who 
own the shop. 

36 Börn Náttúrunnar
Skólavörðustígur 17a

Buying jeans used to be a simple task. 
With the ever-growing selection, suc-
cessful jeans hunting can take days. The 
task did not get any easier with the re-
cent addition of a store from the indus-
try powerhouse G-Star Raw. This Dutch 
brand features an edgy collection, au-
thentic details and innovative washings.

30
G-Star Raw
Laugavegur 86

33

This small boutique sells all kinds of 
sweets.  From chocolate fondue mix, to 
handmade chocolates, to lollypops and 
Belgian chocolate with such  flavours as 
lavender and ginger.  Vinberið also sells 
Icelandic sweets, including the popular 
licorice products. A must stop for the 
sweet toothed.

Vinberið 
Laugavegur 43

A collection of trendy designer wear 
fills the space at fashion shop Trilogia, 
including amazing designs by Alexander 
McQueen and Chloe alongside Robert 
Cary Williams, Erotokritos and many, 
many more. Summery dresses, sweaters 
and skirts for all the fashion conscious 
girls out there as well as cool accessories 
to complete the look. 

38 Trilogia
Laugavegur 7

A trip to the downtown indoor flea mar-
ket Kolaportið down by the harbour is 
always a fun way to spend a Saturday af-
ternoon. Endless stalls offering all kinds 
of second-hand goods, candy and even 
fermented shark and Icelandic liquorice. 
If ready to spend some time thoroughly 
examining the selection you can find 
some great bargains. Only open on 
weekends.

39 Kolaportið
Tryggvagata 19

41

This small boutique is a jam-packed 
treasure chest overflowing with antique 
furniture and items to perk up your 
apartment. In every corner of the shop, 
you’ll find some unique items, including 
candle holders, lamps, pillows, gorgeous 
60’s sofas, tables, vases and a selection 
of clothes and vintage jewellery. 

42 Fríða Frænka
Vesturgata 3

43

If there is one thing you need in Iceland 
it is warm clothing. In a country known 
for rapid wheather changes, you either 
come prepared, or buy the appropriate 
gear. Designed and developed in Iceland 
to meet rugged wheather conditions, 
Cintamani clothing has been worn on 
both the North and the South Poles, as 
well as on the top of Mount Everest.

37 Cintamani
Laugavegur 11

40

Located inside a dignified wooden build-
ing, Thorvaldsens Bazar is among the 
oldest shops in Reykjavík, opening in 
1901 and run by the women’s charity 
organization the Thorvaldsen Society. 
Selling souvenirs, handicrafts, woollen 
underclothes and sweaters as well as Ice-
landic jewellery, the friendly saleswomen 
work as volunteers and all profits are do-
nated to charity work. 

Thorvaldsens Bazar
Austurstræti 4

EATING

The casual family-friendly Italian-style 
corner restaurant has operated at the 
same spot since 1979 when it became 
a loyal member of the Icelandic dining-
out tradition. Most famous for its pizzas 
and the generously stuffed calzone, the 
wholesome menu prides itself on all sorts 
of high-standard pasta dishes, vegetarian 
and meat courses, all very affordable. 

3

2 Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15

Not the regular fish’n’chips diner but a 
healthy restaurant using only organic 
vegetables, quality fish products and 
no wheat or white sugar in its kitchen. 
Deep-fried catch of the day served with 
oven baked potatoes and Skyronnes, 
a sauce made out of the fat-free milk 
product Skyr and flavoured with all sorts 
of spices, on the side for 1350 ISK.  They 
also offer take-away at all times.

5

Few places in Reykjavík match the great 
combination of good price, excellent 
food, and fast service available at Shali-
mar. On the menu are assorted Indian-
Pakistan dishes and the lunch special is 
always a great bet for a good meal dur-
ing a busy day. Grapevine staffers are 
frequently spotted in the locale, which 
should be recommendation enough.

6 Shalimar
Austurstræti 4

Located right next to the Reykjavík har-
bour, Sægreifinn fish shop and restau-
rant is truly like no other you’ll witness in 
the country. The menu features various 
fish dishes and a rich portion of the best 
lobster soup we’ve ever tasted. It also ca-
ters to groups upstairs where the room 
looks more like a cabin than a diner. The 
good food and welcoming service make 
this place a must-try.

7 Sægreifinn
Verbúð 8, Geirsgata

Vor’s refreshing take on café-style eat-
ing is marked by its use of fresh ingre-
dients and a health-conscious menu that 
emphasises French and Mediterranean 
cuisine. The fresh spring salad and the 
excellent carrot-ginger soup are excellent 
pick-me-ups on rainy days, and the cof-
fee served is of the highest quality.

1
Vor
Laugavegur 24

4 Icelandic Fish Chips
Tryggvagata 8

It’s a bakery, the oldest one in the city 
in fact, selling all sorts of bakery goods, 
snacks and an extensive selection of the 
sweet stuff from early dawn. We particu-
larly love the spelt bread in the morning, 
and some snúður, kleina and vínarbrauð 
to go with the afternoon coffee.

9 Bernhöftsbakarí
Bergstaðarstræti 13

There’s a good reason why there’s always 
a line in front of Bæjarins Bestu, regard-
less of the weather or time of day. Select-
ed the best hot-dog stand in Europe by 
The Guardian, a fact locals realized de-
cades ago, it has been serving “ein með 
öllu” (“one with the lot”) to downtown 
pedestrians since 1935, making it the 
oldest fast food restaurant in the coun-
try. Grabbing a bite couldn’t be easier.

10 Bæjarins bestu
Tryggvagata

Many locals claim this to be the best 
vegetarian restaurant in town offering a 
menu with plenty of vegan and vegetar-
ian options, both healthy and tasty. Ask 
for the daily special or try the selection 
of three different courses. The Indian 
theme on Fridays is usually a hit and the 
sugar free banana cake just one of the 
highly tempting desserts.

12 Á næstu grösum
(First Vegetarian)
Laugavegur 20B

Renowned for its greasy sandwiches, 
Nonnabiti, or Nonni as the locals call it, 
is one of the more popular junk food 
places around, offering a large selection 
of take-away or dine in subs, sandwich-
es and burgers with a nice dash of the 
unique Nonni-sauce. If you have a late 
night craving there’s no need to worry, 
Nonni is open longer than most other 
places. 

13 Nonnabiti
Hafnarstræti 9

Although a little pricey for a take-away, 
charging around 1600 ISK for a main 
course, the food is well worth that extra 
spending once in a while. Serving typi-
cal Indian dishes, the menu is a treasure 
chest for those with a penchant for a 
spicy bite. There are also a few tables in-
side for those who choose to dine in.

14 Austurlanda-
hraðlestin
Hverfisgata 64A

This small pizza place is not only cheap 
but offers the largest slices of pizza you’ll 
get downtown. Charging only 350 ISK 
per slice, not to mention the special 
lunch offer where a 10” pizza with three 
toppings of your choice and a can of 
Coke costs only 800 ISK, Pizza King is 
a local favourite. The fact it’s open until 
6 on Friday and Saturday nights doesn’t 
hurt either.

8 Pizza King
Hafnarstræti 18

11

A chain of sandwich outlets special-
izing in toasty baguette-style subs, but 
also serving soups and salads. Choose 
your toppings and variety of sauces and 
you’ll get a fresh sandwich to suit your 
taste. Ask for the lamb sub, an Icelandic 
speciality. Then put a double chocolate 
chunk brownie in your take-away box 
and you’re good to go.

Quiznos
Lækjargata 8

In an elegant setting, Seafood Cellar 
chefs serve gourmet fusion style dishes, 
where the emphasis is not only on ocean 
delights, but also on all sorts of tempt-
ing Asia-inspired dishes. The most fun 
is to order the exotic menu, a range of 
courses carefully selected by the chef, 
and share it with your dining partners.

Sjávarkjallarinn
Aðalstræti 2
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Reykjavík’s version of CBGB’s, Gaukurinn 
has been a mainstay in the Icelandic mu-
sic scene since the days of Ingólfur Ar-
narson. A popular live venue, this is the 
place to find young and upcoming band, 
as well as older and more established 
bands. Anyone who is anything in Icelan-
dic music has passed through Gaukurinn 
at one point or another.

Gaukurinn 
Tryggvagata 22

This two-floor café/pub has been a part 
of Reykjavík’s bar scene for decades. 
With a large and fairly cheap bistro 
menu, Prikið attracts a mix of university 
students with their laptops and elderly 
devoted regulars during the day while 
the younger clientele fills up the space 
during the evening and especially at 
weekends when the music is mostly 
dedicated to hip-hop and R&B.

26 Prikið
Bankastræti 12

The quintessential rock-pub, Dillon fea-
tures moderately priced drinks, a dark 
and cosy mood and some pretty good 
music (especially when local favourite 
DJ Andrea Jóns mans the decks). The 
tattooed, beer-lovin’ types who hang 
out there on school nights are joined by 
legions of parka-clad students during 
weekends, creating a party atmosphere 
that’s always fun to partake in.

29 Dillon
Laugavegur 30

The Italian coffee-chain found its spot in 
the heart of Reykjavík, with its windows 
facing the Lækjartorg Square. Serving 
lunch snacks like paninis and strong 
espressos for coffee lovers whether you 
need to grab a cup and sandwich on the 
way to work or want to enjoy your drink 
on the spot.

17 Segafredo
By Lækjartorg

A popular coffee place on weekdays, es-
pecially among students and downtown 
workers who like to enjoy a bottle of 
beer after a busy day. At weekends, Kaf-
fibarinn becomes the opposite of a quiet 
destination, as its two floors fill up with 
the late-night souls. With DJs playing live 
sets from Wednesday to Saturday, the 
party doesn’t start winding down until 
early morning.

20 Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1

23

DRINKING

Vegamót (crossroads) has an appealing 
lunch menu, they serve brunch during 
the weekends, and the kitchen is open 
until 22:00 daily. After that the beat goes 
on, and you can check the end results in 
photos published the day after on their 
website www.vegamot.is. If you like Oli-
ver, try Vegamót and vice versa.

Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4

Attracting a mixed crowd of party-peo-
ple, the small bar Sirkus has always been 
popular among musicians and the cre-
ative crowd who get along well although 
the breathing space can be limited on 
weekends. While Sirkus’s DJs provide for 
the greatest party possible every week-
end, the bar occasionally hosts concerts 
on weeknights.

Sirkus
Klapparstígur 30

Located inside the Intercultural Cen-
tre, Cultura is a restaurant/bar with a 
cosmopolitan feel, hosting an array of 
events and various theme nights like 
Salsa teaching, tango nights and fusion 
parties. The menu features all sorts of 
international dishes like Thai soup, Span-
ish tapas, fahjitas and falafel mixed with 
bistro regulars such as sandwiches and 
salads.

25 Café Cultura
Hverfisgata 18

Located above the second-hand fashion 
store Spútnik, with its roomy bar floor 
and nice sofas in the lounge room up-
stairs, Boston is a fresh addition to the 
Reykjavík bar scene. Old-school yet styl-
ish interiors, and enough tables to cre-
ate a good vibe, make the place a comfy 
café as well as a laid-back tavern where 
the music is good but never intrusive.

24 Boston
Laugavegur 28b

A spacious gay/straight friendly bar, the 
newly renovated Q-Bar is a welcome ad-
dition to the nightlife downtown. In styl-
ish and comfortable surroundings, with 
a lounge-like atmosphere, a good vibe 
and plenty of seats, the place never gets 
uncomfortably crowded nor too noisy 
for conversation.

28 Q-Bar
Ingólfsstræti 3

Up-and-coming Barinn is becoming 
quite popular among Reykjavík party 
scenesters. Its three floors and equally 
numerous bars get quite crowded dur-
ing weekends where a mix of dancing 
downstairs and chatting upstairs make 
for a good night out. Though mostly a 
DJ bar, Barinn occasionally hosts live gigs 
and is always a fun party venue.  

27 Barinn
Laugavegur 22

This organic, free-trade café prides itself 
on being a non-profit company and a 
dedicated venue for the hardcore and 
cultural scene by hosting concerts, lec-
tures and poetry nights. Serving delicious 
soups and vegetarian dishes as well as 
organic tea, coffee and cake, this is the 
place to visit for a reasonably priced 
healthy lunch.

16 Kaffi Hljómalind
Laugavegur 21

A small antique-style non-smoking cof-
fee house in a Hverfisgata basement, 
legendary for its early opening hours, 
amazing breakfast and strong coffee 
that will easily wake you up in the morn-
ing. We especially recommend The Truck, 
American style breakfast consisting of 
eggs, bacon, pancakes, fried potatoes, 
tomatoes, syrup and toast. The bagels 
are also excellent.

15
Grái Kötturinn
Hverfisgata 16a

The celebrated site of one of the more 
famous coffeehouses in Iceland, this bar/
café/bistro brings a European flair to the 
city. That is until about 11, when things 
get to rockin’, and you can see the true 
character of Reykjavík. 

19 Hressó
Austurstræti 20

Here is a bit of trivial information: In Ice-
landic, ‘glaumur’ means the sound of a 
party. I don’t know what more you need 
to know about Glaumbar, except per-
haps that it is the premier sports bar in 
town. After the final whistle, the action 
on the dance floor becomes feverish as 
local DJs take central role.

18 Glaumbar 
Tryggvagata 20

22

21

Nakti Apinn, located on the second floor 
at Bankastræti 14, offers an amazing va-
riety of colourful street-clothing, includ-
ing hooded sweatshirts, T-shirts and leg-
gings designed by the owners and hand-
printed with different patterns, graphics 
and figures. Inside you’ll also find a good 
selection of Icelandic music, books on 
art and design, accessories, baby clothes 
and international designer wear.

Nakti Apinn 
Bankastræti 14

The spacious Iða bookstore is a great 
source for all kinds of reading material of-
fering an excellent range of books, travel 
guides, magazines, post-cards and great 
gift items.  The first-class service will help 
you search for what you need. On the 
second floor you’ll find restaurants serv-
ing sushi, soups and sandwiches.

Iða
Lækjargata 2a
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The casual family-friendly Italian-style cor-
ner restaurant has operated at the same 
spot since 1979 when it became a loyal 
member of the Icelandic dining-out tradi-
tion. Most famous for its pizzas and the 

generously stuffed calzone, the whole-
some menu prides itself on all sorts of 
high-standard pasta dishes, vegetarian and 
meat courses, all very affordable. 

SPOT THIS: Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15, 101 Reykjavík
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Ask for a Tax Free 
form & save up to 15%

44

Deco, a café and wine bar that has ev-
erything you need for a quality lunch 
café, right in the city centre. Its modern 
and stylish interiors, varied menu and 
impressive selection of whiskey, draw 
me back again soon. Deco usually gets 
quite crowded during the evening, when 
it turns into more of a wine bar than a 
coffeehouse.

Deco
Austurstræti 12

2

Austurstræti 8



I found the following assertion on one of the websites dedicated to the 
Icelandic wool: ‘Wool is cool.’ Unchallengeable, indeed. Wool is a source of 
Iceland’s national pride, and flocks of sheep peacefully grazing on emerald 
pastures in summertime are among the most favourite tourist attractions. 
Icelandic wool escaped the country’s borders a long time ago and made 
the country actually known in the world, along with its geysers, the Blue 
Lagoon and Bobby Fischer. 
 Bryndís Eiríksdóttir, one of the senior members of the Handknitting As-
sociation of Iceland (Handprjónasamband Íslands) has been involved with 
the production of woollen garments for already 30 years, and knows about 
wool perhaps more than anyone else. She says that the wool used for all 
the knitted garments, such as ‘lopapeysa’, one can purchase in Iceland 
comes exclusively from sheep, as it can also originate from goats, rabbits 
and lamas. 
 The first sheep came to Iceland in the year 874 along with the first 
settlers. The sheep they brought along had a very different fleece, much 
thinner and milder, but the severe climate transformed it in order to give the 
animals the chance to survive. That is how the uniqueness of the Icelandic 
wool had been acquired. Now it consists of two types of fibres: the inner 
ones insulate cold and remove body moisture, they are very fine and soft 
and are used primarily for knitting babies’ garments. The outer fibres are 
long and glossy, and thanks to them water is repelled: snowflakes and rain 
drops slide down, and thus can’t get inside and make a sheep feel cold or 
uncomfortable. Clean air, crystal water, complete freedom, and the stress-
free relaxing atmosphere of vast Icelandic pastures make the wool truly 
unique; later on, it communicates its uniqueness to the garments. 
 Bryndís says that it takes about 25 hours to knit a standard lopapeysa. 
Fleece may vary in colour from strawberry blonde to charcoal black, and 
although it is very easy to dye, Icelanders prefer natural colours as the rich 
pattern makes chemical dyeing unnecessary. Thanks to this, garments retain 
as much of their original nature as possible and never irritate the skin. 
 Although the history of lopapeysa counts barely decades, knitting has 
always been a traditional occupation in the Icelandic families, where both 
women and men would participate. The Industrial Revolution arrived in 
Iceland at the late nineteenth century, and until then all of the wool had 
been washed in the hot springs and processed by hand. Just imagine what 
standard of quality was maintained at that time! It appears that the Icelandic 
knitters of today set no less rigorous demands so that the garments they 
produce can be a source of pride for them and pleasure for us. 

Quest for the 
Icelandic Wool 
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After a vigorous session of yoga, I can imagine that there are 
few things more satisfying than a ridiculously healthy meal. 
Ravaging a thick, bloody hamburger isn’t exactly appealing after 
cleansing your mind, body and soul, right? So, at least, attests 
the philosophy behind Gló, a newly opened organic restaurant 
in collaboration with the Rope yoga studio in Laugardalur. 
Gló utilises a refreshingly uncluttered approach to healthy 
eating. Without flooding its dishes with an excess of spice and 
ingredients, Gló offers simple and wholesome organic cuisine 
that serves a quick and healthy purpose. You can even skip 
the yoga if you want.
 On a recent Wednesday morning, my dining companion 
and I ventured into the small and stylised dining area in the 
Listhús building. The menu options were marginal but sufficient. 
For the carnivore, a chicken casserole with a side of wild rice 
and three different salads, including an apple and julienned 
beet salad, a plantain salad and a Waldorf salad, all for 1,250 
ISK. I selected a pumpkin and apple soup for 850 ISK, which 
was followed by a basket of whole-wheat bread and garlic 
hummus on a small wooden tray.
 The soup was quite delicious, topped with a fanciful splatter 
of cream and a sprinkling of lightly toasted salvia which, 
combined, created a warm and tangy taste quite unlike anything 
I have laid taste buds on before. The chicken was well cooked, 
lightly spiced and prepared with okra, giving it a gumbo-like 
quality, a detail and an ingredient that my dining companion 
was quite thrilled by.
 Perhaps not surprisingly, the portions were very appropriate, 
and by the end of our meal we were not only full, but felt quite 
good about it. We finished with lattes and two servings of the 
day’s dessert, Hjónabandssæla, an Icelandic pie, topped with 
blueberries and a side of whipped cream. Hjónabandssæla, 
something that here in Iceland you might expect and enjoy 
mainly at tea at your grandmother’s house, is a dessert made 
simply from oatmeal, butter, flour and jam. A fitting end to 
our fit meal.
 With fresh and high-quality ingredients, simple delivery, and 
the news of an impending juice bar, Gló has already crawled 
onto the map of Reykjavík’s health-conscious, but it is quite 
qualified to catch the attention of the rest of us. Thankfully, 
they don’t make eating well all that complicated. VÞ

Gló
Engjateigur 19, 105 Reykjavík, tel.: 553 1111

“Straight friendly” Q Bar is located in the middle of 101 Reykja-
vík. It has, in the six or so months since it took on its incarnation 
as a gay bar, gained a reputation as a fun place to partake in 
casual drinking and late nights out.  Not content with catering 
solely to Reykjavík’s queer drinker contingent, the bar recently 
introduced a menu of modern bar food; soups, salads, Tapas 
and wraps may now be enjoyed there for a reasonable price. 
The Grapevine investigated. 
 Arriving early Thursday evening, it soon became clear 
that those meaning to enjoy the newfangled menu at Q Bar 
must make the important distinction that it isn’t a restaurant, 
so much as a bar that offers food. The name and cheap-ish 
pricing policy indicate as much. We adapted to the different 
service standards a bar will offer and thus weren’t particularly 
concerned by having to wait fifteen minutes before any of 
the staff noted our presence. The tango course being taught 
in front of our table may have contributed to this, but also 
contributed to the quality of our evening, as it was entertaining 
to watch. 
 We were in for a treat when they did. Perusing the menu 
while sipping on impressive Strawberry Mojitos, we had dif-
ficulties deciding which of the tempting Tapas to order (prices 
ranging from 590 to 990 ISK) and whether to get Falafel wraps 
or perhaps some Indian chicken ones (1,190 ISK for both). We 
wound up ordering way too much food for two relatively sane 
persons to handle in a single sitting. 
 The Tapas were satisfactory. Shrimp served in a typical Thai 
chilli dipping sauce lived up to its name, as did the marinated 
salmon and Chicken Satay sticks (the addition of nuts proved 
essential here). The breaded, deep-fried lobster was as tender 
as one would expect, although the unimaginative use of the 
same chilli sauce was a drawback. The Tapas menu is a good 
choice when starting off an evening with drinks; the price and 
size of the servings befitting the late afternoon/early evening 
snacking so prevalent in today’s hectic, borderline-alcoholic 
lifestyles. 
 As for the main courses, we found our fruity chicken salad 
to be a tasty concoction, even though the bits of chicken 
were dry at times. Falafel wraps and accompanying hummus 
dip were also to be reckoned with, and went down well with 
glasses of Q Bar’s surprisingly good house wine. We will surely 
be eating at Q Bar again. HM

Q Bar
Ingólfsstræti 3, 101 Reykjavík, tel.: 551 9660

The statistical truth is that, in any capital city, for every three 
restaurants that show off with fancy décor, there is one that 
doesn’t need to. Vín og Skel, tucked away in a little alley just 
off of Laugavegur, looks like your grandmother’s basement 
(with paintings of ships and families that seem prehistoric), 
if your grandmother happens to be a hopeless romantic and 
serves the best seafood dishes you might ever have.
 My friend and I started with the fantastic Langoustines 
(2,800 ISK), two large tails from the Norway Lobster, which 
can be found off the eastern coast of Iceland. The meat from 
langoustines, when cooked as correctly as Vín og Skel cooks it, 
is so soft that it must be scraped out with a specifically designed 
small fork. This starter came in a large bowl with a puddle of 
garlic butter and a side salad with tactfully zig-zagged balsamic 
vinaigrette. 
 The second course was a dish of escargot soaked in garlic 
parsley butter and an extremely imaginative dish of Minke 
Whale Carpaccio. The dark purple carpaccio came with another 
green salad in balsamic vinaigrette, with the minke whale 
thinly sliced and pounded. While I usually find whale meat to 
taste a little like cigarette ash, I was surprised by how much 
of the herby and flavourful carpaccio I had taken in before I 
remembered my supposed qualms with whale meat. 
 Our waitress emerged from the kitchen with our main 
course, the Seafood Feast (3,800 ISK), and she managed to 
drag most of the North Sea with her. The “feast” included sea 
crab, shrimp, Icelandic lobster tail (a smaller variety), clam, and 
baby octopus. The ocean assortment was prepared in a sweet 
and stew-like white wine sauce, one of the most flavoursome 
parts of the meal. 
 As if the meal hadn’t been its own kind of dessert, we 
soon received the house Crème brûlée (970 ISK). With it came 
a glass of Tia Maria Cognac, a dessert wine fashioned from 
Jamaican coffee beans (the coffee smell and taste faint, but 
fortunately detectable.) We also received double espresso with 
a bar of Sirius dark chocolate with a hint of orange.
 So we had the “Surprise Menu” at 5,600 ISK, and while 
the four courses may have amounted to an impossible quantity 
of food, it was entirely worth it. It was unbelievable. CF

Vín og Skel
Laugavegur 55b, 101 Reykjavík, tel.: 534 4700

Reviews by Chandler Fredrick, Haukur Magnússon and Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir    Photos by Héðinn Eiríksson

Text by Alena Krasovskaya    Photo by Gulli

Happy Hour 
7 days a week from 17:00 – 20:00 

Pósthússtræti 2, 101 Reykjavik – ICELAND / +354 599 1000 www.saltrestaurant.is
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Services
	 Useful	Numbers
Emergency number: 112
Police: 569 9000
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
AA: 551 2010
Information: 118
Telegrams: 146
	 Tax	Free	Refund
Iceland Refund, 
Aðalstræti 2, Tel: 564 6400
www.icelandrefund.com 
	 Laundry	Service
HI Hostel, Sundlaugarvegur 34, 
Tel: 553 8110, www.hostel.is
Úðafoss, Vitastígur 13, 
Tel: 551 2301, www.udafoss.is
	 Post	Office	
Post offices are located around the 
city as well as in the countryside. 
The downtown post office is at 
Pósthússtræti 3-5. For a full list and 
info on opening hours visit www.
posturinn.is. 
Stamps are also sold in bookstores, 
gas stations, some grocery stores and 
tourist shops.
	 Embassies	and	Consulates	
in	Iceland
United States, Laufásvegur 21, 
Tel: 562 9100
United Kingdom, Laufásvegur 31, 
Tel: 550 5100
Russia, Garðastræti 33, 
Tel: 551 5156
China, Víðimelur 29, 
Tel: 552 6751
For a full list visit Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs: www.mfa.is/diplomatic-mis-
sions/icelandic-missions/
	 Internet	Access
Most coffeehouses have wireless 
Internet access.
Computers with Internet connections 
are available at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
BSÍ Bus Terminal, 
Vatnsmýrarvegur 10 
Ground Zero, Vallarstræti 10
The Reykjavík City Library, 
Tryggvagata 15
The National and University Li-
brary, Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre, 
Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market: Bankastræti 2
	 Opening	hours	
Bars and clubs: According to regula-
tions bars may be open until 01:00 on 
weekdays and 05:30 on weekends. 
Shops: Mon-Fri 10-18, Sat 10-16, Sun 
closed. The shopping centres Kringlan 
and Smáralind as well as most super-
markets and tourist shops have longer 
opening hours.
Swimming pools: weekdays 
06:30-22:30, weekends 08:00-20:30 
although some may be open an hour 
longer. 
The State owned ÁTVR liquor 
stores: Mon-Thu 11-18, Fri 11-19, Sat 

11-18.
Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 
09-16.

Getting Around
	 Public	transport
The only public transport system in 
Reykjavík is the bus. Most busses run 
every 20 minutes and price per fare is 
250 ISK for adults and 75 ISK for chil-
dren. Complete route map at: www.
bus.is. Tel: 540 2700
Busses run from 07:00-24:00 on 
weekdays and 10:00-24:00 on week-
ends
	 Rent	a	bike
Borgarhjól, Hverfisgata 50, 
Tel: 551 5653, www.borgarhjol.net
HI Hostel, Sundlaugarvegur 34, 
Tel: 553 8110, www.hostel.is
Tourist Information Centre, 
Aðalstræti 2, Tel: 590 1550, 
www.visitreykjavik.is
	 Taxi
Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir, 
Tel: 553 3500 or 588 5522
BSR, Tel: 561 0000
	 For	disabled	travellers
Reykjavík Group Travel Service, 
Brunastaðir 3, Tel: 587 8030, www.
randburg.com/is/reykjavik_group_trav-
el_service/
A useful brochure, Accessible Reykja-
vík, can be found at tourist offices. 
	 Car	rentals
Átak Car Rental, Smiðjuvegur 1, 
Tel: 554 6040
ALP, Dugguvogur 10, Tel: 562 6060
Avis, Knarravogi 2, Tel: 591 4000
Eurocar, Hjallahraun 9, Tel: 565 3800
A.G Car Rental, Tangarhöfði 8-12. 
Tel: 587 5544
Atlas Car Rental, Dalshraun 9, 
Tel: 565 3800
Berg Car Rental, Tangarhöfða 8, 
Tel: 577 6050
Hertz, Flugvallavegur, Tel: 522 4400
	 Airlines
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur, 
Tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Air Vestmannaeyjar, Tel: 481 3255, 
www.eyjaflug.is 
	 Bus	Terminal
BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10, 
Tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is
	 Samferda.net
A reasonable choice for the budget 
traveller. You log on to the website 
www.samferda.net, choose your 
destination and hopefully find a travel 
buddy to share the cost.  

 The Intercultural Centre
The Intercultural Centre throws oc-
casional cultural events and confer-
ences but its main purpose is to be an 
information and counselling centre 
and serve as an advocate for the rights 
of immigrants in Iceland. 
Hverfisgata 18, Tel: 530 9300

www.ahus.is
 Icelandic Travel Market
Bankastræti 2, Tel: 510 5700,
www.kleif.is 
Information on day tours, accommo-
dations, car rental and everything else 
you need to know when travelling in 
Iceland. 
 Iceland Visitor
Lækjargata 2, Tel: 511 2442,
www.icelandvisitor.com
A travel agency offering travelling 
package trips and custom-made tours 
as well as car rental, day tours and 
accommodations for visitors. 
 Tourist Information Centre
Aðalstræti 2, Tel: 590 1550,
www.visitreykjavik.is 
Offers information for tourists as well 
as providing internet access, booking 
service, a phone centre, money ex-
change service, tax refund and selling 
the Reykjavík Tourist Card. The Reykja-
vík Tourist Card gives admission to city 
busses, various museums, Reykjavík 
swimming pools, The Family Park and 
Reykjavík Zoo, The Culture House and 
the National and University Library.  
 The Icelandic Tourist Board
Lækjargata 3, Tel: 535 5500,
www.visiticeland.com
All information needed before travel-
ling in Iceland.
 Goethe Institute
Túngata 14, Tel: 561 5921,
www.goethe.de/island
A cultural institute that offers movie 
screenings, lectures and German 
language courses. 
 Nordic House
Sturlugata 5, Tel: 551 7030,
www.nordice.is
The Nordic cultural centre organises 
various cultural events, conferences 
and exhibitions. 
All major tourist spots in Reykjavík also 
offer brochures, maps and information 
for travellers.

Useful Information
	 Where	to	learn	Icelandic	as	a	
foreign	language
Icelandic on the Internet, 
www.vefskoli.is
Mímir Continuing Education, 
Skeifán 8, Tel: 580 1800, www.mimir.is
Námsflokkar Reykjavíkur, 
Fríkirkjuvegur 1, Tel: 551 2992
Fjölmenning, Laugavegur 59, 
Tel: 511 1319, www.fjolmenning.is
The Icelandic College of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Höfðabakki 9, 
Tel: 577 1400, www.thi.is
Iðnskólinn í Reykjavík, 
Skólavörðuholti, Tel: 552 6240, 
www.ir.is
The University of Iceland – Depart-
ment of Continuing Education, 
Dunhagi 7, Tel: 525 4924, 
www.endurmenntun.is
	 Religious	movements
The national church in Iceland is the 

Evangelical Lutheran Church. Masses 
are generally held on Sundays at 11:00 
in churches all around the capital. 
Service in English is at Hallgrímskirkja 
every last Saturday each month, start-
ing at 14:00. The Roman Catholic 
Church also has masses in English and 
Polish. 
Other religious movements in Reykja-
vík are for example:
The Muslim Association of Iceland, 
Ármúli 38
Ásatrú Association, Grandagarði 8
Bahá’í, Álfabakka 12
The Church of Evangelism, 
Hlíðasmári 9
The Icelandic Buddhist Movement, 
Víghólastígur 21
Reykjavík Free Lutheran Church, 
Fríkirkjuvegur 5
Pentecostal Assembly, Hátún 2
Roman Catholic Church, 
Hávallagata 14
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
Day Saints, Ásabraut 2
Jehovah’s Witnesses, Sogavegur 71
Seventh-Day Adventists, 
Suðurhlíð 36 
Zen Buddhism in Iceland, 
Reykjavíkurvegur 31
Independent Church, 
Háteigsvegur 101 
The Russian Orthodox Church in 
Iceland, Sólvallagata 10
The Cross, Hlíðasmári 5-7
	 Trade	Unions
The Icelandic Federation of Labour, 
Sætún 1, Tel: 535 5600, www.asi.is
The Federation of State and Mu-
nicipal employees, Grettisgata 89, 
Tel: 525 8300,  www.bsrb.is
The Association of Academics, Bor-
gartún 6, Tel: 581 2090, www.bhm.is
Efling, Sætún 1, Tel: 510 7500, 
www.efling.is
The Commercial Workers’ Union, 
Kringlan 7, Tel: 510 1700, www.vr.is
Union of Public Servants, Grettis-
gata 89, Tel: 525 8340, www.sfr.is
	 Useful	Websites
www.visitreykjavik.is (The official 
tourist website of Reykjavík)
www.gayice.is (Information about 
the gay scene in Iceland)
www.fjolmenningarsetur.is 
(The Multicultural Centre)
www.hostel.is 
(Hostel International in Iceland)
www.vinnumalastofnun.is 
(Public employment services)
www.gulalinan.is (The yellow pages)
www.leigulistinn.is (Rent a flat)
www.simaskra.is 
(Icelandic telephone directory) 
	 Where	to	get	…
Work and residence permit: The 
Directorate of Immigration, Skógarhlíð 
6, Tel: 510 5400, www.utl.is. 
Insurance and benefits: The State 
Social Security Institute, Laugavegur 
114-116, Tel: 560 4400, www.tr.is
Icelandic citizenship: Unless you 

come from a Nordic country, foreign 
citizens have to have had an unre-
stricted residence permit in Iceland for 
at least seven years in order to get an 
Icelandic citizenship although some 
exceptions exist to that general rule. 
Applications are at the Ministry of 
Justice and Ecclesiastical Affairs, 
Skuggasund, Tel: 545 9000, 
www.domsmalaraduneyti.is
Unemployment benefits: Director-
ate of Labour, Public Employment 
Service, Tryggvagata 17, Tel: 515 4800, 
www.vinnumalastofnun.is
Icelandic social security number 
(kennitala): National Register, Bor-
gartún 30, Tel: 560 9800, 
www.hagstofa.is
Driver’s license: Those who have a 
foreign license don’t need an Icelandic 
one for the first six months. After that 
time you have one month to apply for 
an Icelandic driver’s license. Applica-
tions are at police stations.
Tax card: Tax office, Laugavegur 166, 
Tel: 563 1100, www.rsk.is
Rent subsidies: Social Service Office, 
Tryggvagata 17, Tel: 411 9000 www.
felagsthjonustan.is

Facts on Iceland
 Iceland is a constitutional repub-
lic with slightly more than 300,000 
inhabitants. Reykjavík has been the 
country’s capital since 1786 and today 
almost two-thirds of the population 
live in the greater capital area. 
 The 17th of June 1944 Iceland 
became an independent republic. 
That day is the national holiday and is 
celebrated all around the country. 
 Alþingi, the national parliament, 
is the oldest assembly in the world, 
established at Þingvellir in 930 but 
restored in Reykjavík in 1844. The par-
liament is comprised of 63 members, 
who are elected by popular vote every 
four years. Icelandic citizens over 18 
years of age have the legal right to 
vote.
 Parliamentary elections were last 
held in 2003 with 33.7 percent of 
votes going to the Independence 
Party. The Social Democratic Alliance 
got 31 percent, the Progressive Party 
17.7 percent, the Leftist-Greens 8.8 
percent and the Liberal Party 7.4 per-
cent. The Independence Party and the 
Progressive Party formed a coalition 
and together lead the government. 
 Iceland has 12 ministers with the 
prime minister and head of govern-
ment being Geir H. Haarde, who is 
also chairman of the Independence 
Party. The President of Iceland is Ólafur 
Ragnar Grímsson, who has been in 
office since 1996. He is the Chief of 
State although his duties are mostly 
ceremonial. 
 Time Zone: GMT 0
 Currency: Íslensk króna (ISK). 
 International Dialling Code: +354

Cultural Centres and 
Tourist Offices

1. June – 9.  September  2007

Olaf Otto Becker · Páll Stefánsson · RAX

automatos

Laugavegi 7 • 101 Reykjavík
Sími 561 6262 • www.kisan.is

Annick Goutal, Bonpoint, 
Farmers Market, Orla Kiely, Sonia Rykiel, 

Jamin Puech, Petit Bateau, Steiff ...

Don’t miss 

Kisan when 

in downtown 

Reykjavík. 

A truly unique 

concept store 

carrying world known brands as well 

as local delights like the quality 

sweaters from Farmers Market –

only place in downtown.

Jakobínarína is a band that in Iceland needs 
little introduction. Músíktilraunir winners and 
Airwaves protégés in 2005, Airwaves venue 
headliners in 2006, and most of them only 
slowly nearing the twenties mark, the six-piece 
has long been trailed by a golden river of hype 
spewed by industry big-shots like the Klaxons, 
Islands and Rolling Stones veteran David Fricke. 
After being picked up by Regal/Parlophone 
early in 2007, and recording their debut album 
to be released in September, the boys were 
back in town for a semi-holiday and a short 
chat with the Grapevine at Kaffibarinn early 
one Saturday afternoon.

Last summer you recorded an album in the 
Sigur Rós studio, but The First Crusade, 
which is coming out in September, was 
recorded in Wales this past January. What 
happened to the first album? Do you plan 
to release any of that later?
Heimir: No, you see it’s the same record. It was 
just... those recordings weren’t good enough. 
We just re-recorded it, in Wales.
Was that insisted on by your label?
Heimir: It doesn’t have anything to do with 
EMI.
Hallberg: Everyone just wanted it. We re-
corded it with new people. 
Heimir: We started work on it before we 
signed the contract.
As a young band, do you have any worries 
about how early in your music career you 
were picked up by such a big label like 
EMI/Parlophone/Regal? A label that is 

likely to have very strong opinions about 
how the band and especially the music 
should be.
Heimir: We’re just really happy with that. It’s 
sort of what we wanted. To sign with one of 
these big companies.
Yes, but it must have some influence on 
you, or on your music and how you make 
it.
Hallberg: No.
Heimir: Very little.
Hallberg: It doesn’t matter at all.
Heimir: It’s of course a sub-label, Regal, and 
they’re maybe not as strict as if we had signed 
with Parlophone, just directly to Parlophone, 
you know.
Hallberg: We just do what we enjoy now 
and we’ll continue to do what we enjoy in 
the future.
So from a creative point of view, you don’t 
feel that things have changed at all since 
you signed?
Hallberg: Not in that way. We’re just making 
music like we do.
Heimir: They just… push us and help us. Buy 
us recording equipment.
Has the reception changed at all? By as-
sociating with a big record label you are, 
for better or for worse, sort of associating 
yourselves and your music as mainstream. 
If only because you get guaranteed radio 
play and whatnot. Do you try at all to 
avoid that stereotype?
Heimir: I don’t think we think a lot about 
that.

Hallberg: Yeah, I don’t give a shit what... yeah, 
it doesn’t matter at all, we’re just doing this 
and they see about the rest.
What’s the rest?
Hallberg: We just expect that they take care 
of the rest, like radio play.
And the image?
Heimir: The image just comes based on how 
we act and what we do, that’s how the image 
forms, but they can’t really create any image 
for us, we are the ones doing everything sur-
rounding the band. The only thing that they 
really do is to sell us and make sure that we’re 
putting our best foot forward.
What’s different about being a band in 
Europe and being a band in back home 
in Reykjavík?
Hallberg: It’s fun to play for new people, who 
haven’t heard this before. To see their reac-
tions. Just also, yeah, fun to play new places, 
new countries.
What is the best concert you’ve ever 
played?
Hallberg: Here or abroad?
Either.
Hallberg: Of all time?
Yes.
Hallberg: Umm...
Or perhaps which has been better? Playing 
here or abroad?
Hallberg: It’s always fun to play here.
Why?
Hallberg: Just, people know you here, and 
we’ve got a good group that shows up to our 
concerts. But I don’t know what the most fun 

concert has been. Do you know Heimir?
Heimir: There aren’t really any that stand out. 
Some concerts are better than others, and 
others are completely horrible.
What Icelandic bands do you have the 
most interest in now? If any?
Heimir: There aren’t any...
Hallberg: There’s really just one that’s been 
doing something good. Which is Singapore 
Sling. I don’t think anything else is really hap-
pening.
Do you follow the Icelandic scene?
Heimir: It doesn’t really escape you. But, like if 
you look at what bands are playing Innipúkinn, 
there are all these Icelandic bands, and it’s all 
just so much trash.
It’s quite an interesting perspective that 
you have on the scene. Because many of 
those bands have been working here for 
many years and have built a fan base and 
have also been working for a long time to 
develop their sound and also themselves 
as musicians. You, on the other hand, 
were picked up sort of from the crib, and 
I mean that more in terms of your career 
as a band. Should it be the objective for 
an Icelandic band to go international as 
quickly as possible, or is there some merit 
to staying local and working up a good 
sound?
Heimir: Well, I don’t know. If it’s interesting 
music that they’re making, then it’s of course 
great that you can get it out with some com-
pany that you want, to get your music forward 
and out, however old you are, or how far 
you’ve gotten with your music.
Hallberg: We were just lucky to meet good 
people at the right time, that helped us play 
internationally, which led to us being where 
we are now.
So you don’t see it as something that 
might set you back in the future? To have 
risen up quickly? Perhaps it’s difficult to 
say at this point.
Heimir: We just look at it as a good thing.
Hallberg: There will probably be some people 
who’ll say, “they were discovered too quickly” 
or something like that, but that doesn’t really 
matter much. We were totally ready for this, 
to go into this.
Heimir: We try not to take it too seriously. 
And then just to enjoy ourselves.
Hallberg: Like many people do take this whole 
thing too seriously. It’s supposed to be fun, 
and for us it is.
What are your plans next? More tour-
ing? 
Heimir: Yeah, totally.
Hallberg: We’re touring from September 
through December. We’re going to be play-
ing in Europe, England and the U.S.
And then is it on to writing after that? 
The next record. Do you have any time 
to think about new music?
Heimir: Yeah we’re writing B-sides now.
Here in Iceland?
Heimir: Yeah. But otherwise we’re just work-
ing on this record, playing it in concerts and 
finishing it. We haven’t really been thinking 
about record two. If there is a record number 
two, you know.

My Date With Jakobínarína
Text by Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir    
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Pay Attention!

You know the saying – ‘one man’s junk is 
another man’s treasure’. That’s exactly the 
feel inside Kolaportið on any given weekend. 
Kolaportið, Reykjavík’s indoor flea market, 
located inside an old warehouse down by the 
harbour turns into a crazy sales pit stuffed 
with various goods every Saturday and Sunday 
from 11:00–17:00. Attracting a large number 
of downtown pedestrians who come for the 
mix of lively atmosphere and the hope of 
finding some rare items for sale, strolling 
around where diverse stalls fill almost every 
inch inside the huge space is always a fun 
way to spend the afternoon.
 As at other flea markets, there is a lot of 
junk to be found in Kolaportið, but clever 

hunters who take their time looking for that 
special something might stumble upon some 
really great bargains. Stalls filled with old vinyls 
and CD’s, movies, second-hand clothes, shoes, 
jewellery and antique furniture and even new 
designs by young Icelandic designers can be 
found. Well, just about anything you would 
expect to find at a local flea market. And there 
are eatable things too: the best potatoes and 
‘harðfiskur’ (dried fish) you’ll find in the city in 
fact, as well as stacks of traditional Icelandic 
candy and fermented shark. 
It’s worth noting that those who need to get 
rid of old clothes or empty the garage can 
rent a spot for a reasonable price. 

Kolaportið Flea Market
Tryggvagata 19, 101 Reykjavík

In the early ‘90s Michael Jordan was The Man. 
And he wore Nike. But now you can get these 
cool retro Adidas Chicago Bulls sneakers.
Bask, Laugavegur 86-94

13.900 ISK

B ANKASTRAET I  11 , 101  REYK JAV ÍK , TEL . (+354 )  551  2090 , WWW.SPAKSMANNSSP JAR IR . I S

Killer Whales are cute. So guess what happens 
when you put 22 of them around your neck. Defi-
nitely one to die for.
Aurum, Bankastræti 4

13,500 ISK

Guys! Wax your chest and show off your cleavage 
in this V-neck T-shirt from Acne Jeans. Hurry up be-
cause it’s on sale with a 50% discount.
Bask, Laugavegur 86-94

4,990 ISK

2,600 ISK
“I’ll huff and I’ll puff…” Thankfully, you 
don’t need to worry about being blown 
down wearing this Pig ring from Düsseldorf 
designers Brune & Wöhlke.
Aurum, Bankastræti 4

Summer is the time of eye-candy. Put these 
ultra cool Adidas shades on to avoid awk-
ward moments.
Gleraugnasalan, Laugavegur 65

19,800 ISK

13,600 ISK
Glasses are for geeks but these off-the-
chart shades are definitely not. Throw 
your glasses away and start rolling with 
the cool crowd.
Gleraugnasalan, Laugavegur 65



It was on a windy and rainy Friday 
morning that our not-so-well-organ-
ised journey around the country, set 
to find the best outdoor festival in 
Iceland during the annual Verslunar-
mannahelgi, commenced. It did so 
with the startling discovery that you 
can’t rent a car without a credit card, 
something which none of the travel 
party was responsible enough to 
own. After being pulled through by a 
kind-hearted uncle, we set out on the 
road in a silver grey Yaris, our sights 
set for Ísafjörður, where we were to 
witness the annual European Mud-
ball championship. 

A full day of driving and 457 ki-
lometres later, we arrived at our des-
tination to find the town near empty. 
It wasn’t until after midnight that 
the town began to stir and the locals 
started showing up at the pubs, apol-

ogetically explaining to us that they 
had all been home, sewing their cos-
tumes for the tournament to come. 
In the spirit of our mission, we then 
took it upon ourselves to follow the 
friendly folk from bar to bar, beer to 
beer to, not trying to think of the 568 
kilometres of Icelandic gravel that lay 
ahead of us. 

The following morning, it took 
Mudball participants all of 30 sec-
onds to erase any difference between 
their colourful, carefully constructed 
uniforms and to become identically 
dirt-brown. The weather was a classic 
mix of cold wind and rain, leaving the 
ground of the tournament like some-
thing of an after-war zone – complete 
with dirty, shivering bodies wrapped 
in blankets, teeth clattering, staring 
empty eyed on the ongoing struggle 
in the mud pits. 

Arriving in Akureyri, we once again 
found ourselves at a surprisingly de-
serted festival site. Turns out, festival 
management had decided to ban 
everyone under the age of 23 from 
camping locally, a decision which 
reportedly resulted in unorganised 
teenage gatherings somewhere 
outside of town. This, in turn, left 
the streets of Akureyri somewhat 
emptier than in previous years. Bel-
ligerent fun was still to be had, and 

we managed to find some of it at a 
local house party our keen reporting 
sense led us to. There, a bunch of 
party-game crazed Hafnarfjörður-
youth took us under their bottle. 

Later that night we experienced 
the now-“highly secure” Akureyri 
downtown, where they use the in-
novative method of hosing people 
out of bars after closing time. This 
was still the most uninteresting ven-
ture of our trip. 

The next day turned out to be the 
most hectic driving experience any 
of us had undergone, featuring 750 
kilometres of road and 60+ cups of 
coffee. 

Siglufjörður was as sunny and 
friendly as a place can be. In fact, 
they may have taken it TOO far by 
featuring a glittering rhinestone 
cowboy singing about brotherly 

love backed up by three seemingly 
terrified children. That wasn’t really 
called for. Following a brief encoun-
ter with the Icelandic National Team 
of Drunks (they have T-shirts) and a 
whole bunch of happy, sun-loving 
teenagers, we headed for the road 
again, somewhat sorry to leave the 
utopian atmosphere of Siglufjörður 
behind us.

The people of Neskaupstaður must 
have gotten news of our impending 
arrival, as those guys immediately 
closed all shops, bars and cafés the 
moment we got in town, leaving us 
in a momentary state of panic. Walk-
ing through town on our way to the 
local hoedown, we encountered 
nothing but young kids, spaced out 
on energy drinks, performing kami-
kaze stunts, generally going apeshit. 
A lark, that was.

To our utmost satisfaction, the 
venue had a bar. This came in handy, 
as the ball was all but interesting, 

featuring the freshly re-animated 
corpse of Icelandic 90s band Tod-
mobile. While they kept the crowd 
moving, we mostly chose to spend 
our time outside in the “smoke 
cage”, chatting up the locals. All in 
all, it was a fun, disaster-free night, 
which was something of a fortune 
considering the amount of angry 
looking, grudge-bearing men pres-
ent. Furthermore, we had a ball 
watching a group of energy drink-
trippin’ youngsters giving the police 
something to worry about by setting 
things on fire. Yeah! Fire!  

Text by Páll H. Björnsson and Hera Sigurðardóttir    Photos by Gulli
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So, you’re wandering around bustling down-
town Reykjavík, dodging prams, nibbling harð-
fiskur, running into everyone you know and 
enjoying the vibrant street culture on a typically 
sunny Icelandic summer’s day… Hang on, a 
couple of things wrong with that sentence. 
Firstly, this summer has been unusually temper-
ate: don’t rely on it. It seems that this year the 
Atlantic jet-stream has become confused and 
is sending all the ‘normal’ Icelandic summer 
weather further south, to the lucky folks in the 
U.K. The second wrong piece of information is 
the bit about street culture. What street culture? 
And by street culture I don’t mean kids running 
around with spray cans “expressing themselves” 
under the cover of night – that kind of culture 
is thriving. I’m talking about public interaction, 
shared humour, strangers smiling together, the 
street performers.

Desperately Bare Streets
Being the exploding tourist hub that it is, Reyk-
javík has a ridiculously low number of street 
performers working downtown. Why? Go 
to any other European capital and you’ll find 
them: booming voices, with a growing circle 
of people around them cracking one liners at 
the expense of the lonely volunteer, standing in 
the middle with his eyes closed while holding 
the chainsaw in one hand, a rubber chicken 
in the other, you get the picture. Why doesn’t 
this happen here? Where are the statue people, 
the fire-twirlers, the beat poets, the jugglers? 
Some cities have a whole industry based on 
these people. Despite the obvious reasons why 
street performers would avoid Iceland during 
the winter, there is no concrete reason why 
the streets are so desperately bare during the 
summer. And thanks to the jet stream, what a 
great summer to be performing. 
 A street performer is someone who engages 
in some form of public entertainment, music, 
dance, acrobatics, visual art, mime, for a pedes-
trian audience and usually receives a monetary 
donation. The audience may be stationary or 
passing. The stationary audience will usually be 
watching a circle show which is around 5–15 
minutes long and the passing audience might 

catch a couple of minutes of a 1–2 hour busk-
ing session. The odd lone guitarist sitting on a 
mini-amp qualifies as a street performer, so does 
the chalk artist drawing on the pavement, so 
does the balloon bender, the circus performer, 
the statue people etc. 
 They’ve been around since recorded history 
began. There is evidence of busking during the 
Roman times and the Chinese are believed to 
have had travelling acrobats as far back as 4000 
years ago. Performers add colour and life to a 
city; they encourage public interaction and also 
give shoppers a chance to re-vitalise during their 
busy day. So, the big question, where are they 
in Reykjavík? 

The Answer is Sadly, 
Nowhere to be Seen
I can count on one hand the regular performers 
here. In fact, half of one of my hands. Wally 
the clown has been bravely flying the banner 
in Lækjatorg since his arrival in Iceland a year 
ago. His circle shows have brought out smiles 
in both summer and, yes, winter and whenever 
his name is mentioned most people have some 
memory of his wild, sometimes dangerous hu-
mour. The other bloke is a guitarist who has 
been performing all over the city for many, many 
years. He goes by the name of Jojo and can 
often been seen in Kolaportið on the weekends. 
And that’s about it for the regulars. I see a hole 
in the industry.
 Hitt Húsið came up with a brilliant idea to fill 
this void while encouraging the younger genera-
tions to find their own forms of self-expression 
on the streets. Founded in 1991, Hitt Húsið is 
an information and culture centre for young 
people, aged 16–25 years. It is run by the Youth 
and Sports Council of Reykjavík City. Icelandic 
high schools take their summer break during 
the months of June, July and August and the 
city council has found various ways to keep the 
students occupied during this time. Hitt Húsið 
developed a programme of street theatre for 
teenagers where groups train for six to eight 
weeks in various theatrical and circus skills with 
a professional coach, then take these skills to 
the streets every Friday during the summer. 

So, you might notice oddly dressed youngsters 
parading around, pulling attention, brightening 
the city centre with their wild antics. This has 
helped breathe some life into Reykjavík but 
these groups are still what you might call the 
apprentices of street performance. They have 
little experience, big ideas and small budgets. 
They may one day become buskers of the future 
but are for now basically just having fun on their 
holiday. A great learning experience but not the 
street performance that has made places like 
Covent Garden, and Fisherman’s Wharf the hot 
spots that they are today.

Unfriendly Conditions
A street performer is primarily entertaining, but 
of course they have to pay bills like everyone 
else, so the big difference between a street 
performer and someone in a more organised 
street event is the way that they get paid. A 
big part of the skill, and possibly the most 
rewarding part, is how to get people to fill 
your hat. The age old phrase, ‘its not what 
you do its how you do it’, really makes sense 
when you’re dealing with a voluntary audience 
off of the street.
 It’s not as if there are no people to perform 
for here, especially during the summer. Tourism 
brings over 370,000 people to the country 
every year, and that’s rapidly increasing, and 
64.7% of those come during the summer. 
And, stop me if I’m wrong, I think a good 
99% of those would take a walk downtown 
once or twice. Cruise ships frequently dock, 
92 in the year 2005 bringing another 55 thou-
sand people to Iceland, and these numbers 
are always increasing. There are some classic 
performance spots too, pitches that some 
international professionals might cringe to see 
empty every day.
 There are a number of reasons why street 
performers wouldn’t want to work in Reykjavík. 
The reality is that this climate is not friendly to 
outdoor entertainers. No one wants to perform 
in freezing winds in front of an audience of 
two who don’t want to be outside watch-
ing a performance in freezing winds. Then 
the population here will not guarantee you a 

good audience (and therefore pay) for every 
show. Then there’s the fact that Icelanders are 
notorious with their credit cards and it can be 
rare to find a local with spare cash in the back 
pocket. Then of course there’s the fact that a 
lot of Icelanders don’t even know what the 
hell street performance is, let alone how to 
react to it. But what do good performers do 
when faced with an obstacle? Adapt.
 A city is not a city without people connecting 
with one another. If that can only occur across 
a counter with the exchange of the credit card, 
then this city is rapidly creating an isolated 
population. Everyone knows what a valuable 
role our open community spaces fill – how these 
spaces allow people to interact and share ideas. 
Every community needs a place for its citizens 
to gather. We are social creatures. Positive, 
community building street level activities, like 
street performance, need to be encouraged. A 
city which encourages street performers is one 
which truly cares for its people. I can only say 
that weather and lack of knowledge are the two 
biggest reasons that international performers 
don’t visit during the summer. As for Iceland-
ers, I really don’t know. Maybe global warming 
might help boost this industry in the future. For 
the meantime, enjoy your shopping.

Performers add colour 
and life to a city; they 
encourage public inter-
action and also give shop-
pers a chance to re-vital-
ise during their busy day. 
So, the big question, where 
are they in Reykjavík? 

It’s a Lonely Old Town
Text by Nick Candy   Photo by Gulli

  Get a taste of
the best of Iceland 

...with a little bit of spanish thrown in!

Choose from over 70 courses, ranging from lobster and various 
types of fish to icelandic lamb in the greatest of atmosphere.
A must try is our famous puffin with blueberry and “brennivín” sauce.

Iceland’s only authentic Tapas-Bar 
Tel:551-2344 • Email:tapas@tapas.is

Address: Vesturgata 3b • 101 Reykjavík

Travel Guides Can Be Honest. Really
Available at your nearest bookstore

The only guide that tells you the talk of the swimming pools, how to 
find the best cafes, how to recover from all night parties, an A to Z of 

Icelandic music and what "Viltu kaffi?" can really mean.
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Kristín Magnús has been running her company 
Travelling Theatre for over 40 years, taking 
shows all over the U.S. and the U.K. and re-
ceiving solid reviews throughout. Since 1970, 
she has been the driving force behind what 
has become something of a legend here in 
Reykjavík, the ‘Light Nights’ theatre show. 
That’s a long run for one show. It’s had its 
fair share of re-development, evolving from a 
one-hander to now featuring a cast of seven. 
Designed as a tourist show, it features Icelandic 
folklore, stories from the Sagas, histories, and 
some traditional dance and music. It is one 
of very few theatre pieces performed here in 
English, pleasantly accessible to the foreign 
market during the summer season. That said, 
it’s one of the only theatre shows that actually 
gets a run during the summer as all of the 
major companies are on vacation. The show is 
performed on Monday and Tuesday nights until 
the end of August. I managed to get myself a 
ticket and I thoroughly enjoyed myself.
 ‘Iðnaðarmannahúsið’, more simply Iðnó, is 
a fitting home for this charming piece. Origi-
nally housing Iceland’s first theatre company 
back in 1897, the recently restored building 
gives a sense of time and tradition, which is 
what the show is really all about – giving the 
tourists a slice of traditional Iceland. There is 
a great quote in the program from the 1890s: 
“On entering the house, one literally forgets 
that the building is in Reykjavík. I have not 
measured the dimensions of the hall but I 
doubt that there is anything like it anywhere 

else in the city”. Once you’ve seen this room 
you can really appreciate the size of Iceland 
back then, and how important it must have 
been to carry these stories through the ages.
 The show opens with a generic folk dance. 
I later learned that it is taught to school kids all 
over Iceland to this day. Then, with introduc-
tions and narration by Kristín, the cast bring 
various stories and traditions to life. A note to 
anyone interested in seeing the show: bring a 
local. They will be able to give you a running 
commentary on how important this stuff is to 
Icelandic culture. It’s too easy to look at the 
pretty pictures and not think about it. These 
stories are old. They’ve been with Iceland for 
hundreds of years and are part of every child’s 
education. The story of the Night Troll, Álfkona, 
the Sealwoman, the Deacon of Myrká, are 
all great little stories and told here in a clear 
accessible style. 
 Interspersed between the stories are audio-
visual presentations about Icelandic history, 
volcanic activity, nature and so forth. Although 
slightly incongruous, they offer a healthy res-
pite from the live storytelling.
 Light Nights is no groundbreaking thea-
tre, some of the segues could be tightened 
– the back story featuring Landsbankinn CEO 
Björgólfur Guðmundsson is probably lost to a 
foreign audience – but the performances are 
genuine and I came out entirely charmed by 
the experience. This is old style storytelling, 
good old-fashioned theatre. It is designed for 
a specific audience, but I actually believe that 
the odd Icelander might benefit from seeing 
this show. 

For a warm, home-made night out, go visit 
Light Nights, www.lightnights.com.

An Enlightening Night
Text by Nick Candy   

What: Light Nights
Where: Iðnó
When: July 30, 2007

It always starts the same. That peculiar unease. 
A muted recognition. The guilty glance from 
across a crowded room. Love comes in at the 
eye, Yeats said. Whether you’re Paris Hilton, 
Ashley Cole, or a clerk at 10-11, it happens 
to the best of us. Surely, it can’t be all that 
different in a VIP lounge.
 “You are so incredibly lucky to be here, you 
know,” the bubbly blonde bartender giggles 
at you from across the stage. “They don’t let 
just anybody into the VIP section.” Things are 
different here, she insists. Wild, even. This is 
where the stars play.
 The modest setting of Hetero-heroes: with 
full respect for Ashley Cole, begins thus. With a 
scantily clad little ditz welcoming you to a world 
that is seemingly far from what you know. So 
enter the VIPs, Hilmar Guðjónsson as William 
Gallas, and Hilmir Jensson as Ashley Cole. 
They’re having a beer. Across a table teeming 
with testosterone-steaming footballers, they’re 
noticing each other.
 More than a simple love story, the cunning 
production is tightly woven with allusions to 
everyday internal conflicts, including image 
and idol worship, sexual social constructs and 
the ultimate fear of defeat. The real success 
of the play, however, lies in its gripping use 
of metaphor, provided by the ostensibly trivial 
banter of the barmaid, who subtly creates an 
internal story line. One that hangs like a stream 
of consciousness over the rising actions of the 
two main characters long after she has left the 
stage.

The play turns out to be somewhat of a soccer 
match, with all the players looking to score in 
one way or another. Those watching, clouded 
by jealousy and those cursed to play, flickering 
between losing and regaining sight of the fact 
that they are part of an elaborate show.
 Ironically, or perhaps brilliantly, enough, 
the story is as much about the silly barmaid, 
played by Þórunn Arna Kristjánsdóttir, as it is 
about the two VIPs. Playwright and director 
Heiðar Sumarliðason has done the laudable 
job of examining how the celebrity-blueprint 
affects and fits, or doesn’t fit, into us specta-
tors’ lives. And he pins it down with vigour.
 Naturally enough, the production has marks 
of amateurism; the costumes and set design 
especially had signs of greenness, rather than 
minimalism. The actors similarly had a few 
minor quirks to work out but, for kids in their 
second or third years at the Arts University, it 
was all completely forgivable. Their rawness 
was captivating, and their sophisticated wield 
of emotion and humour equally impressive.
 The rest, the gritty details, will come. The 
way you pick up a glass, or thrust someone 
against the wall in a heat of passion. It’s a 
key part of the craft, for sure, but it is fine 
tuned with experience. Combed to perfection 
with schooling. The awkwardness fades, like 
smoke drifting across a crowded VIP room. But 
passion, the way you kiss, or look someone 
in the eye, and the braveness to enter into a 
difficult role, or to write a difficult scene, all 
that is something else. Something daunting but 
singular, and nothing short of praiseworthy.

The play closes Friday August 17. Tickets avail-
able at 824-2653 and heterohetjur@gmail.
com.

Sex, Lies and Soccer
Text by Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir   Photo by Gulli

What: Heterohetjur
Where: Smiðjan
When: August 7, 2007

Part romance, part thriller, part theo-
logical speculation, The Return of 
the Divine Mary is a wonderfully 
eccentric, enchanting read. Traces 
of William Blake mingle with under-
tones of Bulgakov, Eco and Kafka to 
create a fast-paced, unpredictable 
drama constructed on an intriguing 
premise: ‘What would the Virgin 
Mary be like as a young woman in 
modern society, and how would her 
contemporaries receive her?’
 The story follows Michael von 
Blomsterfeld, inventor, acrobat, re-
bel, romantic and grandson to the 
great theologian, Professor Johan-
nes von Blomsterfeld, author of the 
controversial theological disquisition 
‘The Return of the Divine Mary’. 
After returning to his deceased 
grandfather’s castle following se-
ven years on the road in search of 
fortune as a circus performer, Mi-
chael constructs the ultimate circus 
‘machine’ – a contraption containing, in miniature, all of the circus’s 
greatest acts – and sets off to enchant the world with his ‘Circus of the 
Divine Order’. 
 Meanwhile, Mary, Christ’s University’s greatest scholar, is on the run. 
On the eve of defending her doctoral thesis, Mary finds that her disser-
tation, as well as all proof of her existence – down to the very print on 
her ID card – has disappeared, and the authorities suspect wrongdoing. 
 The meeting of these two eccentrics leads to an unlikely collabora-
tion, (as Mary becomes first Michael’s assistant, and soon the star of his 
show), a passionate love affair, and finally a tragic adventure as the duo 
is pursued by an angry mob that wants to silence speculations that Mary 
might, in fact, be the reincarnation of the Holy Mother.
 While the world of the novel is left open to interpretation – there are 
computers and cars in this world, but beyond that, the universe presented 
could just as well be pre-Christian, Medieval or even futuristic – the cen-
tral question remains captivating. How would we receive the suggestion 
that a pure being, possibly the mother of God, was alive and operating 
within our midst? Disbelief seems to be the prevalent attitude, stretching 
to venomous indignation, tempered only by a minority core of passionate 
support. 
 Bjarnason invites us to re-explore a story so familiar to us that we have 
lost sight of its astonishing strangeness and beauty. In the character of 
Mary, he presents us with a beautiful, fascinating, demure and very human 
incarnation of holiness and drops her at the centre of vicious intrigue that 
ultimately leads to her obliteration. 
 Indeed, the final disappearance of Mary suggests an indictment of 
the restrictions of our own imaginations. Unable to contain the idea of 
holiness, or the possibility of divinity in the broadest sense, we devise 
devious, rational means for destroying that which may be our salvation. 
As such, The Return of the Divine Mary appears as a passionate plea for 
the primacy of the imagination and the need for belief – be it sacred or 
profane – as intellectual challenge, as spiritual growth, and above all as 
a vital humanising impulse. 

The Return of the 
Divine Mary
Text by Tobias Munthe

The Return of the Divine Mary

by Bjarni Bjarnason

(Uppheimar, 2007)

andaðu
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The Culture House - Þjóðmenningarhúsið

Hverfisgata 15, 101 Reykjavik
Tel.: +354 545 1400, www.thjodmenning.is

MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS – EDDAS AND SAGAS. EXHIBITION AT THE CULTURE HOUSE.

Open daily between 11am and 5pm

Eddas and Sagas
Iceland’s national treasures  

The admission fee grants entry to all exhibitions at the Culture House. Adults ISK 300. Senior citizens ISK 200. Students ISK 200. 
Free entry for children 16 years of age or younger. Admission is free on Wednesdays. An open guided tour of the Manuscripts 
exhibition is offered every weekday except Wednesdays at 3:30 pm.

The lack of a central power structure, primary 
record label, promotion guru, etc, has been 
both a curse and a godsend for Reykjavík’s 
music scene. One the one hand, you’ve got 
what a friend of mine calls “minor music 
kings,” self-proclaimed hotshots working 
at every level of the music business denying 
or accepting bands entirely at whim or the 
advertiser’s check. On the other hand – and 
this being the case with the men-against 
rape organization NEI! and their latest show 
at Grand Rokk – you end with a genuinely 
DIY scene, bands playing because they can 
and want to, even if those radio DJs and club 
promoters don’t want them on the bill for a 
major event. 
 Take Byssupiss for example, a duo of high 
school girls who, even though they probably 
picked up their instruments last Christmas, 
still manage to confidently yelp like little Ice-
landic Kimya Dawsons (one song was about 
Hjaltalín’s coke use, and for another, they 
invited a friend on stage to rap awkwardly: 
“you think that you’re going to heaven/ you 
won’t ‘cause I’ll be guarding the gates…you 
want to blow up my face?”). Or one of the 
last acts of the night, Wulfgang, an indie-rock 
band with serious energy and numerous rock-
outs. These are not flashy acts, but you start 
to understand the eclecticism of the Reykjavík 
scene and the haziness of a holistic “Reykjavík 

Sound” when you see supporters of all kinds 
of acts, big acts like Sprengjuhöllin and Lay 
Low, coming out and giving a damn about 
these awkward underdog musicians.
 The cramped audience of assorted age 
hushed en masse for the heavenly Ólöf Ar-
nalds. I have been listening to Við og Við a 
good deal for the past few months, and I have 
to say that I fell in love with Ólöf in person. I 
had to exam the level of tact involved if I had 
yelled out “Ólöf Arnalds, have my fucking 
babies!” at a show sponsored by an organiza-
tion for men against rape. More like: “Ólöf 
Arnalds, if I were the last man on earth, and 
you the last woman, then would you please 
consensually have my fucking babies?”
 Where the eclecticism of the current Reyk-
javík “sound” fails itself is at the presence 
of B. Sig, a group of thirty-somethings who 
aspire to be WAR. If you don’t know who 
WAR is, they did “Low Rider.” Yeah. They 
are loud and cheesy and loud. And cheesy. 
Though their set is tight, their music is the 
kind of stuff you should expect at a garage 
sale or a 4th of July celebration. Not a musical 
showcase like this one.
 The beautiful Lay Low and boring Dik-
ta played only a few songs. The indie-folk 
Sprengjuhöllin closed the night off with a 
lukewarm set after the guys from NEI! did a 
semi-comedic routine about the shit they took 
for starting the organization.  Even if they 
did come off somewhat as self-aggrandizing, 
self-pitying martyrs (“Woe is me, for I rape 
not!”), I still bought a tee to support their 
moral cause. 

NEI! I Rape Not!
Text by Chandler Fredrick   Photo by Gulli  

Who: Various
Where: Grand Rokk
When: August 1, 2007

Nico Muhly moves like his music. I mean 
this completely seriously. When he talks, his 
expressions follow his hands like foreshadow, 
embellishing his fast words and the sharp 
inflection of his voice. Curiously enough, 
when he plays, he has none of that. Com-
pletely still behind his piano, he watches his 
co-players sway to his notes. Yet you know 
Nico is moving. You can see it in his eyes 
when he plays. His mind is running alongside 
the music, flittering about the staffs, getting 
there before the notes do.
 Returning to Iceland to record his second 
album with producer Valgeir Sigurðson, the 
twenty-six-year-old New York based composer 
took a Friday afternoon to perform at the most 
all-around-lovely concert I’ve ever attended. 
In the 12 Tónar garden, the pleasantness 
truly abounded with rose wine and sunshine 
when more than fifty people squeezed in the 
garden to watch Nico share his musings on 
life, music, and his upcoming album.
 “When you’re a composer you’re kind 
of just like a brain in a jar,” Muhly said, in-
troducing his violinist Una Sveinbjarnadóttir. 
“You kind of just make this stuff and then 
send it off for some other people to deal 
with.” In this case, Una, who launched into 
Honest Music, a song off of Muhly’s debut 
album Speaks Volumes, which was released 
earlier this year. The wind blew and three men, 

Valgeir and Ben Frost among them, jumped 
from the audience towards the pages on the 
music stand. The song went on, Nico pushed 
keys on the piano. Sitting in the grass a few 
members of the audience contently closed 
their eyes.
 Each song came with a short introduction, 
a context into which Muhly was enthusiastic 
to draw the audience. He introduced one 
song with the anecdote that his first job was 
as a church organist; another song was from 
a genre of music he called “hippie drone,” 
which he explained was inspired by being 
raised by hippies. “A couple of years back I 
wrote some music just to completely get it 
out of my system,” he said.
 Nico’s recording process is such that the 
live versions of his songs sound quite differ-
ent from their recorded adaptations. On his 
latest album the instruments are recorded 
individually, with the microphone intimately 
close, then mixed together to create an or-
chestral sound. Live, the philosophy is quite 
different. Much of the rich, indulgent detail 
of sound from the recordings is lost traveling 
across the windy afternoon air. But the music 
stood up for itself. Taking on a slightly less 
personal but nonetheless absorbing sound.
 The concert was over within twenty min-
utes. There was more rose wine to go around, 
and people stayed in the grass. Everyone 
was smiling and looking at Muhly as though 
they wanted to hug him. He started excitedly 
towards the standing crowd, moving, like an 
echo, with a genuinely fascinating softness.

Musings in the Garden
Text by Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir   Photo by Gulli

Who: Nico Muhly
Where: 12 tónar
When: July 27, 2007

Step into
the Viking Age
Experience Viking-Age Reykjavík at the 
new Settlement Exhibition. The focus of the 
exhibition is an excavated longhouse site which 
dates from the 10th century ad. It includes 
relics of human habitation from about 871, the 
oldest such site found in Iceland. 

Multimedia techniques bring Reykjavík’s 
past to life, providing visitors with insights 
into how people lived in the Viking Age, and 
what the Reykjavík environment looked like 
to the first settlers. 

The exhibition and 
museum shop are open 
daily 10–17

Aðalstræti 16 
101 Reykjavík / Iceland
Phone +(354) 411 6370
www.reykjavikmuseum.is

On his twentieth studio album, Megas brings to the game a band that 
suits him so precisely, close to perfect. The band, Senuþjófarnir, like Ný 
Dönsk in the nineties, consists of gifted musicians who have a high re-
gard for the master’s work (Megas is quite regularly called “the master”).  
These bands have displayed their admiration of his seventies releases and 
a band called Spilverk Þjóðanna that backed him up on his most highly re-
garded album, Á bleikum náttkjólum (e. On Pink Nightgowns).  One could 
say at some points the master and his new band are recalling his work 
he did with S.Þ. on the abovementioned masterpiece. Frágangur displays 
the master at his sharpest since 1992’s “Þrír blóðdropar” or maybe even 
1988’s Höfuðlausnir.  Vocally, he’s maybe not at his finest but the song 
writing and the lyrics are his wittiest in years.  

Megas & Senuþjófarnir 
Frágangur 

Jan Mayen came out in late 2003 with an outright buoyant and breakable, 
yet catchy and melodic, self-titled EP. 2004 brought to light their debut 
LP, an album that shook many trees and even caught the attention of city 
counsellor Gísli Marteinn Baldursson.    “So Much Better than Your Nor-
mal Life” displays the quartet’s development gracefully from being a glee-
ful tour de force to a grown up entity that contains its youth elegantly, not 
only as a band but as individuals. Their biggest growth might be the voice 
of singer Valgeir Gestsson.  The guitar work brings to mind the duelling 
chemistry of Sister-era Sonic Youth and even Thin Lizzy’s Gorham and 
Robertson with a murky twist and held together by a greatly advanced 
rhythm session. The album is also neatly crafted and includes some out of 
the ordinary, but welcome, synthesized sweetness. This album is so much 
better than a normal rock album.  

Jan Mayen 
So Much Better Than Your Normal Life

Reviewed by Benedikt Reynisson
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While 10,000 Icelanders headed to the West-
man Islands for the annual national celebration 
‘Þjóðhátíð’ during last week’s Verslunarman-
nahelgi (The Merchants’ Holiday Weekend), 
approximately 300 Innipúkar (i.e homebodies) 
attended the annual music fiesta Innipúkinn in 
Reykjavík. The two-day indoor festival, held for 
all those who hate Icelandic outdoor festivals 
(or just happen to be fans of good music), took 
place at the brand-new concert venue Organ 
on August 4 and 5. This annual event featured 
thirteen bands, four DJs as well as troubadours 
and a happy bunch of concertgoers. 
 Although the previous two festivals have 
managed to stuff club NASA – a venue more 
than twice the size of Organ – by featuring a 
lengthy programme and some international 
headliners, the decision was taken by this 
year’s organisers to scale down and make In-
nipúkinn a cosy festival anew, featuring only 
local acts. This year saw a rejuvenated Innipúki 
in a new venue, organised by the grassroots 
crew behind the original festival. 
 The organisers’ wish-list of favourites was 
quite a diverse mix of pop, indie, hip-hop and 
hard-rock, and before arrival I really wasn’t 
sure how it would all work out. I mean, having 
calypso masters Bogomil Font and Flís play a set 
right before hard-rock band Mínus who bring a 
much louder sound, or making hip-hop group 
Forgotten Lores follow noisy punk-rockers in 
Æla. But it worked! There were no opening 
acts and no headliners. Every single band was 
huge for the weekend. 

Forgotten Lores Hit the Spot
It was evident that the organisers had put their 
heart and soul into making this the best event 
it could be. The new venue looked amazing 
and artist Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir (who also sings 
in FM Belfast, who finished off the festival a 
little over thirty hours later) had even made a 
colourful art-piece featuring the names of all 
the bands playing and hung it in the ceiling. 
A very clever move, especially for those who 
weren’t sure about the schedule. 
 The first band to get the party seriously 
started were the uncrowned kings of Icelan-
dic hip-hop, Forgotten Lores.  Not to say the 
previous performance by indie-punkers Æla, 
where singer Halli Valli screamed his lungs 
out and climbed on almost every piece of 
furniture available, wasn’t something to re-
member. But when Forgotten Lores jumped 
on stage at 22:00 sharp on Saturday night, 
their energetic presence immediately grabbed 
every single soul in the crowd. 
 The fearsome foursome, Byrkir, Class B 
and Diddi Fel on the mics, Benni-Bruff on 
turntables, kicked off with the song ‘Spret-
tur’ from their latest album ‘Frá Heimsenda’ 
followed by ‘Hellulagðar Hæðir’ and ‘Fíling’. 
The three rappers sure didn’t betray their 
fans, and put on one-hell-of-a play on stage, 
while the audience waved their hands and 
bounced their heads to the beats, demanding 
an encore. And what a better way to conclude 
a kick-ass set than with ‘Takk Fyrir’ (‘Thank 
You’). I can only say that it’s a shame for all 

those non-Icelandic speakers that Forgotten 
Lores only rap in Icelandic, as their lyrics and 
genuine music are truly one of the best-kept 
secrets in Icelandic music. Luckily for the fol-
lowing acts, DJ Apfelblut and the extremely 
cheerful host of the night, made sure the 
mood never went downhill. 

A New Venue Reviewed
By now, Organ had started to fill up nicely. 
The anticipation for what surprises the next 
few hours would bring was growing by the 
minute, and the bartenders had their hands 
full trying to work their way behind the new 
bar and serve beer to the thirsty crowd. 
Between sets, the party moved to the out-
side port, where concertgoers would enjoy 
cigarettes and chat about the previous per-
formances, or even the weather. Of course, 
the brand-new venue was understandably the 
topic of the night. Judging by the comments I 
heard, people loved the place and everything 
it had to offer; its design and downstairs 
lounge-room, and the sound. 
 “This is a cool place. Crazy design and just 
a perfect venue. I love the fact that you can 
see the stage while waiting for your drink at 
the bar!” one guest told me. “This place can 
really house any kind of music, everything 
from a sweaty hard-core band to a woman 
playing the harp, alone on stage. The pos-
sibilities are endless, it’s just what this town 
needed” another commented. This weekend, 
packed with incredibly diverse bands, proved 

to be possibly the best trial-run the bar’s own-
ers could have asked for. 
 At around 23:00, Ghostigital hit the stage 
and played a handful of unreleased noisy 
electro ditties, followed by Jeff Who?, who 
mixed familiar pop-tunes from ‘Death Before 
Disco’ with five new songs that most of the 
crowd were hearing for the first time. While 
they were not as catchy as last summer’s 
super-hits, the band delivered their set well 
and looked cool while doing so, before folk-
music group Stórsveit Nix Noltes finished the 
night with a top-notch performance.

Watch Out World, Motion Boys 
Are Coming!
It didn’t look as if people had been partying 
hard the previous night by the time I arrived at 
Organ on Sunday, as the place was filled with 
lively concertgoers feasting on grilled hot-dogs 
and beer. It was obvious that Sunday’s line-up 
was a bigger draw than the night before as 
the crowd seemed to have almost doubled 
in size. 
 I unfortunately missed Mr. Silla and Mon-
goose, who apparently finished a great gig only 
minutes before my arrival. The BBQ-master 
still stood behind the grill in the outside port, 
where hot dogs had been served since earlier in 
the day. The party was flaming, and everyone 
was ready for some more fun. 
 Sindri, the frontman of lo-fi country pop 
group Seabear, stood focused on the stage, 
backed by his band of six, while playing some 

The Festival Where Everyone is a Superstar
Text by Steinunn Jakobsdóttir    Photos by Leó Stefánsson

of the highlights of their stunning first release, ‘The Ghost 
that Carried Us Away’. The crowd stood in silence, and 
watched the show with awe, understandably, as with 
every single gig they play, the sound of the band grows 
and moves up to another level of brilliance. 
 The perky super-group Motion Boys were next up. 
Their gig didn’t start as smoothly as the previous one 
had ended, and the sound teased them through the first 
song. But after a little tweak they went flying, and the 
crowd followed. Although Motion Boys have released 
but two singles, and the concert at Innipúkinn was only 
their third gig ever, people already knew the lyrics to 
their extremely catchy pop-tunes ‘Waiting to Happen ‘ 
and ‘Hold Me Closer to Your Heart’ and didn’t hesitate 
to demonstrate the fact. And why should they? These 
are some great songs. And if you don’t feel the urge to 
run out to the floor for some dance steps, or even just 
one hop or a shake when Motion Boys play live, you 
must be a troubled soul who just shouldn’t attend large 
gatherings of this sort. In my view, it’s just a question of 
time when they will be playing some big festivals abroad, 
seriously. They concluded with two new songs, the hero-
ballad ‘Steal Your Love’ and ‘Misfits’, which apparently 
is about one member of the band who drove across the 
US to find an ex-girlfriend. I can’t wait for the album. 

“I Was Possessed”
By far the heaviest act of the festival, local rock-heroes 
in Mínus, went on stage just after the calypso group 
Bogomil Font and Flís had played enough danceable 
songs to get everyone on their feet. Having recently 
released a new album, ‘The Great Northern Whale Kill’ 
and featuring a relatively new but clearly an ambitious 
bassist, Mínus was in great form that night. 
 “I’ve never seen Mínus so good and so tight,” a 
friend of mine said in the middle of their set. I had 
to agree, and I’ve seen more of their shows than I 
can count with mere fingers ‘n’ toes. Singer Krummi 
owned the stage, and the whole room in fact, and 
with a devilish look on his face led the band and the 
audience through a rollercoaster ride of pure rock ‘n’ 
roll. 

But then something unexpectedly happened; some-
thing that would make their gig talk of the town for 
days, if not weeks. In the middle of ‘Long Face’, when 
the show was about to reach its peak, the bass-drum 
cracked. When noticing this, Bjössi, the drummer, as 
if in some kind of a trance, kicked the drum on the 
side, jumped on the floor and tried to fit his whole 
body inside it. Standing on his hands while half inside 
the drum, his legs dangled in the air while his band 
members kept on playing – for a few seconds. The 
show was over. Realising that this was probably the 
end, appropriate wows and whoos followed from the 
crowd. Bjössi eventually stood up and showed his face 
again, threw the rest of the drum set around the stage 
before bursting out in laughter. The scene was just too 
hysterical to warrant fury. 
 “What a freakin’ ending! These guys sure know 
how to rock” one chain-smoking, tipsy fan said after 
the show.  
 “I was possessed,” Bjössi later explained. 
 It was pushing 03:00 when crowd-pleasers FM Bel-
fast closed the night, and the festival. Definitely one of 
the summer’s biggest party-groups, the band eventually 
sent the swarm of now-super-awake concertgoers out 
into the night, aching for some more fun to conclude 
a brilliant weekend. 
 Although scaled down in size, offering half as 
many tickets than previous festivals and featuring no 
international big-shots, this year’s party – characterised 
by power, high spirits and joyful atmosphere – felt a 
thousand times bigger than ever. 

“The party was flaming, and 
everyone was ready for some 
more fun”

Energy for life through forces of nature

www.bluelagoon.com

You could be here!

Glacial hiking and ice climbing trips 
on the breathtaking Sólheimajökull 
glacier only 90 minutes from Reykjavík. 
Guranteed departures every Saturday 
and Monday at 8:30. Call to enqiuer 
about other departures.

Call us on +354-562-7000, meet us at 
Laugavegur 11 in the Cintamani Center 
or ask for us  at your hotel or nearest 
tourist information center.

www.adventures.is  |  +354-562-7000
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For all its ambitions, Reykjavík barely qualifies 
as a city proper. And this is a good thing, as 
cities are often cold, grey structures that don’t 
allow for much adventurousness aside from 
staying out late at some dirty bar or other. While 
Reykjavík has its fair share of seedy dives, it also 
offers a comforting closeness to nature and 
this is why I guess so many of us are taken by 
it. Drinking one’s sense away to a soundtrack 
of disinterested dance beats amongst a crowd 
of fashionable strangers can be fun, but it ulti-
mately leaves you empty and unsatisfied. This is 
where places like Öskjuhlíð come in handy, es-
pecially if your budget and schedule don’t allow 
for weeklong jeep trips into the highlands. 
 Marked by hills, trees and the lumbering 
presence of former PM Davíð Oddsson’s me-
morial Perlan, Öskjuhlíð is a Reykjavík haven, as 
locals have known for decades. It is essentially a 
part of downtown Reykjavík, but the lay of the 
land provides ample opportunities to forget all 
about the heavy traffic, gas stations and subpar 
bistro bars found past the hill – the only constant 
reminder of civilization being the private planes 
that fly over at an alarming rate. A comfort-
able fifteen-minute walking distance from 101 
Reykjavík means that it’s easily accessible and as 
such a great location for spur-of-the-moment 
picnics and shorter expeditions. If you get tired 
or wet, you can always call a cab to take you 
home.
 For the uninitiated, Öskjuhlíð is mainly 
famous for its reputation as Reykjavík’s gay 
cruising spot, and for its burgeoning aban-
doned-rabbit population. The cruising appeal is 
understandable, as the woods and their various 
pathways provide ample opportunity for privacy 
and mano a mano snog-sessions. It’s also true 
that you will find some of Iceland’s friendliest 
rabbits cavorting in Öskjuhlíð, and if you don’t 
come off too eager, they will lounge around 
and frolic for your viewing pleasures. 
 Then there’s the added attraction of close-by 
Nauthólsvík and its fake beach of yellow sand. 
It’s there, and it’s fun.
 And how does a typical trip to Öskjuhlíð 
go? For instance, you could follow this Grape-
vine staffer’s lead (or not) and purchase an 
instant BBQ at Bónus and some ready made 
fish-courses from the excellent Fylgifiskar on 
Skólavörðustígur. Fill a backpack with other 
necessities of choice (mine were plates, glasses 
and some champagne) and follow your feet 
to the shiny globe on top of Öskjuhlíð. Follow 
paths, get lost (it’s easy if you set your mind to 
it), chat with the rabbits and have them lead 
you to a suitable place to set down your mat 
and feast. Carefully avoid starting forest fires, 
pack up your trash before you leave, take walks, 
enjoy good conversation and greet passers-by 
with sunny smiles. 
 You will enjoy this, unless your soul is shriv-
elled and dead.  

Escaping 101
Text by Haukur Magnússon
Photo by Gulli

Two unique exihbitions:

The Settlement of Iceland
and

Egils saga

Open daily from 10 am to 7 pm

R E S T A U R A N T
Open from 10 am to 9:30 pm

Tel: +354 437 1600
www.landnamssetur.is
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for the visitor...
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In 1949, on Austurvöllur, Icelandic Communists rioted against Iceland’s entry into NATO. Today, the square is at most a battlefield for local bums.



kindergarten. “It’s a great place to come if you 
don’t want to spend money,” she replies when 
I ask her about her choice. She’s right. There 
are no expensive boutique clothing stores, 
cinemas, or anything that remotely resembles 
nightlife on the island. “There are a lot of 
people my age here […] and everyone is very 
friendly and relaxed,” she adds. Hanna tells us 
that the kids occasionally order a pizza from 
the mainland, have it delivered to the airport 
in Akureyri and flown over on the next flight. 
“The flight is only 25 minutes so it isn’t that 
cold when it gets here,” she says. Gulli, the 
photographer, pre-orders a meal of roasted 
puffin breast served in red wine sauce for the 
dinner the next day.

Puffin-hunting
Only the hum of the town generator and the 
cries of the seagulls break the mid-morning 
silence. The whole town is still asleep. Sverrir 
and his friend Reynir are standing outside the 
guesthouse smoking cigarettes and gazing 
down at the harbour. Sverrir tells us that he 
moved to the island from Akureyri in January 
to work on a fishing boat. Like Héðinn, he 
worked on a huge trawler that would stay out 
at sea for weeks on end. “You don’t see land 
for up to 40 days – I wanted a change. Here 
we go out for 5 to 18 hours and come back 
every night. And, I can go back to Akureyri 
every weekend if I want,” he explains.
 It’s approaching midday so I wonder why 
he’s not out at sea now. Sverrir explains that 
they’ve used up their fishing quota and have 
to wait until they are allocated some more 
before they can go back to sea. The twenty-
four year old tells us that because he is out 
of work for the next few weeks, he plans to 
head back to the mainland the following day. 
But before he does, he wants to collect a few 
puffins to take home to his family. They invite 
us to go hunting with them. Before setting 
off, we drive down to the harbour to pick up 
the long hunting nets, which the guys fasten 
to the side of their SUV.
 Thankfully we’re not walking – the kría 
are out in full force. Even travelling by car is 
more difficult than you would think. We drive 
slowly as they surround the vehicle, occasion-

ally swooping it. Why is it the puffin and not 
the kría that we’re off to hunt, I jokingly ask. 
Apart from the obvious fact that they are ag-
gressive, they carry little meat, I’m told. But, 
the islanders are known to collect their eggs, 
which are considered a local delicacy.
 The car swings violently from side to side 
as Reynir drives the car over the rough, bumpy 
track that winds by the edge of the steep cliff, 
home to the puffin. Despite the movement 
of the car, puffins, instantly recognizable for 
their white face, big colourful beak and red 
legs, stand motionless. Although, the birds 
have been harvested for centuries they are an 
easy target. Puffins are not shy, and while they 
have advanced swimming skills (they feed by 
diving) their poor flying ability puts them at 
risk by hunters. Every April, puffins migrate 
to Iceland’s shores to breed and raise their 
young before flying south again on August 
20 – apparently they leave on the same day 
every year. Because of the abundance of the 
species – Iceland is home to the largest puffin 
colonies in the world – it is legal to both hunt 
the birds and collect their eggs.
 We arrive at the spot where Sverrir and 
Reynir have been told by the locals they can 
hunt – the men on the island are apparently 
territorial too. The guys don’t hesitate to abseil 
down the dangerously steep cliffs. We use a 
rope to abseil down the first few metres. To 
reach the rocky shoreline below, we must then 
take our chances and walk unaided the rest 
of the way. To make matters worse, the nar-
row and eroded path is lined with a slippery 
plant. The sound of the waves crashing on 
the rocks below act as a constant reminder 
that the short journey for this unseasoned 
puffin hunter is perilous. 
 By the time I make it to the shoreline, Sver-
rir and Reynir are already setting up for some 
serious hunting. Hundreds, if not thousands, 
of puffins glide over us.
 Reynir walks on to find a spot further 
away. We stay with Sverrir, who positions 
himself low to the ground behind the large 
rocks by the water. He is dressed in a full-
length water-proof jumpsuit and large green 
gumboots. He waits until the birds fly low 
enough over his head before jumping to his 

feet and swinging his long net in the air to 
try to catch one of the birds. His first attempt 
is unsuccessful – the bird darts away at the 
last second. But soon he gets into the swing 
of things, catching bird after bird. The deep 
squawking sound of the puffin when it has 
been caught is agonising to listen to. And, 
catching the bird is not enough, first you 
have to untie it and, well, kill it. The methods 
of killing the birds (the details of which I’ll 
spare you) are brutal, but the men are keen 
to convince us that they are not as barbaric 
as they may appear. They adhere to certain 
morals while hunting; they let the bird free 
if it is carrying fish in its beak – a sign that if 
it is on its way back to feed its young – or if 
it is not yet mature. They also assure us that 
they only catch the birds for themselves and 
their families. They freeze their catch for the 
winter months when they eat them roasted, 
smoked or boiled. “I’m not a great cook, so 
I give them to my mum and she takes care 
of them,” Sverrir says. And no, apparently 
puffin doesn’t taste like chicken; the dark 
meat tastes like nothing else, we’re told.
 Life on the island is tough – well it doesn’t 
come with all the conveniences, like huge 
supermarkets, most of us on the mainland are 
used to, so any food that the locals can col-
lect themselves, such as fish, puffins, and bird 
eggs, is a bonus in their eyes. And it’s not just 
about providing a valuable additional source 
of food, it’s also about tradition. The people 
of Iceland and its surrounding islands have 
been practicing such hunting for centuries. 
Not that it’s always passed down through the 
generations.  Reynir, who is on his second 
puffin-hunting trip, learnt it from watching 
television. “I saw it on TV and just tried to do 
the same,” he says.
 The guys tell us that successful hunting 
is all about speed. It also helps if it’s windy. 
“The more wind there is the more of them fly 
around,” Sverrir says. So, with no real inten-
tion of catching, or certainly not killing, one of 
our little clown-faced feathered friends, I take 
the net. I find it difficult to judge the length of 
the long and quite heavy net, and whether it 
will actually reach the birds flying above. After 
several half-hearted attempts, I concede, ac-

cepting that I’m probably just not cut out to 
be a hunter.
 Although both Sverrir and Reynir only learnt 
to catch the bird days earlier, within a few hours 
they manage to catch over 50 (and they catch 
an additional 170 later in the day). They gather 
their catch, which is lying on the rocks, and stuff 
them into a sack. Reynir hoists the bag over his 
shoulder and begins the ascent up the cliff. The 
sun blares down reflecting off the glistening 
ocean. They’ve been standing in the sun for 
hours and the sweat is beginning to run down 
their faces. 
 After what seems like an eternity spent on 
Grímsey, we fly back to the mainland. In reality 
we’ve only spent 24 hours on the tiny island, 
but that was enough to meet many of the locals 
and get a sense of life on the island. There is 
something quite special about this place – the 
islanders’ refreshing sense of community and 
closeness to nature, and the island’s unspoilt 
landscape are among the reasons I’ll return.
 On our arrival back to the capital, Reykjavík 
seems like a large, unfamiliar city – and Grímsey 
a world away. Sure, there may not be much to 
do on Grímsey, and the slow-paced lifestyle may 
not be everyone’s cup of tea, but I’m pretty sure 
I could get used to it.
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The thought of spending the weekend on a 
tiny island with nothing to do is enough to 
send some people running. Instead, Gulli, the 
photographer, and I thought of some creative 
ways to keep ourselves occupied during our 24 
hour stay. These included meeting as many of 
the locals (pop. 95) as possible, trying to defend 
ourselves from the aggressive arctic terns, and 
last but not least, scaling the dangerously steep 
coastal cliffs trying to catch puffins. While 
these may not be the most obvious tourist 
activities, our trip to Grímsey turned out to 
be full of adventure.

The Island
Situated on the Arctic Circle north of Iceland, 
Grímsey is a small island home to just 95 peo-
ple, but dozens of large bird colonies. The 
island is characterised by both its flatness and 
the contrasting dramatic basalt cliffs (reach-
ing up to 100 metres) which plunge into the 
ocean. Grímsey is just over 5 km² in size and 
lies 40 kilometres from the mainland. It can 
be reached by both sea and air; visitors can 
either catch the ferry from Dalvík near Akureyri, 
which takes around 3 ½ hours, or take a flight 
from Akureyri. We opted for the plane. While 
an experience in itself and a great way to take 
in the view of the coastline and ocean below, 
the 25 minute flight on the 10-seater aircraft 
is not for the faint-hearted.
 There are but two guesthouses on the 
island – one at the airport and the other near 
the harbour of the island’s (only) community 
of Sandvík. Travellers looking for a five-star-all-
included holiday beware; Grímsey may not be 
your kind of place. While you will get plenty 
of peace and quiet, there is virtually no tourist 
infrastructure on the island. The sole facilities 
consist of a restaurant, a small grocery store, a 
swimming pool, a community centre, a church 
and a gallery/souvenir shop.

Attack of the Kría
There are around 60 species of bird on Grím-
sey and the one you’re most likely to form a 
special bond with first is the kría or arctic tern. 
My only guess as to why the locals chose this 
aggressive and overly protective bird to be the 
symbol of the island is that it was meant as 
a sick joke. The kría are notoriously territorial 
and, during the breeding season, not a force 
to be messed with. These not-so-friendly birds’ 
habit of forming an aggressive gang-like group, 
prepared to swoop anything that comes within 
a hundred metres of their nesting ground, 
makes travelling on the island by foot impos-
sible. At first, when the locals offered us vari-
ous household tools to defend ourselves, we 
thought it was all a practical joke, their way of 
amusing themselves. Still, we courageously set 
out for a walk around the island. But, within 
a couple of minutes, dozens of birds began 
trying to attack us. Swinging pieces of plastic 
pipe (much to the amusement of the locals) 
in the air was humiliating, not to mention 
tiring, and obviously not enough to prevent 
the birds from attacking us. What we needed 
were helmets. Each of the locals had a story 
of the kría attacking either themselves or an 
unfortunate tourist. I was determined not to 
become another statistic.

Meet the locals 
Our first real encounter with the locals was 
with the frightfully talkative and knowledge-
able nine-going-on-40-year old Ingólfur and 
his baby sister. Ingólfur told us that his parents 
own the local restaurant and store, and that his 
father also works as a fisherman. After shoot-
ing out the abridged version of the island’s 
history (“Did you know that Grímsey is the 
only part of Iceland that wasn’t occupied by 
Denmark?”), we ask Ingólfur what a nine year 
old does for fun on an island the size of some 

people’s backyards. “I go out on the boat with 
my dad, or just go for a walk,” he replies.
 Talking about boats we decide to check 
out the harbour. Colourful fishing boats sit 
anchored in the small harbour after a long 
day at sea. Not surprisingly, the main source of 
income for the locals is the fishing industry.
 One of these locals is Héðinn. We meet 
him inside the fish processing plant where he 
effortlessly guts and sorts the catch of the day 
– huge yellowish-grey slippery cod – that fall 
from the revolving belt, occasionally splattering 
blood and salt water in all directions. I can’t 
help flinching at the sight. If the locals needed 
any further affirmation that we’re from The Big 
Smoke, we roll up our pants and tippy-toe in 
between the pools of bloody water. Héðinn’s 
sun and wind-burnt face tells of years at sea. 
He tells us that he wasn’t born on Grímsey. 
He was simply fed up with working on large 
fishing boats from the mainland, so he packed 
up his things and moved to the island. Thirty 
years later he’s still here and, judging by his 
enthusiasm, loves the place.
 Two teenage girls are working out the 
back of the factory. Rebekka and Hildur tell 
us they have come from Akureyri to spend 
the summer with their grandmother, who 
lives on the island, and to earn some pocket 
money working in the factory. What do they 
do to pass the time, I ask them. “Nothing,” 
replies Hildur, the older of the two sisters, 
while Rebekka says she spends her free time 
playing on the trampoline. Remember, there 
isn’t a lot to do around here.
 But there is a swimming pool, though it’s 
only open for a few hours a week. “It doesn’t 
take that long for 90 people to go for a swim, 
you know,” one woman explains. But like 
everything else on the island  – from the shop 
to the bank – opening hours can easily be ar-
ranged by appointment.

 Later we meet up with Magnús who’s 
offered to take us for a boat trip around the 
island. He tells us that his is the only boat 
without quota since he started renting all of 
his out to the other fisherman on the island. 
Thousands of puffins are perched on the steep 
cliffs of the island. Magnús unexpectedly fires 
his pistol into the air causing the sky to turn 
black with the birds fleeing the cliffs. He shows 
us the steep vertical cliffs where he and his 
father collect the birds’ eggs. The air tempera-
ture is around 20ºC and the clear blue-green 
water is inviting. The locals occasionally swim 
in the ocean, but it happens rarely, Magnús 
tells us.
 Shortly after pulling into the harbour, we 
head off to the restaurant/bar aptly named 
‘Restaurant Kría’. Hanna, the waitress/bar ten-
der, explains that business is slow as everyone 
is still recovering from a party held the previous 
night. The bubbly twenty-something tells us 
that she is just on Grímsey for the summer. 
She has come from Akureyri to spend several 
months working at the island’s restaurant and 

Island Life: 24 hours on Grímsey
Text by Zoë Robert    Photos by Gulli

Catching the bird is not 
enough, first you have to 
untie it and, well, kill it. 
The methods of killing 
the birds are brutal.
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My only guess as to why 
the locals chose this ag-
gressive and overly pro-
tective bird to be the 
symbol of the island is 
that it was meant as a 
sick joke.

Flight provided by
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Located in the western highlands, Langjökull 
is the second largest glacier in Iceland at 
1,021 square kilometres. The glacier is a 
hotbed of geophysical and hydro-physical 
activity: not only does Langjökull act as the 
supply source for Þingvallavatn, which is the 
largest lake in Iceland, but the northern sec-
tion of the glacier is one of the most volcani-
cally active areas in the world. The Langjökull 
volcano and its southern basin (Haukadalur 
basin) boast a strong lavaflow, which is prob-
ably responsible for the number of prominent 
geysers in the area.

six

Langjökull
Just as the Scottish have folklore about the 
nightmarish Loch Ness monster who dwells 
in the depths of the great Loch Ness, so the 
Icelanders have their own haunting sea crea-
ture. “Lagarfljótsormurinn” is a lake monster 
according to east Icelandic folklore, who stirs 
in the depths of the Lagarfljót lake, near the 
eastern hub of Egilsstaðir. A tourist boast by 
the same name cruises the lake and features 
special tours and on-board banquets. Nearby 
is Hallormsstaðarskógur, which is the largest 
forest in the nation.

seven

Lagarfljót
One of the country’s majestic volcanoes, 
the caldera Askja has erupted several times 
over the last centuries. Surrounded by the 
Dyngjufjöll Mountains, Askja is an active vol-
cano, which was declared a natural monu-
ment in 1978. A powerful eruption in 1875 
changed the scenery immensely, forming the 
large blue lake Öskjuvatn, right in the middle 
of the caldera. The 220 metre deep lake is 
the deepest one in Iceland. The same explo-
sion created the volcanic crater Víti contain-
ing a geothermal warm lake where bathing 
is quite popular. Just beware of the slippery 
slopes leading down to the ‘pool’.  

eight

Askja
For anyone eager to experience the country’s 
natural beauty, the Þórsmörk Natural Park, 
situated in the south, is definitely a must-see. 
Hidden between two glaciers, Eyafjallajökull 
and Tindafjallajökull, the grassy valley is sur-
rounded by mountains, lagoons, and glacial 
rivers and numerous scenic hiking trails can 
be enjoyed. Þórsmörk is among the country’s 
most touristy spots during the summer, but 
nevertheless worth at least a weekend stay. 
Several tourist companies organise guided 
excursions around the area.

nine

Þórsmörk

Despite its 2 km by 1 km size (Flatey is actu-
ally the largest in a series of 40 islands that 
make up the total area), Flatey is known as 
one of the most historically and culturally 
rich places in Iceland. The small island town 
was once home to one of the oldest mon-
asteries in the country (built in 1172), which 
unfortunately no longer stands. Still, Flatey 
now boasts a church built in the mid-20th 
century – with paintings of the island and its 
inhabitants by the famous Catalan painter 
Baltasar. Flatey also boasts the smallest li-
brary in Iceland, with the well-known Flatey 
Book, which is one of the oldest books in 
the country and contains vital informa-
tion about the sagas that cannot be found 
elsewhere. The book, which dates back to 
the 13th century, was rescued back from 
the king of Denmark in 1971. Flatey is also 
known for its wealth of Icelandic birdlife 
and colourful architecture.
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Set right on the eastern border with the huge 
and unquestionably magical Vatnajökull 
glacier (the largest glacier in Europe), the 
obscure Lónsöræfi is a vast volcanic preser-
vation area of colourful hills, broad rivers, 
gushing waterfalls, and lush vegetation that 
is unique for Iceland. The area is surrounded 
by sharp and snowy peaks on all sides, and 
is often treaded by herds of reindeer. For 
visitors who dare the unpopular and rugged 
terrain, Lónsöræfi offers several cottages for 
accommodation. Also nearby is Skafafell, a 
cool abandoned farm-campsite right on the 
edge of Lónsöræfi.

Lónsöræfi 
Because of high velocity interior winds, no 
shrubbery is able to grow on the vast and 
humbling Sprengisandur.  The result is some-
thing of an enormous and moody polar des-
ert stretching 200km from the middle of no-
where in northern Iceland to the middle of 
nowhere in southern Iceland. The highlands 
in this area are stony and unmarked, with the 
Vatnajökull and Hofsjökull glaciers acting as 
boundaries. It is a beautiful, desolate place 
to visit, and at least one epic song has been 
written about crossing it. 

Sprengisandur
When the gushing white Hvítá river runs into 
a canyon in the southwest, it creates Gullfoss 
(or Golden Falls), one of the most popular 
tourist attractions in Iceland. The waterfall 
has a series of three steps, with each drop 
greater than the next. Where the trail meets 
the falls, the volumes of the wide Hvítá can 
be witnessed plunging about 32 meters into a 
relatively obscured canyon. Fortunately, plans 
to utilise the fall for energy were dropped a 
long time ago. A trip to the spectacular Gull-
foss is generally included with any “Golden 
Circle” package.

Gullfoss
At the very top of chicken-shaped nation 
that is Iceland, there is the scraggly looking 
area that makes up the head. It is called the 
West fjords. At the very tip of the West fjords 
is one of the harshest areas and most brutal 
hikes in the known universe: Hornstrandir. If 
you hike the temperamental area, you should 
know how to use a compass. The huge strand 
of earth offers breathtaking views of Hornvík 
bay, and the impossibly sloped bird-cliffs of 
Hornbjarg, which also offer an abundance of 
Icelandic fauna.

Hornstrandir

Photos by Thorsten Henn

one 

Flatey

Car provided by Hertz, Tel.: 522 4400
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Fly and discover

airiceland.is
/  tel. 570 3030

Air Iceland destinations

NARSARSSUAQ
Greenland

FAROE ISLANDS

REYKJAVÍK

AKUREYRI

EGILSSTAÐIR

WESTMAN ISLANDS

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR

VOPNAFJÖRÐUR

GRÍMSEY

KULUSUK
Greenland

NERLERIT INAAT
Greenland

NUUK
Greenland

Get your action-packed day tour brochure
at hotels, airports or any travel agent.
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“Seals are crazy about pregnant women,” the 
deep, solemn, man’s voice on the CD player 
whispers in my ear. I am nearing the end of the 
Ghost Centre tour in Stokkseyri, staring at a 
stuffed seal in a dark room. My audio guide is 
ominously recounting the second-to-last of 24 
Icelandic folklore stories he has been taunting 
me with in the last hour.
 In the enormous black abyss of the former 
fish packing plant, the disc’s orated stories, the 
most sinister, gruesome and bizarre of Icelandic 
ghost myth are brought to life with aesthetically 
indulgent and often seriously creepy backdrops. 
Which brings us back to the seal.
 Reaching as far back as the sagas, the stories 
follow rural Icelanders and their bizarre encoun-
ters and interpretations of the supernatural. A 
few stories hover around dead men taking, or 
attempting to take, their lovers with them to 
the grave. One tells of a woman witnessing a 
crew of sailors running naked through a field, 
forecasting their untimely passing that fishing 
season.
 The larger and more in-depth displays 
are seasoned with shorter, smaller and more 
whimsical anecdotes, such as a display of a 
two-headed sheep, a bull ghost and a newborn 
baby ghost, carried out without being baptised 
and doomed to walk again. One figure displays 
the look of the “traditional” Icelandic ghost, 
peppered with the strange trivia that the female 
version “will often suck a finger.”
 The centre makes excellent use of both the 
visual and auditory factors of fright. Yet much 
like a real haunting, the action of the centre 
takes place mostly in your head.
 Except, of course, when those little kids 
dressed as ghosts jump out from the shadows. 
I definitely screamed a few times.

The Ghost Centre
Hafnargata 9, 835 Stokkseyri, 
www.draugasetrid.is.
Open daily from 13–18 during summer.

The Ghost
Centre
Text by Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir   
Photo by Gulli

Safnarabúðin on Frakkarstígur 
is the obvious choice for me. I 
started collecting old vinyls as 
a kid, and at Safnarabúðin, I 
could always find some rare 
copies of great music.  Thanks 
to that shop, I now own a huge 
collection of the best disco al-
bums ever released.

DJ and musician Páll Óskar is the king of the 
Icelandic disco. He will be DJ-ing at NASA on 
the night of Gay-Pride, August 11. 
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Accommodation

Hótel Akureyri 
Hafnarstræti 67
600 Akureyri
tel: 462 5600
hotelakureyri@hotelakureyri.is
www.hotelakureyri.is
A few minutes walk from downtown 
Akureyri. Every room has private 
bathroom,  refrigerator, safe, telephone, 
wireless internet and multi-channel TV. 
Free Breakfast included.

Gesthús Dúna 
Suðurhlíð 35, 
105 Reykjavík
Tel: 5882100 / Fax: 5882102
Duna@islandia.is, ghduna@simnet.is
www.islandia.is/duna
B&B ROOMS FROM 5.000.- SLEEPNG 
BAG ACCOMMODATION

Hótel Stykkishólmur 
tel: 430 2100
hotelstykkisholmur@simnet.is
Hótel Stykkishólmur is at Breiðafjörður 
bay, 2 hours from Reykjavík. The area is 
under special law of conservation. Golf 
course is free, parking free. Swimming 
pool 100. metr

Bakki, Laugarbakka
tel: 4512987 / 6163304
email: elinborg8@msn.com
Quiet surroundings, only one kilometer 
from Highway 1, Rooms, Sleeping Bag 
Accommodation and Camping w/electric-
ity Mini-Market and Cafe Angling sold for 
lakes in Arnarvatnsheiði

Hótel Varmahlíð
Tel: 003544538170
info@hotelvarmahlid.is
www.hotelvarmahlid.is
A small comfortable hotel of 19 rooms 
with private facilities and a restaurant 
concentrating on local cuisine from the 
Skagafjörður region.

Hótel Hafnarfjörður
Reykjavíkurvegi 72, 220 Hafnarfjörður
tel: 540-9700 fax: 540-9701
mail: info@hotelhafnarfjordur.is, www.
hotelhafnarfjordur.is
Hótel Hafnarfjörður - Apartments Hotel, 
is a smart choice for those who want to 
enjoy the freedom of staying in an apart-
ment and having the opportunity of a ho-
tel service. It offers personal atmosphere 
and comfort - a home away from home.

Dimmuborgir Guesthouse
Geiteyjarströnd 1, 660 Mývatn
4644210/8943042
dimmuborgir@emax.is / www.dim-
muborgir.is
Comfortable rooms and nice small cot-
tages just 200 meters from the shore 
of beautiful Lake Mývatn. In walking 
distance of Dimmuborgir and crater 
Hverfjall. We offer boat trips for bird 
watchers or just if people want 
to go and enjoy the nature and take 
pictures.

Accommodation Needed

Looking for accomodation for two 
months, from August 27th. Contact 
Philipp; ppeitsmeyer@hotmail.de

Will be arriving August 27th and staying 
until December 21st, and I would 
ideally like to find a room to rent from 
a family for these few months. contact: 
smokeandmirrors00@hotmail.com or call 
514-207-3875

Postgraduate Student studying in Reykja-
vik (09/2007-08/2008) looking for a room 
to rent in a shared flat OR for a whole 
flat to be shared with other postgradu-
ate students (up to 350 per room) 12 
months. Contact: duycks@yahoo.fr or 
call: +48507932211

Temporary flat/house share wanted close 
to central Reykjavik for 3-4 months for 
frequent visitor from England. Maximum 
2 weeks per month.
sim_martina @ yahoo.co.uk tel +354 
8605414

Job openings:

As part of our expansion program,our 
company is looking for part time Work 
from home account managers and sales 
representatives, it pays $3000 a month 
plus benefits and takes only little of your 
time. Please contact us for more details. 

Requirements - Should be a computer 
Literate. 2-3 hours access to the internet
weekly. Must be over 19yrs of age. Must 
be Efficient and Dedicated.If you are inter-
ested and need more information,Contact 
Michael J Sloan, Email: mjsloan01@yahoo.
com

Job Needed

Polish law student is looking for a job 
in Reykjavik from now. I`m a very com-
municative  hardworking and responsible 
person, ready for new challenges. I have 
already worked abroad so I have some 
experience. I`m interested in working 
in a bar, restaurant, hotel, I also have 
some experience in babysitting. Basically 
everything will do!
6956764

Stuff for Sale:

New canon A420 Camera for sale with 
charger, 2 recgargable batteries + 1GB 
SD Memory card. It has 1 year warranty. 
Selling it because I have bought SLR. price 
-- 17000 ISK contact no. 857 1462

Entire contents of modern apartment; 
incl. 3 single beds and 1 double folding 
sofa-bed.  Everything as new.  50% 
of IKEA prices. Also solid birch dining 
table,175 x 100 cm, Danish design. 5000 
ISK.  Six red bentwood chairs,incl. cush-
ions, 1000 ISK each. All prices negotiable.
Please e-mail:  karenojt@yahoo.com

1. Free single mattress. American style, 
soft, good condition, needs extra thin 
mattress on top. Email florenicolas@
hotmail.co.uk for more info
2. Bicycle for sell or exchange- Male 
teenage mountain bike, 10 yrs old but 
all checked recently. 8000ISK (ono) or 
exchange with female city bike. Call Flore 
517 9252
3. LOOKING for old Holland style female 
city bicycle- free, exchange or cheap. 
For info, call Flore 517 9252

Stuff Needed

Baby Safety Car Seat Wanted
I am looking for an used car seat for 9-
18kg baby with reasonable price.
Please contact me at 659 2136 or land.
tornado@gmail.com 

Other

Hi, I plan on moving to Iceland with my 
family there is 3 of us. We would
like to move to a cheaper less populated 
part of Iceland. We are looking for
a nice comfortable home that is not 
expensive and possibly cheaper than
$200,000 which is almost similar to British 
pounds. I would appreciate if
anyone could send me a brochure or any 
information on houses in Iceland.
Thank you. Contact: pillowmittens@
hotmail.com

Bring THIS AD and 
get 15% discount!

comfortable - affordable

Central in Snæfellsnes

grundarfjordur@hostel.is

www.hostel.is

+354-5626533
+354-8956533

Grundarfjörður Hostel

Reykjavik Maritime
Museum

Open this summer
11 am - 5 pm   Closed Mondays

Grandagarði 8 - Tel.: 517 9400

+354 522 44 00 • www.hertz.is

Hertz locations in Iceland: Keflavík Airport, Reykjavík, Ísafjörður, Akureyri, Höfn, Egilsstaðir
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Enjoy every second of your stay by exploring the beauty 
of Iceland and taking advantage of our easy, safe and 
practical services in Iceland. 

+354 522 44 00 • www.hertz.is
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Enjoy every second of your stay by exploring the beauty 
of Iceland and taking advantage of our easy, safe and 
practical services in Iceland. 
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Grafarvogur - Bridge - Grafarholt

Álafoss - outlet
Álafossvegur 23 
Mosfellsbær  
(C.a 16 km away from 
Reykjavík on the road 
to Þingvellir)

Open:
Mondays - Fridays
9:00 - 18:00
Saturdays
9:00 - 16:00

Álafoss
Laugavegur 1
Reykjavík
City Center 

Open:
Every day 
9:00 - 22:00

Take the warmth 
with you!

www.alafoss.isWool & Souvernir Shop

Since 1896
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ÍAA HAPPY ENDING EACH DAY
RESTAURANTS IN ALL HOTELS • SWIMMING POOLS ALWAYS CLOSE BY
• FRIENDLY SERVICE • RATES FROM ISK 3.550 PER PERSON Make your order on www.hoteledda.is or by telephone, (+354) 444 4000.

ONE STOP SHOP FOR 13 HOTELS

13 HOTELS AROUND ICELAND
1 ML Laugarvatn  •  2 ÍKÍ Laugarvatn  •  3 Skógar  •  4 Vík í M‡rdal  •  5 Nesjaskóli
6 Neskaupsta›ur  •  7 Egilssta›ir  •  8 Ei›ar  •  9 Stórutjarnir  •  10 Akureyri
11 Laugarbakki  •  12 Ísafjör›ur  •  13 Laugar



Thousands of puffins are 
perched on the steep cliffs 
of the island. Magnús un-
expectedly fires his pistol 

into the air causing the sky 
to turn black with the birds 

fleeing the cliffs.
Zoë Robert visits the island Grímsey.

Page 32

“I stumbled upon the term 
while I was in the finish-

ing stages of setting it 
up and was looking for a 

translation of “threshold” 
– learning about it was a 
lot like reading about the 
things I had been dealing 
with in my art for a long 

time.”
Artist Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir explains her 

new exhibition ‘Liminality’ at the Living 

Art Museum. 

Page B6

“Young people who drink 
and get intoxicated tend 
to get aggressive. It has 

always been like that. An 
abuse of stimulants will 
add to that behaviour, 

which makes matters even 
worse.”

Dr. Þórarinn Tyrfingsson, Chief Medical 

Director of SÁÁ discusses alcoholism and 

drug-abuse in Iceland. 

Page 6

“Our slogan will be ‘Ille-
gal in 100 countries’ and 

is meant to emphasize the 
fact that there are present-
ly 100 nations that enforce 
laws against homosexual-
ity in some way, by doling 
out fines, jail-time or even 

public executions.”
Haukur S. Manússon finds out how the 

Gay Pride float preparations are going. 
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